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FORWARD 
 

 
I have heard people say that speed is something that you’re either born with 

or born without.  Well, I am proof that speed can be taught and enhanced.  About 
ten years ago when I was in high school, Division I college coaches and scouts 
would come and watch me play.  I heard the same remarks from everyone.  He is a 
good player, but he is too slow.  He has the other tools, but he can’t run. 

 
I was not going to let these people tell me I could not achieve my goals 

because I was too slow.  So, I accepted a scholarship to a Division II school.  After 
my freshman year in college, I decided to train with Thurman.  The first day we 
worked he tested me in the 60 yard dash. The results were what everyone was 
telling me, 7.25 seconds, too slow for a middle infielder in professional baseball, 
even too slow for Division I. 

 
After training with Thurman for a summer, I saw my 60 yard dash time 

drop from 7.2 to 6.9.  I was able to transfer from a Division II program to a 
Division I university because I now had adequate speed.  I continued to train with 
Thurman after each of my next two college seasons. We kept on seeing the same 
results 6.9 sec, 6.8 sec, and finally 6.7 sec, my personal best.  My speed went from 
being a liability, to being average, to being a tool! 

 
In June 2003, I was selected by the Florida Marlins in the 12th round of the 

Major League Baseball draft.  Although I did not make the Major Leagues, I 
achieved more than what anyone expected of me.  I personally believe I would not 
have had the opportunity to play Division I or professional baseball if it was not 
for the help and guidance of Thurman Hendrix.  Thanks Thurm!   
 
 
 
          Joe Mazzuca 
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1 
 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Potential Value of a Tenth of a Second 
 

I want you to do an experiment.  Grab a stopwatch if you have one and set 
it to “chrono” or “stopwatch” mode so that it reads 0.000.  Press the start/stop 
button two times as quickly as possible and see how fast you can get it to stop.   

 

     
 

How’d you do?  The fastest time that I am able to get is around 0.09 
seconds, but usually I’m around 0.12 - 0.15.  Do it one more time and pay 
particular attention to the “two beeps” that the watch makes when starting and 
stopping.  You will probably notice that the time between beeps is really, really 
quick.  Why is this important?  Well, believe it or not, improving your speed that 
amount of time is sometimes all that it takes to receive more playing time, a 
college scholarship, or a multi-million dollar signing bonus! 
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Now try to pause a little bit between beeps so that it stops at around 0.50.  
Notice that the time between the beeps is still very, very short.  This would be the 
equivalent of improving a 60 yard dash time from 7.3 to 6.8 seconds.  If you are a 
centerfielder and you run your 60 in 7.3 seconds, you probably are not going to get 
any college scholarship offers and your chances of getting drafted are next to zero.  
However, if you improve your 60 to 6.8 seconds (the short time between the 
beeps), you are now considered fast and scouts will continue to look at your other 
abilities.    

 
Another way to put a tenth of a second in perspective is to think about 

instant replay when watching a “bang-bang” play on television.  They will usually 
slow the play down so that it moves frame-by-frame and most close plays are 
usually decided by one or maybe two frames.  Keep in mind that one frame of 
video is roughly 0.03 seconds.  Now go back to your best time from the stopwatch 
experiment.  Again, my best was 0.09 seconds, meaning that would have been 
equivalent to about three frames of video.  My average times between 0.12 and 
0.15 would have been about four to five frames, or enough time to make the play 
not even seem close. 

 
The real difference between the fastest and slowest guys is really not that 

great.  This is especially true when running over the long distance of 60 yards.  
The absolute fastest guys may hit a 6.3 and the absolute slowest about 8.3, 
meaning that two seconds is all that separates the best from the worst.  However, 
for most runners the range is more likely to be between 6.5 and 7.5 seconds with 
only about one second separating the good from the bad. 

 
What could a tenth of a second be worth?  It’s tough to say.  It could be a 

college scholarship, which for some athletes equates to well over $100,000.  It 
could even be worth a multi-million dollar signing bonus if it helps bump your 
draft status by a few rounds.  In the big picture, the main thing that speed can 
give you is an opportunity to make some memories. 

 
If you have not done so yet, go back and read the forward by Joe Mazzuca.  

Here is a player that had every other tool, but speed.  Had he not gained speed, he 
would have never been able to earn a Division I scholarship and hit a home run in 
Rosenblatt Stadium, the home of the College World Series.  Had he not gained 
speed, he would have never been able to receive a paycheck for playing baseball 
and live the minor league life of long road trips and small towns.  Had he not 
gained speed, he would have never been able to play on the Italian National Team 
and travel all over Europe, Cuba, and Taiwan.  He has gained memories and 
stories to tell his family, friends, children and grandchildren for the rest of his life.  
All because he gained the time between the beeps! 
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Importance of Speed to Baseball 
 
As we all know by now, Major League Baseball has been infested with 

steroids since at least the mid 1990’s.  Players began to hit more home runs than in 
the past and coaches stopped calling as many steal attempts in fear of running into 
outs.  Go back and look at the stolen base leaders through the years.  In 1982, 
Rickey Henderson stole 130 bases.  Nowadays, anything over 40 is considered a 
huge year.  However, speed is still a huge factor in the recruiting process and 
ultimately may be what gets you a roster spot, a scholarship, or a higher draft 
pick and signing bonus!   

 
The ability to run is considered one of the five tools that scouts look for 

when recruiting players.  The others are the ability to hit for average, power, 
throwing-arm strength, and defense.  It used to be that speed alone could earn you 
a roster spot on a major league team.  Other than a few rare exceptions, this is no 
longer the case.  Currently in the eyes of many professional scouts, running speed 
is probably the least important of the five tools.  In the past you may have heard a 
scout say, “Wow, this guy can run.  Can he hit at least a little?”  Meaning that 
speed alone could have gotten someone to the big leagues.  Any hitting ability 
would be icing on the cake.  Now, you are more likely to hear “Wow, this guy can 
run, but can he hit?”  Meaning, it’s great that the player can run, but they wouldn’t 
get called up unless they were a major league hitter.  This is, however, starting to 
change as the league is beginning to clean itself up.  Home run totals are down the 
past few years and major league organizations are starting to put greater emphasis 
back into speed. 

 
It may sound as if I’m saying speed is not that important.  That is not the 

case at all!  While it is true that speed is less important at the major league level, it 
does still play a huge factor in the high school and college game.  This is 
especially true among teams that play in large, open ballparks and do not hit a lot 
of home runs.  Also, even though professionally it is not as valued as it once was, 
speed is still a huge factor in your overall draft status and it can even make you 
appear to be a better hitter by boosting your batting average from beating out 
infield singles or bunts. 

 
Scouts come across thousands of players and have the tough job of trying to 

predict who will succeed at the next level.  Speed will obviously be the deciding 
factor when choosing between two players that have equal ability when comparing 
their other tools.  During the recruiting process, speed gets you noticed.  If you 
have ever been to a showcase, one of the first things they will look at is your 60 
yard dash time.  The purpose of this is to immediately weed some players out.  If 
your 60 time is not where it needs to be for your position, they may have already 
crossed you off of their “watch” list. 
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I like to say that when assessing your five tools, each can be classified as a 
liability, average, or a tool.  In terms of speed, a liability would mean that you are 
so slow for your position that scouts may not even look at what else you can do.  
Unless you are a super-freak hitter you are probably not getting to the next level.  
Average speed would mean that you are just fast enough to play at the next level, 
but it is not really going to impress either.  Having speed as a tool means that you 
run better (sometimes exceptionally better) than most other players at your 
position.  It is not the only thing looked at in scouting, but it is definitely a huge 
bargaining chip in your favor.  Think of it as a credential on a resume.  A 
doctorate degree looks better than a master’s degree, a master’s degree looks 
better than a bachelor’s degree, which looks better than a GED, which looks better 
than no degree at all.  Obviously, if interviewing for an upper level position, the 
job recruiter will first look at the person with the doctorate because he has the 
most credentials.  The same holds true in the world of baseball recruiting.  In 
essence, you are interviewing for an upper level position.  The more credentials 
and tools on your resume, the more likely you will be looked at. 

 
If speed is already considered a tool of yours, great!  This book will only 

help to get you noticed even more.  Your 60 yard dash and home-to-first times are 
already good, but now we will get them to “pop” a little greater.  If your speed is 
considered either a liability or just average, congratulations on taking an important 
step toward getting noticed by scouts and coaches.  This book will help you 
improve your speed so that you are not shuffled into the dreaded rejected pile! 

 
Purpose of this Book 
 
 The main goal of this book is to teach you how to beat a 60 yard dash.  I 
intentionally use the word beat because improving your 60 yard dash time does 
not always mean that you have improved your “real” speed.  Sometimes it is as 
simple as understanding how to manipulate or trick the person timing the test.  
This is usually the easiest and quickest way to improve your time and ultimately 
improve your perception in the eye’s of coaches and scouts. 
 
Secondary purposes of this book: 

 
• Another purpose is to improve your real speed.  This will be accomplished 

through many different factors as you will see in the following chapter.  
This one bullet point alone could be expanded to include over 100 sub-
bullet points, but let’s keep it simple for now. 

• Another main goal is to improve your baseball start technique used in the 
60 and potentially even used in games.  What you do in the first three yards 
may determine your time more than the final 57 yards. 
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• I also will touch on the power of the mind as it relates to running and 
getting good jumps.  The mind is also one of the most important factors in 
improving your home-to-first time. 

• Speaking of home-to-first time, I will discuss why this is becoming more 
important to scouts and how to improve it.  I will also discuss some other 
types of baseball-specific speed. 

• Finally, I want you to understand how to train when trying to become 
faster.  The last chapter will include a program designed to improve your 
baseball specific speed. 

 
Getting the Most Out of this Book 
 

Of course, you could go directly to the last chapter of the book and get right 
into the training program, but I would not recommend that you do that.  The 
easiest way to improve your 60 yard dash and home-to-first time is mainly by 
understanding the theory that I present in Chapters 1 through 9.  The exercise 
program is important, but you need to understand the underlying concept of what 
you are working on.  Going directly to the program would be like trying to fly an 
airplane without taking classes first. 

 
Also, before moving on to Chapter 2, I recommend that, if possible, you 

should video yourself performing a 60 yard dash (or at least a 20 yard dash).  I 
recommend that you video from four specific angles (see below).  It is not the end 
of the world if you cannot do this, but it will help in finding out what you do well 
and where you may be able to improve your time.   
 
• Angle 1:  Set the video camera up about 70 yards away from the starting line 

(see Figure 1).  The camera should be directly in front of you so that you are 
running straight at it.  It should be stabile and ideally on a tripod.  You should 
run the full 60 yards and then angle off during that last few yards in order to 
not hit the tripod or person filming. 

 

     
Figure 1:  Example of Angle 1 
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• Angle 2:  Set the camera up from a side angle at about the 35 yard mark (see 
Figure 2).  The camera should be zoomed so that the 30 to 40 yard portion of 
the run is in the picture.  Again, it should be stabile and ideally on a tripod.  
You are only trying to capture two to three strides on this run. 
 

     
Figure 2:  Example of Angle 2 
 
• Angle 3:  Capture a close up shot of your baseball start (see Figure 3).  The 

camera should be set-up at about a 45 degree angle to the runner and again 
should be stabile.  You should capture the first three to four strides. 

 

        
Figure 3:  Example of Angle 3 
 
• Angle 4:  For timing purposes only and not for form analysis, have someone 

with the camera set up at the 60 yard line and about ten yards to the side of 
where you will finish.  This run may be filmed with the video camera in hand 
instead of on a tripod if you wish.  Tell the person filming to follow you (pan) 
as you run.  When you get to about the 40 yard line, they should turn the 
camera so that they are looking right through the finish line.  Note that when 
they turn the camera to get your finish they are no longer following/panning 
you.  Instead the camera should be still at this point.  The purpose of this angle 
is not to assess your running form.  This would be very hard to do since the 
camera is moving.  Rather, the purpose of this angle is to get an accurate time 
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of your run.  Later, go back and watch your run on television in real speed.  
Use a stopwatch to time your run.  Be sure to rewind and time it more than 
once to check for accuracy.  An inexperienced (and sometimes even an 
experienced) timer can be slightly off when timing live. 

 

      A B
 

     
Figure 4:  Example of Angle 4.  The person filming should follow the runner for about 40 yards (A-C) and 
then lock in on the finish line (D) and wait for the runner to cross. 

C D

 
Types of Speed in Baseball 
 
 As stated above, the main purpose of this book is to improve your 60 yard 
dash time in order to get noticed (or to not be dismissed) by scouts and coaches.  
However, home-to-first time is starting to be valued by scouts just as much as the 
60.  This time is measured in the actual game and it is defined as the time from the 
crack of the bat to the time you reach first base.  This book will dedicate an entire 
chapter on home-to-first time. 
 

There are also other forms of baseball-specific speed which will be 
addressed in a separate chapter.  I will discuss: 
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• Running from home-to-second base 

e 
 Stealing third base 

osition-Specific Expectations 
 

owed 

exchange for the speed and defense that these three players bring to the lineup. 

 

es your 

 note 
 better (about 0.05) for left-handed 

hitters compared to right-handed hitters. 

• First-to-third speed 
• Stealing second bas
•
 
P

As you probably know, every position is different when it comes to what is 
expected in terms of speed.  Usually, expectations are highest for the CF, foll
next by the 2B and then the SS.  These three positions also require excellent 
defense.  Coaches are usually willing to sacrifice a little home run power in 

 
Although power numbers and the ability to hit are the prime concern for 

LF, RF, 3B, and 1B, they are still expected to run a reasonable time.  Even the C,
whose main concern is to be able to call a good game and manage his pitcher, is 
still expected to have a little speed at the upper levels of the game.  How do
speed compare to the times listed in Figure 5?  Note that these are ballpark 
numbers and every coach or scout may judge based on a different scale.  Also
that home-to-first times should be slightly

   
Professional CF 2B SS RF LF 3B 1B C 
60 yard Dash ≤ 6.8 ≤ 6.8 ≤ 6.8 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.2
Home-to-First ≤ 4.2 ≤ 4.2 ≤ 4.2 ≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.4

 
Division I CF 2B SS RF LF 3B 1B C 
60 yard Dash ≤ 6.9 ≤ 6.9 ≤ 6.9 ≤ 7.1 ≤ 7.1 ≤ 7.1 ≤ 7.1 ≤ 7.3
Home-to-First ≤ 4.3 ≤ 4.3 ≤ 4.3 ≤ 4.5 ≤ 4.5 ≤ 4.5 ≤ 4.5 ≤ 4.5

 
Division III CF 2B SS RF LF 3B 1B C 
60 yard Dash  ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.0 ≤ 7.2 ≤ 7.2 ≤ 7.2 ≤ 7.2 ≤ 7.4

≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.6 ≤ 4.6 ≤ 4.6 ≤ 4.6 ≤ 4.6Home-to-First ≤ 4.4 ≤ 4.4
Figure 5:  Baseball-specific speeds listed by position 

bout Me…Your Performance Enhancement and Speed Coach 

o 

ond, so that you understand 
hy I tackle this topic from the perspective that I do. 

 
trength 

 
A
 
 I don’t want to make this section an autobiography by any means, but I d
think you need to know a little about my background for two reasons.  First, so 
that you buy into and respect what I’m saying, and sec
w

I have a Master’s Degree in Exercise Science and I am a Certified S
and Conditioning Specialist (C.S.C.S.) through the National Strength and 
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Conditioning Association (N.S.C.A.).  With this certification, I can technically b
called a personal trainer, but I choose not to classify myself that way.  Personal 
trainers typically work with regular, everyday people whose goals are usually to 
improve the way they look.  I call myself a “performance enhancement coach” 
because I typically train athletes who want to improve the way they perform.  
Granted, sometimes performance enhancement means weight-gain or weight-los
and I am certainly qualified to change the way people look, but I will also draw 
upon information from a wide variety of fields.  For example, I use biomechan
information to assess an athlete’s efficiency in movement.  I may teach basic 
sports psychology or even nutrition techniques to help an athlete improve upon
basic habits that might be getting in the way of their performance.  I may do a 
general postural assessment to determine if an athlete may be at risk for an injury 
and follow this up by designing a prehabilitation program to correct basic muscle 
imbalances.  Obviously, I train athletes to be stronger, quicker, and more powe
and I need to understand the sport and position-specific requirements for each 
individual.  I even teach them how to relax and regenerate after workouts so tha
they are recovered for their next game or training session.  This might include 

e 

s, 

ical 

 

rful 

t 

talking about sleep strategies or even teaching them how to do self-massage.   

 

orm better would be impossible without 
drawing from these fields of knowledge. 

tart 
ter in this book is about as close as I come to teaching a sports-

specific skill. 

 

 
e 

come train with me instead of being told that it is mandatory by their 
coach.    

s 

 
Ethically, I have to let you know that I am not a sports psychologist, I am 

not a nutritionist, I am not a physical therapist, and I am not a massage therapist.  I
do refer to these people all the time when I feel something is beyond my scope of 
practice, but teaching athletes how to perf

 
Last, and probably most important, I am not a sport coach.  I usually leave 

technical skill coaching to your actual sports coach and try not to get in the way of 
what they are instructing.  The explanation of a new type of baseball-specific s
as described la

 
I train athletes of all sports ranging from grammar school age to multi-

million dollar professionals.  I do come from baseball and because of that, my 
name is best known in those circles.  I would say that about 75% of the athletes I 
train are either baseball or softball players.  I played professionally for a short time
as an infielder and I was offered a job in the Chicago White Sox organization as a 
conditioning coach.  At this point in my life I choose to train athletes in the private
sector and not as part of a team.  I find that they work harder when they make th
choice to 

 
Lastly, I need you to understand that even though coaching for me draw

upon a lot of science and research, I am mainly successful because of the old-
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fashioned art that all successful coaches possess.  Basically, it comes down to 
being able to say the right thing at the right time to the right athlete.  This is my 
first book and a new journey for me.  I wish I could look all of you in the eye so 
that I know what is best to say if you are struggling with some of the concepts in
this book.  I have done my best to try and emphasize points that I think need to 
really hit home.  Remember, simply reading this book alone will not improve yo
speed.  It will require that you identify with what I am saying and work hard t

 

ur 
o 

improve on your habits.  Whatever you do, enjoy the process along the way! 
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2 
 

 
 

ome people think that you are either born with or without speed.  While it 
 genetic factors that ultimately will determine how fast 
curate to say that speed can’t be improved.  There are 

hings 

n 

er 

nd 
or 

speed training.  Efficiency basically means eliminating wasted movement.  Simply 

 

CAN SPEED BE IMPROVED? 
 
 
Many Ways to Improve Speed 
 

S
is true that there are some
ne can become, it is inaco

many, many ways for an athlete to shave off tenths of seconds, and those t
will be the focus of this chapter. 
 
Through Your Start Technique 

 
The first, and probably most important place to begin when trying to 

improve your speed, is working on your start technique.  I have had athletes gai
up to 0.40 of a second on the first day of training to improve their 60 simply by 
making a few quick changes in their start.  An average improvement through the 
start is usually 0.15 - 0.30 and this doesn’t even include the changes that were lat
made during the other 59 yards of the run.  Chapters 4 and 5 will be dedicated to 
getting a good start, so all that I want you to get out of this section is to simply 
understand how important a good start can be. 

 
Through Efficiency 
 
 Finish this sentence, “the shortest distance between two points is a 
__________ ________.”  I’m guessing that you probably said, “straight line,” a
if so, you are correct.  Believe it or not, this simple statement is the foundation f
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put, if you run straight, you will run faster.  I cannot tell you how often athletes 
veer off from a straight line when running.  If you were able to film yourself, go 
ack and look at Angle 1 in slow motion.  Every stride that you take should be 

directly at the camera.  Remember even if you veer off just six inches or one foot 
from a straight line you will eventually have to come back to where you need to 
finish.  This means that you would have made your run an extra one to two total 
feet longer than it needed to be.  It doesn’t seem like a lot, but remember that you 
must appreciate how quickly a tenth of a second is.  This is particularly important 
in a 60 yard dash that is often run in a wide open outfield with nothing really to 
guide you such as a track lane.  I am not exaggerating when I say that I have seen 
an athlete veer off and cross the finish line by as much as 12 feet from where he 
started.  On the next run, after giving thi la r some feedback on what he did, he

e really faster?  Well, his time 
as faster, so yes, he is faster.  However, what really happened is that he ran a 

shorter

b

s p  ye
improved 0.30 simply by running straight.  Was h
w

 distance!  Figure 6 below shows a more subtle and realistic example of 
what you may find in your video.  My guess is that this amount of “mistake” is 
likely to cost this athlete about 0.05 - 0.10 of a second.  
 

     
Figure 6:  Example of the athlete not running in a straight line 
 

Also, efficiency in running can mean other t

A B

hings as well.  For example, 
obviously in a sprint your goal is to move n a forward direction and you want to 
minimize moving up and down.  To check if you have a lot of up and down 
movement, go back to your video and this time look at Angle 2.  Usually what I do 
on an old television monitor (please do not do this on a new flat screen) is take a 
dry erase marker and put dots on the top of my head after each frame of video.  
After a few frames I will be able to see if my dots are straight or moving up and 
down.  If you do not want to mark your television another option is to try and 
establish a straight frame of reference in the background such as the windows on 
the buildings in Figure 7.  For clarity, I have drawn a straight line on the pictures 
in which to compare the runners head, but normally, all you have to do compare 
his head to fixed objects at different parts of the run.  Notice how the athlete’s 

e line on pictures A and C, but below the line in pictures B and
D.  This would mean that there is some up and down movement.  How much time 

 i

head is even with th  
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is to be gained here?  It’s tough to say, but over the course of 60 yards for this 
runner, I would guess at least 0.05 - 0.10 seconds. 

 

 A B    
 

  
C D

   
Figure 7:  Example of vertical inefficiency 
 

To improve this inefficiency simply means that we need to be aware of it.  
We want to think about thrusting all of our forces forward and try to minimize the 
up and down movement as much as pos e deally, in terms of vertical 
efficiency, you should look somewhat similar to the pictures in Figure 8. 
 
 
 

sibl .  I

It’s the little details that are vital .  Little things 
make big things happen. 

 
- John Wooden
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A B

 C D    
Figure 8

our 

s to run straight is to make sure that you run with 
 purpose.  Of course we know that you are running to get from one point to 
nothe  

st 

 

:  Example of vertical efficiency 
 
 As you will see, I will mention the word efficiency over and over 
throughout the course of this book.  It will relate to your start, it will relate to y
running form, it will relate to your core, legs, eyes, arms, ankles, hands and even 
your mind.  Improving speed often involves simple, common sense concepts and 
anyone can develop an eye for it. 
 
Through Mental Focus 
 
 One of the simplest way
a
a r, but running with a purpose means that you find your target with your eyes
and run straight at it from the start with a type of determination that is tough to 
explain.  You can’t waste a single stride with your mind wandering aimlessly.  Ju
like an athlete in the zone, you’ll know it when you see it. 
 

Before doing a 60, I also teach my athletes to visually run through a 
checklist in their mind at the starting line of all the things they need to be aware of. 
I don’t really want these things actively thought of during the actual run, but this 
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mental drill will wake up your subconscious mind so that you are actually 
focusing on them (subconsciously) while running. 

 
Finally, mental focus can have a whole other meaning when it comes to 

getting a good jump off a reactive start.  A reactive start is when the runner must 
react and start running based off someone else.  This is the case when it comes to 
stealing bases in which the start is usually dictated by when a pitcher makes a 

 yard dash test 
ince the time is usually started on the runner’s first movement.  However, some 

scouts 

 
t I see all of 

the time is in the arm swing.  Many times athletes will pump their arms (or even 
legs fo  that 

 to 
 the right on the next, then back to the left, etc.  

herefore, your arms, legs, and force may appear to be moving in a straight line at 
real speed, but when slowed down, you would see that they are actually moving in 
a zig-zag pattern for the entire length of the run.  This is quite obvious when 
looking at Angle 1 video from frame-to-frame (see Figure 9).     
 

move to go home with the pitch.  This is usually not the case in a 60
s

and coaches conduct the test off of a reactive start by starting the watch 
when they say “go”.  Chapter 4 will be dedicated to this concept of utilizing the 
mind in order to get better jumps off of reactive starts. 
 
Through Running Form 
 
 Another way to shave valuable tenths of a second off  your time is through
efficiency within your actual running form.  A common mistake tha

r that matter) across the midline of their body.  The problem with this is
forces are not being directed in a forward manner.  Instead, they are exploding
the left on one stride, then to
T

   
igure 9:  Example of the arms (and legs) incorrectly crossing the midline of the body 

e 
 

 

want to go. 
 

F
 

Just imagine how much your run can be improved if you shave some tim
off each and every stride that you take for the entire 60 yards!  Typically, the arms
cross the body more in the beginning or acceleration phase of the run when the 
athlete is really digging into the ground and trying to generate force.  Some of the
muscles of the body, especially the glutes, are orientated in a diagonal manner and 
this explains one of the reasons why we tend to want to cross our body when we 
run.  A little crossing is natural, but we ultimately need to make sure that we are 
efficiently throwing our forces in the direction that we 
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Ideally, the elbows should almost brush the sides of the body and you 
should not be able to see a big gap between your elbow and your body on the 
backswing (see Figure 10). 
 

     
Figure 10:  Example of correct arm swing 
 
 The arms should move front-to-back with movement coming from the 
shoulder joint and not the elbow.  In other words, the arms should maintain 
roughly a 90 degree angle throughout the entire run.  Also note in Figure 11 how 
far back the elbow drive is.  This is important because the further we bring our 
arms back, the more force we are able to generate.  I always tell my athletes that 
the distance from the back of the arm swing to the time when the arm is even with 
the body is when they are generating most of their force.  Then the distance from 
when the elbows are even with their body until the rest of their forward arm swing 
is simply the direction that we are applying our force. 
 

     
Figure 11:  Example of correct arm swing 
 

Arm swing is inefficient when we do what I call “drumming”.  Many 
athletes will incorrectly straighten out their arms (as if they were playing the 
drums) instead of driving their elbows back (see Figure 12).  This is a problem 
because they will not be able to generate a lot of forward thrust.  Also, it will take 

e armth  longer to complete a cycle. 
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Figure 12:  Example of incorrect arm action.  The athlete is bending and straightening his arms instead of 
keeping them at 90 degrees and driving his elbows back. 
 

Get up and walk from one end of the room to the other.  Notice how the 
arms and legs are always opposite of each other.  In other words, when th
is in front, so is the right arm and vice-versa.  Simply put, since they are timed, the
faster the arms move, the faster the legs will move.  Now do another experiment
Stand up and swing your right arm front-to-back as fast as possible using the 
correct arm swing as shown in Figures 10 and 11.  Then do this one more time 
except incorrectly straighten out your arm (or drum as I call it) at the back of you
arm swing as in Figure 12.  Notice that the arm was way faster in the first exam
when it was kept bent at 90 degrees.  Like we learned in physics, this is due 
having a shorter lever arm, requiring less work and force to move.    
 

e left leg 
 

.  

r 
ple 

to 

 his section is not meant to be an exhaustive explanation of each and every 
detail involved in running form.  We will get to that in Chapters 5 and 6 and you 
will see that the arms are not the only things at fault when it comes to bad form.   
The purpose of this section was mainly for me to get you excited that your form is 
another area in which you can shave a lot more valuable time off of your run.  
 
Through Core Stabilization 
 

Moving on, core stabilization is something that most people don’t think of 
when trying to improve running form.  Remember from the section above that 
even though we ultimately run with our legs, our arms have a lot to do with the 

e can generate.  In order for the force to travel down from 
legs, it needs to pass through our core or midsection of our body.  

he co ll 
 

respond by saying “crunches” or “sit-
ups”.  They are not totally wrong, but the type of core strength that I’m talking 
about is a little bit different.  In terms of running, the function of the core is to 
remain stabile and not allow energy to “leak” when force transfers from the arms 

T

amount of force that w
ur arms to our o

T re is more than only our abdominal muscles.  Basically, it is made up of a
the muscles from below our chest to the upper part of our thighs, both in the front
and back of our body.  When I first ask my athletes how to train for core 
stabilization, they will usually immediately 
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to the legs.  It does not flex or bend forward as in the case of a crunch or sit-up.  
An example of a core stabilization exercise would be a basic plank, such as in 
Figure 13.  This is not an exercise that is performed for a certain amount of 
repetitions; rather it is usually done by simply holding that position for a certain 
amount of time without letting the core raise or fall. 

 

 
Figure 13:  Planks 
 

Planks can also be progressed with many variations.  For example, a leg 

 

can be lifted a few inches off of the ground as seen in Figure 14.  Notice that the 
core did not tilt or compensate to one side. 

 
Figure 14:  Planks with one leg up 
 

A 500 page book could be written on the function and importance of the 
core as it relates to injury

o 

 prevention and sports performance.  This book will not 
serve that purpose.  The minimum knowledge that you need to know is that in 
sprinting, the core must remain stable.  Go back and watch Angle 1 of your vide
and pay particular attention to your belly button.  It should basically be pointing at 
the camera instead of moving from right to left.  
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Through Stride Length and Stride Frequency 
 
  is often said that two ways to improve speed are through increasing stride 
length 

 

ff 

sh 

aw which states that for every action there is an equal and 
opposite reaction.  Another example of push-off strength is the vertical jump.  We 
push in

 air.  Most people don’t appreciate, however, how 
much strength is needed upon returning to the ground.  Instead of the legs acting 
as a pr t 

nd 
g 

his type of strength is not only important for performance enhancement, 
but it i

 
ally do 

 is teach them how to land.  This is even the case with my upper 
level and professional athletes. 

 

It
and/or increasing stride frequency.  Stride length is defined as the distance 

between one foot strike to the next.  Stride frequency means increasing the 
turnover rate per stride, which is highly dependent upon how much time it takes
you to get your foot off the ground between strides. 
 

Without overcomplicating things, we have two types of strength: push-o
strength and landing strength.  Push-off strength has a lot to do with our stride 
length in that the harder we push into the ground, the harder the ground will pu
back against us, propelling us forward for a certain amount of distance.  This is 
Newton’s Third L

to the ground, and the ground pushes back against us.   
 
Push-off strength, as it pertains to stride length, is easier understood than 

landing strength as it pertains to stride frequency.  Let’s go back to the vertical 
jump for a second.  We push-off the ground forcefully using mainly our leg 
muscles and propel high into the

opulsion mechanism, they are now acting as a shock absorber.  Think abou
it, if our muscles didn’t activate upon landing, our bodies would be crushed into 
the ground due to gravity driving us down. 

 
Most athletes already train for push-off strength through the use of various 

power, explosive, and plyometric exercises.  A reason for this is that push-off 
strength is glamorized in our society through the use of vertical jump tests a
slam dunk contests.  Many athletes, however, do not train to improve their landin
strength.  We don’t have a contest to see how quickly one is able to get off the 
ground.  That would be pretty silly, but athletes should absolutely incorporate 
landing strength and frequency drills into their training programs.  An example of 
this type of exercise would be jumping over and back of a line on a basketball 
court as quickly as you can.  Count how many repetitions you are able to perform 
in five seconds. 

 
T
s also critical to injury prevention.  Athletes usually do not get hurt when 

they jump up, but rather if pain is experienced, it is usually when they return back
to the ground.  Even though they think it is silly, one of the first things I usu
with a new client
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Although I am in the process of developing a landing strength test, we as 
coaches don’t really have a concrete method to figure out the weaknesses of our 
athletes in terms of landing strength in a field or gym setting.  Through tests th
have come up

at I 
 with, I am able to pretty confidently assess one’s push-off strength 

nd landing strength with a $600 jump-testing mat.  I even test each individual leg 
mple, I often see 

at many right-handed athletes have better left leg push-off strength when 
ir 

 jump off the ground with 
eir left leg.  In terms of running, this is important because the ultimate goal is to 

run for

test these qualities so that I can better prescribe appropriate exercises for 
each at

 achieved through 
resista  

s 
t 

 that we 
tance training is 

simply using our bodyweight as it resists gravity.  Some examples of this would 
include push-ups, lunges, and squats. 

 
Although commonly confused, it is important to understand that strength 

and power are not the same thing.  In simple terms, strength is defined by how 
much force one can produce regardless of time.  Power (or explosiveness), on the 
other hand, is defined by producing the greatest amount of force in the shortest 
amount of time.   Even simpler, power means “fast strength”. 

a
for differences, and many times there are inequalities.  For exa
th
compared to their right.  They usually also have better landing strength on the
right leg compared to their left.  Why is this and why is it important?  I theorize 
that this is because many of them have played basketball growing up and have 
done many right handed lay-ups.  This requires them to
th

ward.  Similar to rowing a boat, if one side is pushing harder than the other, 
you might start to veer off.  I also believe that this is why the right leg has learned 
to have better stride frequency since it has more landing forces to deal with. 

 
I 
hlete.  For those of you without such equipment, simply following a well-

rounded speed training program, such as the one presented in this book, is 
recommended.   

 
Improving stride length and stride frequency can also be
nce (weight) training and improved flexibility.  They can also be improved

with the correct use of resistance and assistance training drills as described in 
Chapter 7.    
 
Through Strength and Explosive Power Training 
 
 Training the legs and the rest of the body with resistance training will 
usually help to increase stride length and sometimes even stride frequency.  This i
especially the case during the beginning portion of the run when the athlete mus
really push hard into the ground in order to accelerate. 
 

It is important to note that resistance training does not always mean
have to use equipment.  One of the most underrated forms of resis
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An example of a typical strength exercise would be when an athlete gets 
tested on their “max” for a particular exercise such as the bench press.  It doesn’t 
matter how quickly you move the bar up and down.  All that matters is if you can 
do the weight or not.  Power, on the other hand, is dependent on time.  For 
example, offensive linemen in football commonly bench press a lot in the 
offseason because they need to be able to “push” through opponents on the other 
side of the ball.  This trains their bodies to produce force (strength), but they need 
to progress their training as the season gets closer so that they learn how to apply 
this strength quickly and explosively (pow

me speed that they pushed 

rampl

er) in order to throw their opponents 
back.  Imagine if they pushed their opponent t the sa

e bar while doing the bench press.  They, and their quarterback, would get 
 a

th
t ed over!  An example of a power exercise would be performing an 
explosive push-up in which the hands explode off of the ground. 

 

     
Figure 15:  Explosive push-ups for upper body power developme
 

Another way to describe the difference between strength and power is to 
think about doing a bodyweight squat and then about a bodyweight squat jump as 
in Figure 16 on the following page. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

A B
nt 

We would accomplish many more things if 
we did not think of them as impossible. 

 
- Vince Lombardi
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A B

  
 

     C D
Figure 16:  Bodyweight squats start (A) and finish (B).  Bodyweight jump squats start (C) and finish (D). 
 

I weigh about 180 pounds.  In pictures A & B of Figure 16, where I am 
demonstrating a bodyweight squat, how much strength is needed for me to 
complete the exercise?  Without making it too difficult, the answer is enough for 

e to be able to overcome my 180 poum nds working against gravity.  How long did 
e full second to return from the bottom 

 

 “get tall” from the 90 degree 
ositio

 

I apply my forces?  It took me about on
osition (A) to standing upright (B). p

 
In pictures C & D of me performing the bodyweight squat jump, how much

strength did I need?  Did I need more, less, or the same? 
 
 You probably said “more” and if so you are incorrect!  The answer is 

actually the same since I am still 180 pounds needing to overcome gravity.  The 
difference is that I applied my strength much quicker in this exercise compared to 
he squat.  It only took me about 0.2 seconds tot

p n.  Applying my forces quicker resulted in an explosive effect that 
propelled my body off of the ground. 

 
As a baseball player and an athlete looking to improve your speed, the 

ultimate thing that you need to develop is power and explosiveness.  However, this
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does not mean neglect strength training.  Remember, strength (or the ability to
produce force) is a component of power (fast strength).  It is beyond th

 
e scope of 

is book, but an ideal off-season would be to incorporate a strength phase of 
ith traditional weight room style lifts such 

s squats, lunges, and lat pulldowns) followed by a power phase (one that includes 
many j

are to not get into weight loss and nutrition in this book.  
However, I would be doing you a huge disservice if I didn’t at least mention that 
carryin .  

with 

eally, baseball players have a body fat range of 7 – 11 %.  However, 
unless you are over 20%, I would not recommend that this is the first place you 
start in attempting to lower your speed.  Losing fat can take a long time before 

ply working on your baseball start, or some of the other 
method r 
clarity
recomm
 
Throu
 

 
that fle
Obviou t 
they se
speed e

sitting and standing tall with your shoulders pulled down and back (not rounded) 
nd your weight distributed evenly between your right and left side of your body.  

When it comes to sprinting, there are a few joints or muscle groups that play 
particular importance.  All of these “areas” will be addressed in the program at the 
back of the book. 

 
 
 

th
working out (one that is filled heavily w
a

umping and explosive drills).    
 
Through Losing “Fat” Weight 
 
 My intentions 

g around excess “fat” weight is counterproductive to speed development
Fat weight, unlike “muscle” weight, does not provide any benefits when it comes 
to speed.  Muscle weight will help with the acceleration and deceleration 
components of sprinting.  Fat weight, on the other hand, is similar to running 
a heavy backpack that is weighing you down. 
 

Id

seeing results.  Sim
s discussed, can lower your time by a few tenths in only one workout.  Fo

, I have included a checklist (see Appendix A) for the order in which I 
end that you work on things pertaining to your 60 yard dash. 

gh Improving Flexibility 

When first speaking with the athletes that I train, they always seem to know
xibility, as it pertains to speed, is important for injury prevention.  
sly, one cannot run well with a strained hamstring or quad muscle.  Wha
em to underestimate, however, is the value of flexibility toward actual 
nhancement. 
 
 Ideally, you should strive for perfect posture.  In a nutshell, this means 

a
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• Shoulder Area 
One of the most common muscular imbalances in the body is in the area 
around the shoulder joint.  This is evident when an athlete has a “rounded 
shoulder” posture (see Figure 17).  Technically, they usually have tight 
chest and upper neck muscles leading to elongated and weak muscles on 
the posterior side of their shoulder and middle back.  This is the posture 
that many high school athletes possess after overusing push-ups or the 
bench press exercise.  The problem w nded shoulder posture as 
it pertains to sprinting is that it arms to complete 
proper running action and arm swing.  This often leads to the arms 
crossing the midline of the body.  A simple test for this is to stand tall and 
relaxed.  In a normal, resting position (not forced) the palms your of your 
hands should be facing the side of your body.  If your palms are facing 
behind you it means that you probably have this common imbalance at the 
shoulder joint. 

 

ith a rou
 is very hard for the 

     
 

A

DC

B

      
7:  Proper (A & B) and improper (C & D) shoulder joint posture 

mstring Muscles 
During the top-speed phase of a sprint (usually experienced after about 2
25 yards from the start of the run) the hamstrings and calves need 
to “open up” or functionally lengthen in order to achieve ideal stride lengt
Hamstring pulls are co

   
Figure 1
 
• Ha

0-
to be able 

h.  
mmon during this phase of the run when they are 

overstretched beyond what they are comfortable with.  Functionally testing 
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your hamstrings does not simply mean checking to see if you can touch 
your toes.  The following test will identify if you have tight hamstrings (and 
even calves) as they functionally pertain to sprinting (see Figure 18).  You 
should lie on your back with one leg straight and the other leg bent with 
your knee directly over your hip.  Grab onto your thigh to keep your knee 
in place over the hip.  While flexing your toes toward your face, try to 
straighten out your leg so that your toes are also over your knee and hip.  
The more you are able to straighten your leg out the better.  To accomplish 
this, you will probably notice that you will be squeezing or contracting your 
quad muscles (the opposing muscles on the front of your thigh).  As the 
quads “turn on” and shorten, the hamstrings need to “turn off” to lengthen.  
This is the mechanism of how muscles work in action and why this is a 
more functional test compared to simply pulling or stretching the 
hamstrings with a toe touch.  This test will also be a key exercise later in 
the training program. 

 

 A
 

     
B C

Figure 18:  Functional Hamstrings Test.  Starting position (A) and ideal finish position (B) with good 
hamstring flexibility.  If you are not able to straighten your leg out (C), your hamstrings and/or calves are 
probably tight. 
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• Hip Flexors 
The hip flexors (or the muscles at the top, front of the thigh) are mainly 

 

responsible for either lifting the knee up (as in marching) or flexing the 
trunk forward (as in a sit-up when someone is holding the feet).   

     A B
Figure 19:  Action of the hip flexor muscles.  Lifting the knee up (A) or flexing the trunk when the feet are 
anchored (B). 
 

The hip flexo  short and tight due to sitting for long periods 

 

rs are commonly
of time, sleeping on your side with your knees bent for hours, or misusing 
abdominal exercises (as in Figure 19-B). 

        
 Figure 20:  Common muscle imbalances due to 
 sitting and sleeping 
 

In terms of sprinting, it is important that the hip flexors remain relaxed and 
possess good range of motion during the hip extension phase of the run 
(when the leg is swinging down and back into the ground).  This is to allow 

y the glutes and upper hamstrings) 
nge of motion.  The take home 

the opposing hip extensor muscles (mainl
to contract forcefully through their full ra
message is that the hip flexors usually need to be lengthened and the 
hip extension muscles usually need to be strengthened.  Don’t worry as 
these exercises are also included in the training program.   
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• The Ankle Joint 
Similar to how the flick of your wrist immediately before releasing the ball 
is important to your throwing velocity, the flick of your ankle immediately 

e 
re 

 that 

  
mple as it sounds.  First of all, what does in-shape 

ean?  To some, it may mean being able to run a 5k in under 30 minutes.  To a 

 

ice 
y 

 in your sport for your position.  We have 
ifferent energy systems, and therefore, we need to train appropriately.  Running 

 

 
o 

for baseball, sprints should be absolutely no longer than about 100 yards and 

before striking the ground is important to your running velocity.  When th
leg is in the air, the toes should be flexed and loaded.  Immediately befo
landing, the toes should forcefully extend down into the ground.  Many 
people tend to forget to use this joint.  I’m not going to get into an 
exhaustive discussion on assessing ankle flexibility, but I will mention
you need to think about moving your ankle joint through a great range of 
motion during your run instead of just locking it in place. 

 
Through Sprint-Specific Conditioning 
 
 Obviously it makes sense that as you get in better shape you will run faster.
While this is true, it is not as si
m
position player in baseball, however, it means something totally different. 
 
 The way that I define “in-shape” is being able to do whatever is asked of 
you in your sport without getting tired.  For a soccer player, that would mean 
being able to constantly run up and down a field for a long period of time.  It is not 
a constant sprint, but rather it is a mixture of short bursts of high intensity runs,
mild jogging, and even walking at times.  Therefore, conditioning for soccer 
should replicate this.  For example, a 20 yard sprint, followed by a 20 yard jog, 
and then a ten yard walk.  Repeat for the amount of time similar to one half of 
soccer (usually around 40 minutes).  Take a break equivalent to a halftime break 
and then repeat another 40 minutes to replicate the second half.  Obviously this 
would take quite a long time and not leave a lot of time to work on other pract
skills making this somewhat impractical.  Therefore, many soccer players simpl
“play” themselves into shape. 
 
 The point that I’m trying to make is that conditioning needs to be very 
specific to what you actually need to do
d
three miles as a baseball player will not help you become faster in a 60 yard dash. 
Neither will running cross-country in the fall.  Both teach your body how to run at 
sub-maximal speeds for long periods of time.  Baseball is a sport that requires
really quick bursts of energy, followed by a recovery period, before needing to d
it again.  For example, in terms of running, the toughest thing you will probably 
face on a baseball field is having to be able to run a double (60 Yards) at 100% 
intensity, followed by a 30 – 60 second rest period, and then be able to run from 
second to home (another 60 yards) at 100% intensity.  Therefore, when training 
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adequate rest time (> one minute) needs to be allowed so that the next sprint i
very near 100%.  After that distance, you’ll begin to train a differ

s 
ent energy 

ystem and you’ll begin to run at sub-max speeds, thus teaching your body to run 

and 
ress 275 pounds for one repetition.  

et’s also say that I hit 275 about three months ago and have stopped benching 

uld do 

.  

sted without running some 60’s 
eforehand?  The answer is probably not. 

Many athletes incorrectly think that their times will always improve.  In 
 

t 

ive 
ing able to withstand greater landing 

rces; it means teaching your core how to better stabilize; etc, etc, etc.  Again, 
 the tenth of a second.  The moral of the story is that if you 

 to consistently train by running the 60 

ot 

s
at those speeds.  I will dig a lot deeper into this concept when I discuss fast-twitch 
and slow-twitch muscle fibers shortly. 
 
 I always describe to my athletes that being able to run a certain time in the 
60 is very similar to getting tested for their “max” in a weight lifting exercise such 
as the bench press.  Let’s say that I was benching for six straight months 
eventually built up to being able to bench p
L
heavy ever since.  I may go in the weight room and put 135 on the bar and do a 
few sets from time to time, but I have not been training in the bench press at high 
intensity for the last three months.  If I were to get tested today on what I co
for one repetition, should I expect to be able to do 275?  Absolutely not, and 
probably not even close!  I was not in “max bench press” shape. 
 
 Well, this is the same thing when it comes to being tested in a 60 yard dash
You may have hit a 7.0 last fall when you were training to run the 60, but you took 
the winter off because you had nowhere to run a full 60 yards.  You may have 
done a couple of 20 yard sprints, but were never able to open up your stride to the 
degree that is required in a 60 yard dash.  Should you expect to be able to hit your 
previous best of 7.0 again if you were te
b
 
 
other words, since they hit a 7.0 in the past they will automatically hit that again. 
Don’t get me wrong, your time may change simply by growing and getting 
stronger, but imagine if your body was also in “60 yard dash” shape.  This doesn’
only include being able to run the full 60 without getting tired, but it means a 
million other things as well.  It means teaching your muscles to be able to work 
with a greater range of motion; it means training your muscles to be able to dr
with a greater amount of force; it means be
fo
remember to appreciate

ant to run a faster 60 yard dash, you needw
yard dash for weeks before your test.   
 
Limiting Factors to Speed Enhancement 
 
 Based on the evidence already presented in this chapter, when people say 
that, “speed can’t be trained,” they obviously are incorrect.  However, they are n
entirely wrong either.  What I’m saying is that each of us basically has a genetic 
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“ceiling” in terms of how fast we can ultimately run.  Will you ever be an Olympi
sprinter?  Chances are probably not.  Can you train to become faster

c 
 than what you 

re today?  Absolutely!  Below, I’ll discuss just a couple of the many genetic 
factors

t 
that have 

eight may be very different.  For example, two baseball 
layers that are both six feet tall and 195 pounds may have different limb lengths.  

onger trunk.  The crural 
dex attempts to measure an aspect of one’s mechanical advantage when it comes 

to runn ce 

 
etes 

s tiring manner.  At this point (and probably for a long, 
long time) there isn’t a way to change the length of the limbs that we are born 

 are born with a slight 
advantage in speed.   

vantage or disadvantage to sprinting that is genetically pre-

a
 that determine your speed ceiling. 

 
The Crural Index 
 
 Again, my goal is not to confuse you and I hope to get this point across 
while keeping things simple.  As you know, even though we all look somewha
similar, people are born in many different shapes and sizes.  Even people 
the same height and w
p
One may have longer legs, while the other may have a l
in

ing.  It takes into account the ratio of the length of the lower leg (distan
from knee to ankle) to that of the thigh (distance from hip to knee). 
 

It has been theorized that athletes that have longer lower legs compared to
their upper legs (or a ratio > 1.0) have a better chance of being faster than athl
that have longer upper legs (ratio < 1.0) compared to their lower legs.  It’s 
speculated that the shorter thigh helps in bringing the leg through its range of 
motion in a quicker and les

with.  So in a sense, you can say that some athletes

 
Fast-Twitch and Slow-Twitch Muscle Fibers 
 

Another ad
determined is the individual differences between the fibers or cells that make up 

h fibers.  
s ch fibers are sometimes broken down and classified even further, but I 

will no

our muscles.  Muscles are made up of either fast-twitch or slow-twitc
a t-twitF

t do that for the sake of simplicity.   Our individual proportion of fast-
twitch to slow-twitch fibers is where the differences lie.  In terms of a 60 yard 
dash, the more fast-twitch muscle fibers that one is born with, the greater the 
potential for a better time. 

 
Characteristics of fast and slow-twitch fibers are: 

 
• Fast-Twitch 

o Very high potential for power and explosion 
o Tire very quickly 
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• Slow-Twitch 

 
verybody is born with a mixture of both fast-twitch and slow-twitch fibers 

and certain sports are better suited for certain fiber types.  For example, in track 
and field, elite 100M (about the length of a football field) sprinters will have more 
fast-twitch fibers than elite 400M (quarter-mile) sprinters, who will have more 
than elite marathon (26.2 mile) runners.  Reason being is that the short 100M 
sprinters usually do not have to worry as much about endurance as the 400M 
sprinte  that an 
elite

o Very good endurance compared to fast-twitch fibers 
o Potential for high power is less than in a fast-twitch fiber 

E

r or the marathon runner.  It would be incorrect, however, to assume

Distance / Time

S
pe

ed

100M Sprinter 400M Sprinter
Marathoner

 m rathon runner only has slow-twitch muscle fibers.  If you were to break 
down and look at the pace of their average quarter-mile time throughout the race, 
you will see that a certain amount of fast-twi h fibers are needed to be able to run 
at that speed.  

he following graph somewhat represents what may happen to these three 
types o

  

nd 

a

tc

 
T
f athletes assuming they were to sprint at top-speed for about five minutes:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 Notice how the 100M sprinter, whose muscles are primarily made up of 
fast-twitch fibers, starts out at the highest speed of the three, but he soon tires a
has to stop since his body doesn’t have the capacity to continue.  The 400M 
sprinter does not have the capability of reaching the peak speed of the 100M 
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sprinter, but he is able to keep his pace somewhat longer and actually finish the 
race.  The marathoner, whose body is made up of more slow-twitch fibers, had the
lowes

 
t peak speed of the three, but eventually won the race since he was able to 

maintain this speed throughout.  
   

 pulling out a muscle fiber and studying it 
under a microscope.  As it sounds, it can be painful and is not readily available to 
most p  is to 

h 

ill 
iber 

ection, I stated that our muscle fiber 
types are originally

How can you figure out what types of muscle fibers you are primarily born 
with?  In a laboratory setting, researchers commonly do what’s called a muscle 
biopsy.  This procedure involves actually

eople unless they are part of a research study.  The most practical way
look at what you enjoy and what you excel at.  Are you able to jump out of the 
gym and perform crazy dunks?  If so, you are probably very high in fast-twitc
fibers.  Would you rather go out and jog for an hour than perform sprints?  In 
which case, there is a good chance that you are predominantly slow-twitch.  You 
can also study your biological parents and see what they excelled at during their 
competitive years.  Although not entirely foolproof, the above examinations w
probably be able to somewhat accurately identify your predominant muscle f
type. 

 
Notice in the first paragraph of this s

 determined genetically.  We can somewhat change our muscle 
fiber ty

n it 

 
 

letes such as 
baseball players need to limit the amount of endurance (long and slow) 
trainin  

es 

m guessing that in the back of your mind you might be thinking, “great, 
then I me 

h 

pes, but before getting excited, this is usually not good for short distance 
sprinters and power athletes. 

 
Through endurance training (training for a long time at sub-maximal 

intensity), we are able to change the characteristics of a fast-twitch fiber and tur
into more of a slow-twitch fiber.  To create energy, slow-twitch fibers utilize 
oxygen in a process called the Kreb’s Cycle.  This lengthy process occurs in the
mitochondria of the cell.  Through endurance training, fast-twitch fibers adapt by
increasing their amount of mitochondria, and thus converting it into a slow-twitch 
(oxygen using) muscle fiber.  Therefore, speed and power ath

g that they perform.  In other words, instead of riding a bike for an hour,
they would be better off by running ten, 70 yard sprints, with one to two minut
rest in between each as their conditioning. 

 
I’
could do all explosive training and convert my slow-twitch fibers to beco

more fast-twitch?”  Unfortunately, this is not true.  Through training, fast-twitc
fibers can adapt and change into slow-twitch fibers, but slow-twitch fibers 
cannot convert into fast-twitch fibers.  As I said before, conditioning is very 
specific.  A baseball player does not get into shape for baseball by running two 
miles twice a week.  This is a different energy system than what is used in the 
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game of baseball.  In fact, running two miles, twice a week can actually de-train 
you because it can make you less powerful by converting some of your impo
fast-twitch muscle fibers into oxygen

rtant 
-using slow-twitch fibers. 

 

I’m not saying that a baseball player can absolutely never use long and 
urance 

pe run in after throwing a long game.  The purpose of this is for arm recovery.  
The ru

 any 
exercise, making them more beneficial than doing a jog after the game.  They are a 
little le

also recommend that baseball players utilize long and slow conditioning 
every 

ke 
 

ch your 

eir 

 
topic.  If I have a working relationship with the coach I will tell him that even 

 
I often get asked by parents of baseball players if their son should run for 

the high school cross-country team in the off-season to “stay in-shape”?  The 
answer is a resounding, no!  They might be staying in-shape if their goal was to
eventually run 5K’s, but they are not staying in-shape for baseball. 

 

slow type conditioning.  I do recommend that starting pitchers get an end
ty

nning or biking will get the blood pumping and help flush out some of the 
acids and other byproducts that accumulate during the game.  However, this flush 
can occur in other ways as well.  These ways are “passive” and do not require

ss-practical and include massage therapy or alternating hot and cold 
temperatures in a hot tub or shower. 

 
I 

now and again deep in the off-season if they are trying to lose fat weight.  
Even then, however, we can’t lose sight of the fact that explosive conditioning 
should still be our key modality for improving performance for the upcoming 
season.   
 
Don’t Confuse Speed Training With General Conditioning 
 

I just spent a decent amount of time stressing conditioning.  I want to ma
it clear that speed training is different than conditioning.  Speed training is more of
a “quality” type of work; conditioning is more of a “quantity” type of work. 

 
You should never train tired if you’re training for speed!  Remember, you 

are trying to improve a tenth of a second.  If you train tired or slow, you tea
body how to move at that pace as well. 

 
I often stop and watch baseball teams practice to get a feel for some of th

drills that they use for speed or conditioning.  I often notice drills such as quarter 
mile (440 yard) repeats.  In other words, they (try to) sprint a quarter mile, break 
for a couple of minutes, and then (try to) sprint again.  After practice, I’ll go up to 
the coach and ask him what his goal was for that drill.  The answer is usually 
something like, “It’s a speed and conditioning drill.”  Depending on my 
relationship with the coach I usually just say “oh, alright,” and move on to another
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though they are sprinting, it’s not a speed drill for baseball players.  It is mainly a 
conditioning drill.  Now, I’m not saying that he shouldn’t use the drill for a 
conditioning purpose (although I would probably use a much shorter distance).  
All I’m ting it 

ly 
orth of work.  I want 

very run that they do to be absolute 100% intensity as if they were being tested at 
 showcase.  This is the only way to truly prepare and train the body to run faster.  
ust like becoming a better hitter, speed work is not simply about getting your reps 
.  Rather it is about quality reps where we appreciate and pay attention to all of 
e little things that lead to the end result.  We usually perform speed work at the 

eginning of the session after warming up so that we are fresh and able to get the 
ost out of our runs. 

 
I did mention that one of the ways to improve speed is through sprint-

pecific conditioning.  Again, I want to make it clear that I’m not only talking 
bout conditioning so that our lungs don’t give out during the course of the 60 
ard dash.  While this is part of it, I’m also talking about conditioning our bodies 
hrough the use of sprinting only) to be able to handle the impact, range of 
otion, and force that occurs during a 100%, explosive run. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 saying is that he is not working on their speed.  In fact he may be hur
because they will learn how to pace themselves to run the longer distance, 
meaning running at sub-maximal speeds. 

 
When I’m working to improve an athlete’s 60 yard dash, they probab

only perform about five or six, 60 yard sprints in an hour’s w
e
a
J
in
th
b
m

s
a
y
(t
m
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3 
 

 
 
 

THE 60 YARD DASH 
 
 
Most 60 Yard Dash Tests Are Flawed 
 

This chapter will focus solely on the main topic of this book, which is how 
to beat a 60 yard dash and hit the magic time that scouts look for at your position.  
Since I’m writing a book on this topic, one would assume that I really like the 60 
yard dash test as a way to predict baseball success.  That would be completely 
wrong and inaccurate.  I really think that the test has some major flaws, but if 
scouts and coaches are going to continue to test this then I’m going to continue to 
teach my athletes how to beat it. 

 
The main flaw with the 60 yard dash test is that there are way too many 

variables that can either give one an advantage or disadvantage, such as: 
 

• Climate 
o Is it windy or calm? 
o Is the wind at your back or in your face? 
o Is it raining and wet? 
o Is it cold and tough to get loose? 

• Surface Conditions 
o Is it inside (controlled environment) or outside (exposed to the 

elements)? 
o If outside and on grass…when was the last time it was cut? 
o Can I use spikes? 
o If inside…on a gym floor or on artificial turf? 
o Is the surface slippery or tacky? 
o Is the distance accurately measured? 
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o Will I have something to help guide me to run straight (such as lane 
lines if running on a track or hash marks if running on a football field) 
or will I have to run in the outfield grass that is wide open? 

o If they use the chalk line in the outfield as the start line, does it matter if 
I start a foot or two closer to the infield or outfield (keep in mind that 
chalk line runs on an angle)? 

• Testing Method 
o Does the time start on my first movement or when a starter says “go”? 
o Are they testing with laser timers or are they manually testing with a 

stopwatch? 
o If testing with laser timers, are they low (knee height) or are they high 

(chest height)?  Lower timers sometimes allow for leaning over on the 
start. 

o How experienced is the person doing the stopwatch? 
o How strict is the person doing the stopwatch? 
o Does the person doing the stopwatch have good reactions in order to 

start and stop at exactly the right time? 
o If starting on my first movement, do the rules allow me to get a rhythm 

in my start? 
o Will I be running next to someone or running alone? 
o How many trials will I get? 
o Will they average my times or take the best one? 
o Will they be testing at the beginning of the showcase/practice or at the 

end?  
 
The above may sound somewhat petty, but any one of those variables listed 

above can lead to inaccuracies of a tenth of a second or more.  Remember, a tenth 
of a second is a huge deal!  Maybe even enough to secure or deny you a college 
scholarship or a higher signing bonus.  Baseball in general needs to be more 
consistent in testing for the 60 yard dash.  Unlike the NFL, baseball doesn’t have a 
combine where all of the top athletes assemble in one place to be tested prior to 
the draft.  The NFL combine is great for scouts and coaches because they are able 
to assess the athletes with consistent variables.  The combine is always performed 
indoors and on turf at the home of the Indianapolis Colts.  Not only are the athletes 
tested under the same circumstances on that day, they can also be accurately 
compared to athletes of the past years because the rules for each assessment are 
always kept consistent. 

 
Therefore, since there are inconsistencies in climate, surface conditions, 

rules, and timing methods from test-to-test of the 60 yard dash, athletes should 
only be compared to other athletes at that particular try-out or showcase.  It would 
be inaccurate to assume that a 6.9 tested indoors on turf with a stopwatch and a 
start based off the runner’s first movement is comparable to a 6.9 run outdoors 
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against the wind with laser timers.  Often, college coaches will send out player 
recruiting questionnaires that ask for such things as height, weight, 60 yard dash 
time, etc.  I say that they might as well not even ask for your 60 since it is really 
meaningless due to all the variables involved.  Let’s say you write down 6.5.  How 
are they to know if you really are a 6.5 runner or if you were tested on a day where 
all the conditions were in your favor?  Maybe you really are a 6.5 runner, but the 
day you were tested the person doing the stopwatch was just a little slow in 
reacting to stop his watch and you were timed at 7.2.  Believe me, it happens!  I’m 
not telling you to lie, but since the purpose of those cards is mainly to get you to 
the next level of scouting, you should at least write down a time that is in the 
ballpark of what is expected for your position.  If they like what they see on the 
card they can always come out and test you on their own later. 

 
Sometimes you may want to list more details than just your time.  For 

example, at a premier, invite only showcase, I’ve once had an athlete of mine run a 
6.5 on a day when only one other player ran sub 7.0.  This was an elite showcase 
for the best high school players in the state.  Now 6.5 is great as it is, but running it 
on a day when no other player in that group even broke 7.0 really speaks volumes.  
So this player should write that side note on any recruiting card he’s asked to fill 
out.  This tells the recruiter that on the day he ran a 6.5 the testing conditions 
seemed to be unfavorable based on the overwhelmingly low times of a majority of 
the group.  Just imagine if the conditions were favorable? 

 
Another problem with the 60 yard dash is that it really doesn’t predict 

future baseball success in terms of speed.  First of all, when in baseball will you 
ever run 60 straight yards?  Never!  The distance between bases is only 30 yards 
and, as you will see in Chapter 6, running mechanics are a little different based on 
the length of the sprint.  Also, the time on most 60 yard dash tests is started based 
on the runner’s first movement.  In other words, you run whenever you are ready.  
This is usually not the case during an actual game.  When stealing second, for 
example, the runner has to react to the pitcher’s move toward home plate.  He also 
has to worry about getting picked off, so he needs to be prepared to move in the 
opposite direction.  Chapters 4 and 5 will describe in detail how important a 
reactive start is to base running.  The 60 yard dash test, however, doesn’t really 
take that into account. 
 
Improve Your Speed, but Also Beat the Test(er) 

 
Again, remember in Chapter 1 that I purposely used the word “beat” in 

regards to improving your 60 yard dash time.  Mainly what I mean by that is that I 
want to teach you how to manipulate all the variables so that you use them to your 
advantage.  Does this make you faster?  Well, if your time in the 60 improves then 
technically you are faster.  Yes, my goal in this book is also to improve your “real” 
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speed, but I would be a fool not to spend some time discussing some of the tricks 
that can be used in the 60 yard dash.  Are these tricks cheating?  No, not if the test 
conductor lets you get away with them.  At worst case, they will simply ask that 
you start over and run it again.  The extent that these tricks can help your time will 
depend on how strict the rules are as determined by the test conductor of that 
particular day.  It will also depend on the timing mechanism and the experience of 
the person doing the stopwatch (if applicable).  These tricks, if used correctly, are 
some of the simplest and quickest ways to improve your time (potentially up to 
.50) and hopefully get you to that next level in the game. 

 
Before you’re assessed, it is very important to try and learn the exact format 

of the test.  That way, you can prepare ahead to try and figure out the “soft spots” 
that can be used to your advantage.  If possible, call the people that are in charge 
of the showcase to see if they will give you any information.  You also can ask 
players who have previously attended that same showcase in the past.  In all cases, 
you still need to be prepared in case they change the rules at the last minute, but 
anything you can find out beforehand will help.  Also, if you have a choice, never 
be the first one to run.  You should always sit back and watch exactly how the 
test is being conducted and what they are and aren’t letting the players get away 
with.  The following are some things to be aware of: 
 
Stopwatch or Laser Timer? 
 
 The first thing to try to understand before taking a 60 yard dash test is the 
timing method.  Will they be using laser timers or will they be testing manually 
with a stopwatch? 
 

Usually, laser timers are tougher to beat than a stopwatch because the lasers 
do not have any human error.  As far as I know, there are only two ways to beat a 
laser.  First, if the lasers used are set up low and around knee height you may be 
able to lean your upper body over the laser at the start without them going off.  
This will give you an advantage by getting your center of gravity out in front of 
you which will help with your acceleration at the beginning of the run.  Be sure, 
however, to lean over and pause for a second or two before going.  If the lasers do 
kick off, the people conducting the test will have an opportunity to stop you.  If 
you lean over and then go (maybe a half a second later) the testers may not even 
notice that the time started early. 

 
Another trick to beat a laser is one that is a lot tougher to get away with and 

one that I do not recommend.  Sometimes the test conductors are positioned 60 
yards away from the starting line.  When this is the case, I’ve seen some players 
start a few yards back of the line.  While it may sound crazy to make the run 
longer, it actually makes a lot of sense since you will have gained some 
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momentum through your start.  When the laser kicks off you will be at a higher 
speed than if you where starting at a standstill.  Caution…Even though you may 
not know it, some scouts use a stopwatch in addition to the laser.  They may 
have it hidden in their pocket.  Therefore, you better start on the line since they 
would be starting their watch on your first movement.  If starting behind the line, 
they would be timing you for about 63 yards instead of 60 which will no doubt 
hurt your time.  Of all the tricks listed in this book, this is probably the least that I 
recommend.  This really isn’t a trick, but actually more like cheating! 
 
 While the lasers are very consistent and pretty tough to manipulate, this is 
not usually the case if you are timed by a person controlling a stopwatch.  Since a 
tenth of a second is extremely quick and extremely important, hopefully the 
person timing is slow to start their watch and quick to stop it.  Through some 
tricks, illusions, and depending how strict they are with the rules, you may be able 
to realistically manipulate them to start their watch up to .15 tenths slow and 0.05 
tenths fast, meaning you may be able to trick the timer by as much as 0.2 
depending on their experience.  This doesn’t even take into account the new 
baseball start that I will teach in Chapter 5, which can add another 0.3. 
 

In terms of some tricks at the start line, keep in mind that the time in a 
majority of 60 yard dash tests is started based off of your first movement and 
usually they will allow for some rhythm in your start.  By “rhythm” I am talking 
about some side-to-side movement (similar to when hitting) that you do 
immediately before running when in your steal-start position.  If this rhythm is 
allowed you must attempt to “lull” the timer.  In other words, if I move from a 
standstill position, it is very easy for the timer to notice or react to your first 
movement.  Usually it is very sharp and obvious.  However, if you use a rhythm or 
a slow, steady rock before taking off, your first movement is less noticeable since 
you were already moving.  The scout does not want to screw your time up, so 
chances are that he would error on the side of making sure that you have started 
and by that time you may have already improved your time by up to 0.2. 

 
Using a rhythm will also help you in leaning out your chest (a foot or two) 

past your feet before starting.  This will ensure that you are pushing off with your 
front foot and help get you into a better acceleration position.  Immediately before 
takeoff, many athletes will quickly shift their weight back and push-off their back 
foot.  The problem with this is that shifting your weight and center of gravity back 
will also cause you to stand a little more upright and hurt with your body posture 
at the beginning of the run.  Also, shifting your weight back forcefully is pretty 
obvious to the timer.  He would be starting the watch while you are actually 
moving slightly backwards and not covering any forward ground. 
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Make sure that at the end of the run, you lean through the finish line and 
never pull up early.  See beyond the line and assume that you are running 65 yards 
instead of 60.  Although this might seem obvious, many athletes coast for the last 
yard or two, potentially hurting their time by up to a tenth of a second.  One trick 
is to let out a loud and sharp grunt slightly before the finish line (about one or two 
yards).  This may persuade the timer to stop their watch slightly early since they 
are in a reactive mode at this point.  You probably won’t get a lot of time out of 
this, but every hundredth of a second helps.    

 
First Movement or Off a Reaction? 
 

As I stated before, almost all 60 yard dash tests are started based off your 
first movement.  Very rarely, however, they will use a reactive start meaning that 
the watch will start when someone drops their arm and yells, “go”.  Getting a good 
jump off of a reactive start is very dependant on your mental habits which will be 
discussed in great detail in the following chapter.  You should also realize that 
even when making you run based off when they say “go”, many times the person 
timing will still not start the watch until you make your first movement.  I would 
recommend that you ask the timer exactly when he will be starting his watch. 

 
If they are starting based on a starter’s “go,” you obviously want to get a 

good jump.  In addition to using the rhythm and lean described above make sure to 
slightly beat the starter and take-off right before he drops his arm.  Try not to 
make it too obvious so that they make you start over, but realize that the timer will 
be anticipating the arm drop as well.  He’s is probably not even looking at you 
because, he too, is watching the starter’s arm. 

 
Again, watch the runners before you to see how lenient the test conductors 

are.  If they are restarting based on even the slightest of early starts you might as 
well not draw the attention, but if they are letting a few go I think it is well worth 
the risk.  Remember, the worst penalty you will probably suffer is a do-over! 

 
Finally, watch the starter himself and try to get his rhythm down.  Does he 

say “ready, go” all within one second or does he say “ready…………go” with a 
two-one thousand pause after saying ready?  In either case, do some practice starts 
on the side and try to get the timing. 
 
Run Alone or Next to Someone? 
 
 Sometimes in large showcases you may be timed while running next to 
someone.  In this case, they are usually rushed to get through everyone and they 
would have to be using two separate scouts with stopwatches (one for each runner) 
since lasers cannot measure two athletes at once.  They would also have a starter 
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dropping his arm and yelling “go” so that the athletes leave at the same time.  
Again, remember to find out if they are timing on first movement or the actual arm 
drop.  In general, many times scouts are more lenient with the rules since there is 
usually a large crowd and a lot more going on, therefore, your odds for getting 
away with some of the above tricks may be slightly improved. 
 
 Even though you are running against someone else, you have to keep in 
mind that you are not racing him.  You must not let the presence of another runner 
allow you to get out of your running form and forget about all the little things 
needed for a good time.  You have to keep your emotions in check. 
 
 With that being said, however, ideally you want to win your trial.  Scouting 
is all about impression and it obviously looks better if you win than if you lose 
(even if you ran a 6.5).  This won’t really matter to the scouts that didn’t see you 
run and just look at your time later in the showcase, but it may for the one’s that 
actually watch the race.  All of the tricks described earlier still apply here, except 
for the fact that you probably want to get an even earlier jump on the starter.  This 
will usually rattle the other runner, causing him to run in catch-up mode taking 
him mentally out of the run.  Even more importantly, it ensures that this doesn’t 
happen to you! 
 
S.P.A.R.Q. and the 30 Yard Dash 
 

I must mention that there is a relatively new company called S.P.A.R.Q. 
that specializes in athlete assessment.  They hold sport-specific showcases across 
the country and have standardized tests for each sport.  After attending the 
showcase and getting tested, you can input your numbers on their website and see 
how you compare to other athletes nationwide.  In general I like the S.P.A.R.Q. 
showcases.  They utilize very strict standards in their testing protocols and the test 
result numbers are better for comparing nationwide then a general 60 yard dash 
test.  It is tough to manipulate or beat a S.P.A.R.Q. test and you must rely more on 
pure speed.  However, their showcases are not held at consistent facilities leading 
again to some of the variables described earlier. 

 
The speed test that they use for their baseball protocol is a 30 yard dash 

instead of a 60 yard dash.  I do feel that this is better at predicting baseball speed, 
but the test also starts the time on the player’s first movement.  Therefore, this test 
doesn’t take the important reactive start into account. 

 
Laser timers are used instead of a manual stopwatch and they are very strict 

with the start and don’t allow for any rhythm or rocking.  These factors, obviously, 
make the S.P.A.R.Q more standardized and tougher to beat than a traditional 60 
yard dash test. 
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Practice, Practice, Practice 
 
 The 60 yard dash is not its own sport, but it almost needs to be treated like 
one.  The test really has nothing to do with baseball except that it can either help 
or hurt you in getting to the next level.  Just like you prepare for the game of 
baseball, you need to prepare and practice for the 60 yard dash.  You cannot 
assume that just because you steal a lot of bases you will run a good time and, 
hopefully by now, you‘re starting to gain an appreciation for what it takes to run a 
good 60. 
 

You have to be prepared and practice for all scenarios in terms of testing 
format, but, in addition to that, you also need to know a little about yourself.  
Some athletes take longer than others to warm-up.  This is true even after thinking 
that they are warm.  For example, three separate athletes can look at me and tell 
me they are warm and ready to sprint the 60 yard dash.  Let’s say that each then 
ran five, 60’s after that.  While sprinting every trial as if it were a test and 100% 
intensity, Athlete A ran his best time on his first run, Athlete B on his third, and 
Athlete C on his fourth.  At this point this may really mean nothing, but we do 
need to make a mental note that Athlete A’s best run was his first, B the third, and 
C the fourth.  What we are looking for is the possibility of a trend.  If Athlete A 
regularly runs his best time on his first run, he needs to know this so that on test 
day he shouldn’t do any warm-up 60’s on the side.  If Athlete B regularly runs his 
best time on his third run, then he should do two, 100% 60’s on the side before his 
actual test.  If Athlete C notices that sometimes his best is his fifth, sometimes his 
third, sometimes his first and cannot seem to develop a trend he should base his 
pretest warm-up on what he thinks is best. 

 
For some athletes, it is not simply warming up that determines what run is 

their best.  Some need to run through a checklist in their mind prior to their run 
reminding themselves of certain habits.  For example; remembering to “find the 
target,” meaning to immediately find the spot that they will be running to so that 
they move in a straight line and don’t add any distance.  Forgetting to do this may 
be what determines how good of a run they have.  Every athlete’s checklist is 
different based on the things that they consistently need to remind themselves of.   
 

The next two chapters will deal with the mindset needed to get a good jump 
along with the mechanics of the actual baseball start that I teach.  This start is 
probably different than what you have been taught before and may even get you 
0.3 in one day by eliminating wasted movement!  Whatever you do, do not skip 
the next two chapters! 
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4 
 

 
 
 

REACTIVE STARTS AND 
GETTING GOOD JUMPS 

 
 
The Hand Slap Game Example 
 

Before getting into the heart of this chapter, I’d like you to pause for a 
second and perform an experiment.  Do not simply read this and assume you know 
what I’m talking about.  You need to experience this so that you better appreciate 
the power of the mind. 

 
I would like for you to find an opponent and play the “hand slap” game.  

I’m sure many of you reading this know what I’m talking about, but I’m going to 
add some more rules to the way you probably play.  This is the game where two 
people face each other with one’s hands on top of the other.  Whenever they want, 
the person on the bottom (whose palms are facing up) attempts to quickly flip their 
hands over and slap the person whose hands are on the top (palms down).  In order 
to win the trial, the person on the top must react and move their hands away before 
being slapped.  However, I feel those rules are too simple and would like to make 
the game a little more difficult for the person attempting to “get away”. 

 
The new rules are (see Figure 21): 
• The person on the bottom can only flip one hand at a time. 
• The person on the top must respond by only moving the hand that the bottom 

person is attempting to slap.  The other hand must remain in place.  
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Figure 21:  Hand Slap “Plus” Game: (A) starting position, (B) correct action in which the bottom person 
attempts to slap one hand of the top person - who only moves that hand, (C) incorrect action on the part of 
the bottom person who is attempting to slap the wrong hand, and (D) incorrect action of the top person who 
moved the wrong hand. 
 
Important:  Before you play the game, I want to tell you something that you 
shouldn’t tell your opponent.  I really don’t want you to pay attention to who wins 
or loses.  Rather, I want you to notice how your opponent acts in response to 
winning or losing.  Do they laugh or smile?  Do they tense up?  Do they get 
nervous and frustrated?  Don’t be afraid to talk some smack before and during the 
game, this might help to draw a response out of them.  Play the game for about 
three minutes switching positions of top to bottom every 30 seconds or so.  You 
may even want to video the hand slap match so you can also see how you acted 
when you got beat.  Go play now! 
 
The Importance of the Mind 
 
  Well, how did you do?  More importantly, did you notice a reaction out of 
your opponent (or yourself) at different parts during the game? 
 
 If I were to ask you, what type of game that is you would probably tell me 
that it is a reaction game?  You wouldn’t be wrong, but you must also realize that, 
like many things in sports and life, it is more of a mind game.  As athletes, you 
probably often hear people say that so much of baseball is mental.  You even 
probably agree with that statement, but let me then challenge you and ask what 
does that exactly mean?  More importantly, if the game is very much in the mind, 
how do you teach yourself or train to get better?  At this point, you’re probably 
stuck for an answer.   

 
I could spend days on this topic, but for the sake of this book I’m mainly 

only going to focus on mental approach as it pertains to getting a good jump.  As 
you will see though, this underlying concept will be a factor in almost everything 
in sports and life. 
 
The Processing Loop 

 
Ok, let’s really get detailed and talk about what’s going on inside the body 

during the hand slap game.  The first thing that has to happen is that the brain 
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needs to receive information.  How does the brain receive information?  
Through any one, or a combination of the five senses (sight, sound, touch, 
taste, smell).  In the hand slap game, the brain specifically receives information 
from touch, sight, and sound.  Touch and sight are most likely obvious to you, but 
you may be questioning sound?  In this game, sound can come in the form on the 
hands rubbing together when the bottom person moves.  It can also come in the 
form of one person talking or making noises during the game, possibly attempting 
to throw the other person off. 

 
After the brain receives information from the senses, it then needs to 

process it.   Which hand moved?  When did it move?  Which hand do I need to 
move?  After the brain processes the information, it then has to send an 
appropriate signal to the muscles that need to move.  Finally, the muscles 
must actually move. 

 
 The Processing Loop  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Information from the senses 
is sent to the brain, then… 

The brain processes the 
information, and then… 

The brain sends out signals to 
the body to respond in an 
appropriate and timely manner.  
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Now think about how quick the hand slap game is.  How much time do we 
have to do all that is listed above?  Probably comparable to the amount of time of 
a blink of the eye!  In order to win at the hand slap game, this entire processing 
loop (information into brain, process information, send out signal to muscles, and 
movement) must occur in about a tenth of a second! 

 
Quiet Mind 
 

The term “sports psychology” can have many meanings and applications.  
One of the numerous ways to describe it would be how one acts in response to 
success or failure.  I usually play the hand slap “plus” game with every new client 
on the very first day of their training.  Since I play a lot, I’m pretty good and 
almost never miss or get hit.  Keep in mind, I usually attract very successful 
athletes that are used to winning or succeeding in many things they do.  This is the 
first challenge that they are facing from me and they’re losing badly!  This usually 
makes them pretty uncomfortable and they usually have a huge response.  Many 
times they let out an uncomfortable laughter or smile.  Sometimes they even start 
to make comments like, “man, I’m horrible at this game.”  The tension seems to 
build every time I hit them.  They are uncomfortable in this position because they 
are used to winning and afraid of failure. 

  
Here’s the point: as soon as I see a response out of them, I know that I will 

own them in the game.  Why is that?  Well, that tells me that they just increased 
their “brain chatter” with extra thoughts.  These extra thoughts, which may be 
conscious or subconscious, are like putting garbage in a garbage can.  Essentially, 
their brain now has more to deal with or process.  When that information comes in 
from the senses, it takes just a split-second longer for the brain to interpret it and 
send a signal back out.  That split-second is what determines who wins the game!  
A good analogy is to assume that you have two paperclips and you throw one into 
an empty garbage can and another into a full one.  You then attempt to see which 
paperclip you can find quicker.  Obviously, you will find the one in the empty can 
since you do not have to sift through the other “clutter”. 

 
Therefore, I’m constantly reminding my athletes to keep a “quiet mind”.  

They shouldn’t worry about wins, losses, success, and failure, but rather they 
should grade themselves by how they respond (internally and externally) to 
outcomes.  If they are in a motivated, yet quiet mind state, they are more able to 
react than if their mind has to deal with emotions and other useless brain chatter.  
It is often said that many elite athletes have less thoughts (conscious and 
subconscious) than the average person walking around on the street.  Does this 
mean that elite athletes are stupid?  No, not at all, but it means that they habitually 
are not overwhelmed by the concern of failure.  This allows them to just “flow” 
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through the game.  This state of being is often called “the zone” and the best part 
is that you can train yourself to get their consistently! 

 
Achieving a quiet mind, like any other skill, takes practice in order to 

change your ingrained, bad habits.  The first step is awareness.  In the beginning, 
you (or someone else) must constantly call yourself out so that you notice when 
you are holding on to tension, other emotions, or brain chatter.  Video is usually a 
great tool for watching your response to outcomes.  For example, maybe by 
watching later, you were able to pick-up a complete change in body language after 
striking out that you didn’t notice you were doing at the time.  This body language 
probably implies that you were hanging on to some negative thoughts or emotions. 

 
This habit of getting down on ourselves is usually formed because of the 

ways of our society.  Many times we only are glorified when we win and we 
forget that the process along the way is more important than the outcome.  For any 
parents that may be reading this, you should never reward your child for every 
homerun that they hit, every strikeout that they throw, etc.  This will teach them 
that the outcome is all that matters. 

 
At the end of the chapter, I will list a few examples of some drills and other 

things (such as the hand slap game) that really elicit an emotional response.  The 
best part is that essentially almost everything we physically do involves the 
processing loop.  Therefore, this means that we really do not need any specific 
drills to work on this; rather we can apply it to our practice and games that we are 
already are involved in.  I will specifically discuss how brain processing and a 
quiet mind help us get a good jump in a second, but some other examples in sports 
and life include: 

 
• Hitting 

A hitter uses their eyes to send information to their brain.  They may also 
use their ears such as in the case when a pitcher may grunt on certain 
pitches.  Their brain then has to process many things such as: 

• How fast is the ball moving? 
• Is it inside, outside, high, or low? 
• Do I swing or take the pitch? 
• What type of pitch/spin is it? 
• Where is the ball now and, based on the spin, where will it be 

when it gets to me? 
• If it’s inside I have to swing earlier to get the bat head out; if it’s 

outside I need to wait back and drive it to the opposite field. 
Then if the brain determines that you actually do have to swing, it must 
send out a signal to your muscles with such precision that the round bat, 
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must meet the round ball, on the meat part of the bat, at exactly the right 
time in the hitting zone to hit the ball with authority.  And again, how much 
time do we have for all of this to occur?  About the time of a blink of an 
eye.  When describing it that way, hitting sounds impossible! 
 

• Guarding Someone in Basketball 
A defender must use their eyes to see when and where the offensive player 
is going.  They also use their ears to hear when he dribbles.  The brain then 
has to process: 

• Did they go left, right, forwards, or backwards? 
• How fast are they moving? 
• Are they going to shoot or pass? 
• Do I have time to get my body in front to take a charge or do I 

need to slap at the ball with my hand? 
Then the body has to do the appropriate action.  If the defender acts late, it 
will usually result in either a basket or a foul, and sometimes even both! 
 

• Senior Citizens Falling 
Senior citizens usually do not fall because they are weak.  They usually fall 
because they are slow with their brain processing.  Keep in mind that for 
the past several years of their life, they have probably only conditioned 
their bodies to move in one direction and speed… forward and slow!  When 
they trip and start to fall to their side, their brain hasn’t had to send signals 
to its muscles like that in a while.  Specifically, they must quickly move 
their leg far enough to the side before their center of gravity moves beyond 
the point of balance.  The fact that the brain has to take a split-second 
longer to process all of this information that it is not used to usually leads to 
a spill.  To make matters worse, at the first hint of falling, they most likely 
get nervous, slowing their brain processing even more. 
 
 Again, in reality almost everything that we physically do has the 

processing loop involved.  I am extremely amazed that athletes spend millions of 
dollars on vitamins and supplements that may or may not work in the hopes of 
performance enhancement, yet something as important as the mind and 
specifically, the processing loop, is rarely given any attention.  As I said, I can 
speak for days on this topic (and hopefully I will write a book on this in the 
future), but I must move on and discuss how this relates to getting good jumps.   

 
The First Step is in the Mind 
 

I am often requested by athletes and their parents to work on their first step 
quickness.  Usually, I dig a little deeper and ask them how they think we would go 
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about improving that quality?  Their answer is usually a mixture of leg 
strengthening exercises, footwork/agility drills, and explosive training.  While I’m 
not denying that any of those types of training modalities would help, none of 
them take into account the reactive component often involved with taking the first 
step.  When it comes to a traditional steal of second base or beginning a 60 yard 
dash off of a starter yelling “go,” the first step is always in the mind!  In other 
words, you cannot move until the brain processes the information received from 
the senses that it is time to go. 

 
It amazes me that usually after spending about a month or two with an 

athlete and correcting all of his bad habits in running form, his times usually 
become somewhat consistent in the 60 yard dash if I start my watch off of his first 
movement.  However, if I start my watch based on an external stimulus that he has 
to react to (such as a clap or the lifting of a pitcher’s front foot toward home), his 
times can vary by as much as 0.4 of a second.  In other words, once he started 
running, his time was probably the same that he always runs assuming I started on 
his first movement.  However, due to him having to process when to start running 
because of the external stimulus, his time is much slower and often very 
inconsistent from one run to the next.  This is why many times the fastest guys on 
the team are not always the best base stealers.  They may be fast once they start 
running, but their brain processing time may have already hurt them if they didn’t 
have a quiet mind.   

 
Within the confines of a training session, no matter how hard I try, it is very 

difficult for me to replicate the stress the athlete will feel in a game when given the 
steal sign.  This is especially the case if it is the last inning with your team losing 
by one run and down to its last out.  I can try to create an intense environment 
during training, but in general, the athlete will usually have a much quieter mind 
and a lot less emotion and things to process when he is training privately on his 
own than when stealing in a game.  How then can we prepare for the stresses 
involved in a game?  The answer is visualization, which will be discussed in a 
moment. 

 
As I said before, I am not trying to be a baseball coach and I do not want to 

cross the lines from anything that your coach may teach in terms of base stealing 
philosophy.  The number one person you need on your side during the recruiting 
process is your coach and the last thing you ever want to do is get him angry.  He 
is the person scouts will call if they ever have questions about you, so you want to 
be sure that your coach gives a great recommendation.  With that being said, I do 
have a few tips for you. 

 
First, don’t take too big of a leadoff.  Remember, your brain not only has to 

process when to go to second, but it must also process if and when to get back to 
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first.  A shorter lead usually means that you will not be as worried about getting 
picked off and, therefore, usually you will have a quieter, less-worried mind which 
allows you to process quicker.  Many times when players get out too far on their 
leadoff, they are more worried about getting picked off instead of being aggressive 
and only thinking in the direction toward second base.   
 

The next tip that I have is to count how long a pitcher holds his set position 
in the stretch.  You should watch the pitcher early in the game and start counting 
in your head, one-thousand one, one-thousand two, etc.  Often times, pitchers will 
break (either towards home or to pick-off) after a consistent set time.  In other 
words, they have established a rhythm.  If they do make this mistake it will be 
much easier for you to get a good jump by anticipating when he will break.  Be 
careful though, and don’t anticipate if the pitcher is consistently inconsistent.  The 
best pick-off move that a pitcher has really isn’t a pick-off move at all.  Simply, 
mixing up the time that they hold their set position will make it much harder for 
the runner to process and react. 

 
Finally, the more you practice “reading” pitchers the easier and quicker it 

will be for your brain to process information.  Watch and study the current pitcher 
from the dugout at every opportunity.  When scouting a pitcher ahead of time, you 
should ideally watch from along the first base line at about the exact angle you 
would be watching if you were on first.  This is important because you may be 
able to pick up some kind of tip from watching him at a different angle, but when 
you get to the exact angle used in a game off of first, you may not be able to see 
what you previously noticed.  It is very tough to replicate “reads” in practice.  For 
example, many times a pitcher or coach will pretend to either throw a pitch or 
pick-off allowing the runner to practice getting a jump.  The problem with this is 
that the pitcher is probably not acting exactly the way a real pitcher would act.  A 
real pitcher would probably be much more aggressive in their actions since they 
actually have to throw the ball with a ton of velocity.   
 
Is There Such a Thing As “Muscle Memory”? 
 

This is somewhat of a trick question but, is there such a thing as muscle 
memory?  Let me guess, right now you are probably nodding your head up and 
down because you believe there is such a thing as muscle memory, but you are 
doing it cautiously because I said this was a trick question? 

 
I do not believe that there is such a thing as muscle memory.  However, I 

do believe in neuromuscular memory.  Remember, the muscles are slaves to the 
brain and cannot do anything without the brain telling them exactly what to do.  So 
the muscles don’t have the memory, but the signal from the brain to the muscle is 
what gets engraved.  The reason this is a trick question is because the concept of 
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what we are talking about is the same.  In other words, physically doing something 
over and over, such as running or hitting, will result in the creation of a habit 
(good or bad) in the movement pattern. 

 
If we are talking about the same thing, why then am I going out of my way 

to make the distinction that the brain is what has the memory and the muscles do 
not?  The reason I do this is because it proves that a mental technique called 
“visualization” is key to improving your bad habits.  As you know, bad habits 
are really tough to break.  This is especially true in running form since you 
probably picked up your negative habits at the early age of around two or three 
years old.  You have been running that way ever since, causing the negative 
pattern to be ingrained and repeated thousands of times.   

 
 Visualization, sometimes called mental imagery, is simply the practice of 

imagining yourself perform in the way in which you would like.  Here are some 
tips on how to visualize: 

 
• Find a quiet area conducive to relaxation. 
• Spend a few minutes simply quieting your mind.  Do this by taking long and 

slow deep breaths.  Count your breaths and think of nothing else, but the 
rhythm of your counting.  Rhythms help in lowering brain chatter. 

• After you feel relaxed, begin to visualize the skill that you would like to 
improve (in this case, let’s assume we are running). 

o First, you must understand what the correct way would look or feel 
like.  For example, if you are trying to fix your arms from crossing your 
body, you first need to understand that they must maintain a 90 degree 
angle at the elbow and move from front-to-back with the elbows barely 
missing from brushing the sides of the body.  This sounds simple, but if 
you were doing it wrong before, you obviously didn’t know what the 
correct way was at that time.  It would do you no good to visualize with 
incorrect technique, so all I’m saying is do your homework beforehand. 

o You must visualize in real speed.  Do not perform in slow motion 
since you will then be teaching your brain to send slow signals.  

o Perhaps the most important step of all, you must incorporate as many 
senses as possible into your visualization.  The more lively your 
imagery, the more you are tricking your brain into thinking that 
you are actually physically performing the action!  For example, can 
you feel the wind blowing on your skin?  In what direction is it 
blowing?  Is it warm or cold out?  How do your clothes feel on your 
body?  Are you restricted at all?  Do you smell anything?  What do you 
hear before and during the run?  Can you feel your foot hit the ground?  
Not only that, can you feel the individual toes performing independently 
of each other? 
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In order to evoke good, confident feelings that you want to hold onto, 
nearly everything you think of should be positive.  For example, never visualize a 
negative run since the negative pattern may get ingrained, and unless you are 
trying to prepare for playing in the cold, you usually should visualize a nice warm, 
comfortable day.  One in which your body feels energized, loose, and excited. 

 
It is often said that perfect practice makes perfect.  I totally agree.  I agree 

so much that I sometimes actually prefer visualization over physical practice.  This 
would be the case if the athlete’s bad habit is so ingrained that, no matter how hard 
he tries, he simply cannot change his movement pattern.  Again, perfect practice 
makes perfect.  Constantly doing something (like running) with bad form is not 
perfect practice.  It is further ingraining the bad habit.  Even though you are trying 
really hard to make changes, your neuromuscular system may get in the way by 
sending the signal along the faulty path to the muscles that it already carved out.  
Similar to shoveling snow, work is required to originally create a path from your 
house to your car.  After creating that path you are more likely to travel along it 
because this is probably the easiest way to get to your car.  Can a new path be 
created?  Sure, but it is going to take some additional work.  Trying to change 
faulty movement patterns can be very frustrating.  For example, you might know 
(and it might sound extremely simple) that your arms shouldn’t cross your body 
when running.  However, for some reason you simply cannot get them to move the 
way you want.  Assuming this isn’t a flexibility issue, you will most likely get 
angry (causing more brain chatter) and you will have an even harder time trying to 
process and feel the fine details needed. 

 
Assuming that you know exactly what good form is, visualization is 

perfect practice!  Most people do not think of this as “practice time”.  Believe 
me, the time spent visualizing would be much more beneficial than practicing with 
bad form.  Again, if you get all the senses involved to the point to where you can 
almost experience the feeling, it will help to awaken the new muscles and motor 
path.  Can simply thinking about something create a physical response?  
Absolutely!  Imagine yourself opening a jar of hot jalapeño peppers.  Now put 
your nose up to it and take a long and slow deep breath.  Now imagine putting the 
jar up to your mouth and taking a big drink of the juice inside the jar.  Some of 
you may have noticed the back of your mouth start to clam up.  This is a perfect 
example of being in the moment with visualization and actually experiencing the 
action.  This definitely shows the power of the mind! 

 
When imagining running with better arm action, for example, you should 

attempt to replicate exactly what you think it would feel like to run with your 
elbows brushing your sides.  Many times if an athlete I’m working with is having 
a hard time improving their form, I may have him simply watch me or someone 
with good form perform the action.  I’d tell him to focus on whatever the issue is 
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and to attempt to put himself in my body.  Try to feel and experience what it 
would feel like to run this way.  This is visualization as well; the only difference is 
that it is taking place between repetitions instead of lying in bed as described 
earlier.  Many professional athletes not only visualize before and after games, they 
also do it between pitches, in the on-deck circle, and in the dugout.   

 
Another example of how I use visualization with my athletes is when they 

finally actually do physically perform something perfect.  At which point I will tell 
them to close their eyes and replay exactly what just happened and what they felt.  
Hold onto that positive feeling and forget about all of your other (incorrect) reps.  
Take that feeling home with you and replay it a million times until your next 
practice.  Somewhat off topic, but valuable nonetheless… think of the bus ride 
home after a loss.  Let me guess, it’s very quiet and hardly anybody talks?  Am I 
correct?  Everybody does this as a way to communicate with their teammates and 
coaches that they care about losing.  If you were laughing and talking about the 
weekend, it may rub some people the wrong way.  Now what is the ride like after 
a big win?  I’m guessing extremely loud with everyone laughing and having a 
good time.  Nobody is even probably talking about the game.  Ironically, we 
should act the other way around.  Sitting quietly after a loss and being forced to 
think (visualize) and hold onto all the negative feelings and things you did wrong 
will only help to ingrain negative habits.  After a win is when you should 
visualize.  The moral of the story is to hold onto and replay the positives; and learn 
from, but then forget the negatives! 

 
The best part of visualization is that unlike actually running to improve 

your form, you never get tired!  You can perform countless (100%) reps without 
any fatigue or injury.  Remember, when physically practicing to improve your 60 
yard dash, you will probably only get about five runs before your times start to 
fall.  Obviously, you physically have to practice, but realize that you also need to 
incorporate visualization when working on changing bad form and habits. 
 
Drills to Improve Mental Approach and Quiet Your Mind 
 
 As I previously mentioned, almost everything that you physically do has 
some sort of mental aspect involved since almost everything physical involves the 
processing loop.  Therefore, technically every physical drill you perform can also 
be classified as a “mental” drill as well.  With that being said, I want to 
specifically highlight a few things you can do that highly involve quick 
processing, reactions, and a lot of self-talk. 
 

Anything frustrating that causes high brain chatter and emotional response 
are perfect for working on quieting your mind.  Video games, for example, 
especially when the game is new to you or you play at a level beyond your skill.  
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If you have ever played the game “Guitar Hero,” you probably had a hard time in 
the beginning.  All of the colors/notes fly at you and most likely you had some 
type of emotional response or comment during your first song.  After a while, 
however, you probably started to get better as you quieted your mind and began to 
zone in.   
 

Another thing you can do is perform high-level motor skills with your non-
dominant hand.  I’m referring to things such as brushing your teeth, eating your 
food, and writing.  Obviously, the hand slap game as described earlier is a perfect 
drill for teaching how to quiet the mind.  The same is true for any type of balance 
exercise.  I like to use the hand slap game or practice balancing exercises in the 
middle of an actual workout.  Usually I put them in between hard, tiring drills and 
utilize them during the recovery period.  This way, we are always working on 
something, even in our “downtime”.  The hand slap drill is a great drill to do when 
I see my athletes get frustrated over another drill that they are having difficulty 
with.  As soon as I see them let out a grunt or scream upon failure of an exercise, 
I’ll walk up to them and put my hands out signifying that I want to play the hand 
slap game.  They usually immediately take a deep breath and know that I’m 
playing this game with them because their brain currently has a lot of chatter.  
After a few turns, they usually shut their minds off and “get away” a couple times 
in a row.  We then resume the drill they were struggling with, and now, like 
magic, they flow through it with ease. 

 
Regardless if you play basketball or not, shooting free throws is a great drill 

for paying attention to your self-talk and brain chatter.  Finding a rhythm will help 
quiet your mind (this is why a hypnotist may swing a watch back and forth in a 
rhythmic fashion).  Try to see if you can get on a streak of five, ten, or even fifteen 
made free throws and notice if self-talk is a factor when you finally miss.  Are you 
able to get back on a streak or do you go into a funk?  Quiet mind, quiet mind, 
quiet mind! 

 
Always look for a rhythm.  In most things you do, always look for a 

rhythm.  Baseball is tough because there is a pause after every pitch.  Even worse, 
hitters may only get up to the plate once an hour or so.  Look for rhythms within 
an at-bat, within an inning, within a game, and within a season.  Also, look for 
rhythms within a single set of your workout, within an entire workout, within a 
week of workouts, and within a year of workouts.  There is no doubt your rhythms 
will be broken from time-to-time.  This is normal, but get back on track as soon as 
possible. 
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5 
 

 
 
 

THE BASEBALL START 
 
 
Problems with Traditional Steal-Start Techniques 
 

Usually, the quickest way that my athletes make improvements on their 60 
yard dash is by improving their start technique, sometimes by as much as 0.2 - 0.3 
in one session!  Before I can get into what I believe to be the ideal start, I must 
first explain some problems with the traditional methods and teachings. 

 
• Arms 

 
Traditionally, if you were to watch a game (high school - the big leagues) 

you will usually see the arms in one of three ways (see Figure 22).  You may see 
two arms down, two arms even, or left arm loaded. 
 

   A B C
Figure 22:  Traditional baseball starts.  Two arms down (A), two arms even (B), and left arm loaded (C). 
 

Regardless of which arm position is used, I was always taught to pull with 
your right arm and punch with your left.  I’ll never forget the analogy that I once 
was taught at a professional camp.  I was told to “pull the lawnmower (with my 
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right) and punch my brother (with my left)”.  It was very catchy.  It stuck with me 
even through playing pro ball. 

 
The problem with this, however, is that as we know, the legs and arms 

always work opposite of each other.  If I’m pulling and punching, ideally I’m also 
taking a stride and covering ground as well.  In Figure 23, check out what happens 
when I pull with my right arm and punch with my left while also taking a stride. 
 

   
Figure 23:  Problem with pull (right arm) and punch (left arm) method 
 

Since running with the same arm and leg together would be awkward, the 
runner usually performs the pull and punch before taking a stride.  Usually they do 
this while also opening up their front foot towards second base.  This wastes 
valuable time since they are not covering any ground. 
 
• Front Foot 

 
While looking at the start of many base runners off of first base or in a 60 

yard dash, there are two problems that I usually notice in the setup of their front 
foot.  First, their feet are usually even, and second, their front foot does not open 
up towards second base. 

 
Remember, the shortest distance between two points is a straight line.  

When the feet are even the back foot cannot move straight towards second base 
because it would hit the front foot.  Therefore, it must go around making the 
distance slightly longer and probably adding 0.1 - 0.2 (three to seven frames of 
video) to the run. 
 

   
Figure 24:  Problem with feet starting even 
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When the front foot is straight and not opened up toward second base, the 
runner’s first movement will usually involve opening up the foot.  The foot is 
opened because a greater “push-off” can be achieved when using the five toes as 
opposed to rolling over the outside of the foot.  As he is opening up and turning 
his foot toward second base, he is not covering any ground and wasting valuable 
time.   
 

   A B C
Figure 25:  When starting with the front foot closed the runner will usually turn and open the foot towards 
second base before covering any ground 
 

     
Figure 26:  When starting with the front foot closed, if the runner doesn’t turn his foot toward second base, 
the only other option would be to push-off with the outside of his right foot.  This would mean a weak first 
stride. 

A B

 
 A quick note pertaining to both feet as they relate to being in an “athletic 
ready position” is that most people incorrectly think you should be up on the balls 
(front part) of your feet.  Actually, you should essentially be flatfooted with your 
weight shifted slightly forward.  The weight should not be on your heels, but the 
entire foot should be in contact with the ground leading to better balance and a 
quicker reaction time.  

 
• Head and Eyes 

 
Traditionally, runners are taught to put their heads down at the beginning of 

their run.  This is taught so that they can maintain a proper sprinters lean at the 
beginning (acceleration phase) of the run.  For baseball players, I am not a fan 
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of putting your head down to run.  This would include running to any base 
along with running during the 60 yard dash. 

 
As I said before, simply running straight will improve your time.  Many 

times when runners put their head down they do not run a perfectly straight line 
towards where they are going because they have nothing to guide them.  This is 
especially true in most 60 yard dash tests when running in the middle of the 
outfield and no lane lines to reference in the grass.  On a field when you’re 
stealing bases sometimes you have the infield grass lip that you can use as a 
reference, but it’s still not centered to you.  It’s off to your left.  When the athlete 
picks their head up they usually have to “come back” to the base or the finish line 
wasting valuable time. 
 
 My “Opposite Arm” Technique 
 

Let me make it clear that the following baseball start technique that I’m 
about to teach is mainly geared toward beating a 60 yard dash when timed with the 
traditional rules of manually starting a stopwatch based on your first movement.  
The knock on this start is that it may take slightly longer to get back to first base.  
With that being said, I personally would use this start no matter what the testing 
circumstances are in a 60.  With some minor alterations, I would also use it in a 
game when leading off of first base.  Most people pick this start up right away, but 
a rare few never seem to get comfortable with it.  However, after I present my 
arguments for this new technique in this chapter, if you are even somewhat 
comfortable with it, you would be nuts not to use it in a 60 yard dash that is 
manually timed off of your first movement!  Figures 27 and 28 are still shots of 
my opposite arm baseball start technique.  Note that these still shots do not do 
justice since I also recommend a side-to-side rhythm before taking off. 
 
 

- Branch Rickey

Baseball people are slow to change and 
accept new ideas. 
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Arms are switched 
with right arm 

loaded 
Front foot opened 
almost 90 degrees 

toward 2B 

         Figure 27:  Front view of my opposite arm baseball start technique 
 

 

Right foot behind left 
foot so that the left leg 
can go straight to 2B 

                Figure 28:  Side view of my opposite arm baseball start technique 
 
• Arms 
 

Throughout my playing days, it kept bothering me that, in theory, the pull 
(with the right arm) and punch (with the left arm) technique didn’t match the legs 
(as described in the previous section).  I kept thinking, how can this be fixed?  
There’s got to be an answer.  I then started to really get technical and think about 
it.  If we know that we want to immediately start moving or covering ground 
with our left/back leg going toward second base, that would mean that the 
arms would need to be switched.  The left arm would need to pull and the 
right arm would need to punch.  Duh!  There is the highly technical scientific 
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answer that I had been in search of.  For years, the fact that the start has always 
been taught this way clouded my (and apparently many others) common sense 
thinking. 

 
Take a look at Figures 27 and 28.  Notice how the right arm is now back 

and loaded to drive toward second.  The left arm is now ready to pull back toward 
first.  Also, note that the arms are slightly bent.  Since ideal position of the arms 
during running is bent at around 90 degrees, why not start with them bent?  Why 
should we not be in perfect position on stride one instead of getting them there 
after we take off? 

 
 Again, this could be a problem in a game because the arms now have to 

travel further to get back to first base.  I will discuss this is a few seconds.  In a 60 
yard dash you would only need to move in a forward direction, so this wouldn’t be 
an issue.  The arms and legs will feel much more natural upon your first strides 
because they will be contra-laterally timed from your very first movement.  This 
will even lead to greater force production and a quicker acceleration.    
 
• Front/Right Foot 
 

Unlike arm action, which I feel is usually taught incorrectly by coaches, the      
teaching of the front foot is often described appropriately, but rarely enforced.  I 
think most coaches would agree with me that the front (right) foot needs to be 
slightly behind the left foot with the toes open (as shown in Figures 27 and 28), 
but most of their athletes still probably have their feet even and right toe closed. 

 
Coaches may disagree with me, however, as to how far the right foot 

should be pulled back and open.  Again, keep in mind that the 60 yard dash start is 
not the same as the start when stealing second base.  On a steal-start I recommend 
to pull the front foot back so that the toes of the right foot are equal to about where 
the heel is on the left.  This may be exaggerated an inch or two during a 60 start.  
On a steal-start I also recommend to turn the front foot open as far as you feel 
comfortable to get back to first base.  No sense turning it out beyond the point 
where you feel worried and increase your brain chatter.  However, in a 60, I 
recommend turning it out (90 degrees) almost so that it points to the finish line.  
Again, you don’t have to worry about getting back to first, so why waste time 
turning your foot?  Remember, when the toes point to where you want to go you 
will get a greater push-off and acceleration due to using the larger muscles of your 
legs in a more efficient way.    
  

Of course, we want the timer to think that our start looks the same and that 
we are not cheating (technically, it is not cheating since I recommend opening 
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your foot in a game as well).  As long as you keep your eyes and shoulders turned 
as if you were looking at a pitcher, you shouldn’t get called out for pulling your 
front foot back and turning your toe out.  It still looks very much like a traditional 
baseball start (compare Figures 28 and 29). 
 
• Head and Eyes 
 
 I’m not going to get long winded here.  A few pages back, I discussed why 
I do not like putting the head and eyes down when running.  In a game, obviously 
your eyes need to be on the pitcher so the original head position on the start is a 
no-brainer.  They usually should be in the same position for a 60 yard dash as 
well.  Assuming they are timing off of first movement, the main reason for 
originally looking at a (imaginary) pitcher is so that your overall body position 
looks like it is still in a baseball steal stance, with the shoulders and head turned at 
the pitcher.  Remember, we already have our foot open.  Turning your head will 
make your stance resemble more of a football wide receiver instead of a base 
stealer and you will most likely be asked to run again with a traditional stance. 
 

 
           Figure 29:  Problem with looking at the finish line instead 
           of at an imaginary pitcher before running your 60.  This no 
           longer looks like a baseball start and you will most likely 
           be asked to change form. 

 
 The only time your head and eyes may not be looking in the vicinity of an 
imaginary pitcher during a 60 yard dash would be if you are asked to reactively 
start off of a person yelling “go” and dropping their arm.  In this case, you will 
obviously need to turn your head to face wherever they are standing. 
 
 The cue that I always preach to my athletes is “pitcher to second base.”  In 
other words, their eyes should go from looking at the pitcher to immediately 
locking in and looking at exactly where they want to run after making their first 
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movement.  In the case of a 60 they would need to find a target straight ahead and 
beyond the finish line (see Figure 30).  For example, if running in the outfield, this 
may be a particular letter on a sign on the outfield wall.  Obviously, this shouldn’t 
be determined after already starting the run.  The spot should be picked out and 
visualized long before the run.  You need to run with a purpose and get to that spot 
as soon as possible, wasting no movement along the way.  
 

 
Figure 30:  Find a target straight in front of you and run directly at it.  In the above picture, assume that the 
cones are the starting line and you must run toward the trees.  If there is nothing distinctive straight ahead 
of you to stare at, imaging a shape and run directly at that spot.  
 
• Rhythm (If Possible) 
 
 The benefits of using a rhythm in your baseball start during the 60 yard 
dash were described on page 46.  I am not going to repeat what was described 
earlier, but I need to bring up rhythm one more time in this section to highlight 
that this is another difference between a traditional start and the one that I teach.  
The amount of rhythm used during a game will be described in a few moments. 
 
Are You Already Doing My Start and Don’t Even Know It? 
 
 By this point of the chapter, you may be thinking that I’m out of my mind 
in regards to the techniques I suggested in your baseball start.  If you are, good, 
because now we are going to attempt to quantify how much time you can 
potentially gain if you fix your start.  The best part of my new, crazy start is that I 
bet you are already doing it! 
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 The following pictures in Figure 31 are a frame-by-frame account of an 
athlete when filmed on his first day of training with me.  This video was taken 
directly before teaching him my opposite arm steal-start technique. 
 

   

 
 

Start 
 
 

Frame 1 = .03
 

Frame 2 = .06 

 

   
 

   

 
Frame 3 = .09 

 
 
 
 
 

Frame 4 = .12 
 
 
 
 
 

Frame 5 = .15 

 
 
 

Frame 6 = .18
 
 
 

Frame 7 = .21
 
 
 

Frame 8 = .24

Figure 31:  Frame-by-frame still shots of an athlete when filmed before teaching him my opposite arm 
baseball start technique 
 
 Although not easily seen with these stills, the runner initiates movement in 
the second picture of the top row.  This is when the time would have started during 
a 60 yard dash test.  Check out his body position in the last picture.  Does that 
stance look familiar?  It should because it is almost the exact start that I described 
throughout the chapter!  Without ever being taught, this athlete is already doing 
my start, but it took him eight video frames and roughly .24 seconds to get there (8 
frames x .03 sec/frame = .24).  Therefore, my question to him then is why not start 
there instead of wasting valuable time just preparing to run?  Let’s say his normal 
time is 7.20 seconds in the 60.  He can realistically improve to 6.96 very quickly 
(perhaps even in one session) just by becoming more efficient in his start and 
before even taking one step!   
 
 This is not an isolated case.  In fact, almost every athlete looks like this 
when I originally video them.  I would guess that on average athletes usually get to 
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a position that (somewhat) resembles my start between 8 – 12 video frames or 
0.24 - 0.36 seconds after initiating first movement.  I have seen it as bad as 20 
frames, meaning it took that athlete about 0.60 seconds to get to where they could 
have started.  The crazy part is that this was a runner who originally ran about 7.1.  
Imagine what he could be! 
  
 Go back to the video that you (hopefully) recorded earlier and specifically 
look at Angle 3 which focuses on your start.  Ideally, your camera has the “step” 
function in which you can look at the video in a frame-by-frame manner.  Be 
honest and start counting when you see yourself make a move.  See how long it 
takes you to get to a push-off position that somewhat resembles the pictures in 
Figures 27 and 28.  Are you sold on the start now?  
 
Using the “Opposite Arm” Start in an Actual Game 
 
 As I’ve said before, if you are even somewhat comfortable with my start, I 
absolutely recommend using it in the 60 yard dash.  This start is geared toward 
immediately covering ground in a forward direction.  With that being said, I also 
like the theory of this start for game use when trying to steal second base.  Some 
coaches may disagree.  When used incorrectly there is a greater chance for getting 
picked off.  However, taking the time to develop this start for game use, can lead 
to great payoffs.  Such as in the case of a Division III college that called me in to 
consult and teach my start.  That year, they ended up leading the nation in stolen 
bases!   
 
Here are some things to consider if using my start in an actual game: 
 
• You should only use this start if you are extremely comfortable with it.  Even 

though, in theory, my start can get you moving faster, it may also get you 
picked off or thrown out if you react slower due to being uncomfortable and 
nervous (more brain chatter = slower brain processing). 

• Since my start is aggressive and geared toward moving forward, you have to 
realize that it may take slightly longer to get back to first.  I usually 
recommend a shorter lead.  This will help in two ways.  First, you are 
obviously closer to first base, and second, it will make you more comfortable 
(quiet mind) about not getting picked off.  I feel the combination of increased 
brain processing through a quieter mind and the use of the start with the arms 
and legs timed from the beginning with no wasted movement will outweigh 
your shorter lead. 

• When diving back to first base, I recommend that you do so with your left arm 
reaching to the back of the bag.  Your left arm is closer and will take a shorter 
time to get there.  Again, this must be practiced and ultimately you should go 
back to the bag with the hand you feel most comfortable. 
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• In terms of using a rhythm in your start during a game, I believe that the more 
you have a pitcher’s timing down (see pages 56 and 57), the more rhythm you 
should utilize.  The rhythm should ultimately culminate in you leaning out over 
your right foot before takeoff.  The benefit is that this will aid in your 
acceleration at the beginning of the run.  Be careful though.  The greater the 
rhythm, the greater the chance of getting caught with your weight leaning the 
wrong way at the wrong time.  As I said earlier, watching and studying the 
pitcher’s tendencies is essential!   

• Finally, as stated earlier, I recommend that you open up your front/right foot 
only as far as you feel comfortable to get back to first.  Usually it should be 
opened at least 45 degrees with about 60 degrees being normally what most of 
my athletes prefer (see Figure 32).  In order to get a good acceleration towards 
second base, it might seem logical to open your right foot the rest of the way at 
first movement (before taking your first stride).  However, at this angle you 
probably don’t need to.  Although not totally ideal, you will probably be able 
to get a good enough push using the front/outside part of your foot, and not 
wasting any valuable time. 

 

 
A

 

     B C
Figure 32:  When the front foot is opened ≥45 degrees for game use, you should be able to get a good push 
with the front/outside part of your foot.  Therefore, you should not need to open the foot (and waste 
valuable time) before takeoff. 
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6 
 

 
 
 

STRAIGHT SPEED AND 
RUNNING MECHANICS 

 
 
Is Straight Speed Overrated? 
 

The answer to this question depends.  Within the confines of most sports, 
yes, straight speed is overrated!  When I say “straight” speed I’m referring to 
when one runs in a straight line for at least long enough to achieve their top-speed 
phase of a sprint.  This would mean that the run would have to be at least 20 - 30 
yards since top-speed is usually attained at about this point of a sprint, after going 
through an acceleration phase.  Very rarely do athletes achieve their top-speed in 
many sports.  More often, they usually have to make lateral cuts such as in the 
case of basketball, soccer, and football.  The ability to quickly change directions is 
called agility and this is usually more prevalent than sprinting in a straight line. 

 
However, straight speed is not overrated in the game of baseball.  The 

distance between bases is 90 feet (30 yards) which is long enough to potentially hit 
top-speed for a few strides.  Also, even though you have to make turns when 
running several bases at a time, the turns allow you to keep some of your 
momentum.  This means that you will reach top-speed sooner on each consecutive 
base.  In other words, from home-to-first you might achieve two strides at top-
speed, but when running a double, you might hit six strides between first and 
second base.  When running a triple it could be ten strides at top-speed between 
second and third. 

 
Also, straight speed is not overrated if coaches, recruiters, and scouts test 

how quickly you can run from point A to point B, where the distance is at least 20 
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yards.  Such as in the case of a traditional 60 yard dash test for baseball, the 30 
yard dash test that S.P.A.R.Q. uses for baseball, or the 40 yard dash test for 
football.  Regardless of how often straight speed comes into play in an actual 
game, if your test results can affect whether or not you are offered a scholarship, 
roster spot, or signing bonus, you better believe it is not overrated!   
 
Acceleration and Top-Speed Phases of Sprinting 

 
Sprinting essentially consists of two phases: acceleration and top-speed.  

The “acceleration phase” is essentially the first 20 yards or so until the runner 
reaches his “top-speed”.  Running mechanics and muscle action are slightly 
different between each phase.   

 
Basically, acceleration means “to gain velocity” and that is exactly what is 

happening at the beginning of the run.  Newton’s third law states that for every 
action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.  In terms of the acceleration phase, 
this means that the harder we push into the ground, the harder the ground will push 
back against us thrusting us forward.  The feet are in contact slightly longer at this 
phase of the run since the legs must take time to load in order to develop great 
force.  Due to spending greater amount of time on the ground, and since the runner 
is not at top-speed yet, there will be less landing strength required in this phase 
since there is more time to absorb the land. 

 
It is during the acceleration phase of the run (especially during the first few 

strides) that the term “sprinter’s lean” is apparent (see Figure 33).  The body’s 
center of gravity will be in front of the feet on the first few foot strikes, helping to 
aid in acceleration.   

 

   
Figure 33:  The first few strides of a sprint in which a forward lean should be observed 
 

Think about it, if the runner’s center of gravity were behind the foot strike, 
they would actually be decelerating upon hitting the ground.  This is what happens 
when we jog (see Figure 34).  Instead of striking the ground with the balls of our 
feet, jogging usually consists of landing in a heel, then toe fashion, leading to 
somewhat of a braking force upon each land.  This is another reason why athletes 
with speed goals have to be careful to not overuse long and slow jogging.  How 
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many foot strikes occur in a mile jog compared to in a 60 yard dash?  Obviously, 
many more take place in the jog, therefore, leading to a greater chance of 
ingraining the mechanics of a jog as opposed to a sprint (neuromuscular memory)! 

 

 
 Figure 34:  Joggers strike the ground first with their 
 heel and their center of gravity behind their landing 
 foot.  This leads to deceleration instead of acceleration. 

 
Just like the name implies, the top-speed phase is when the sprinter reaches 

their peak velocity.  Amazingly, elite sprinters are capable of reaching top-speeds 
of about 27 mph!  Stride length is greatest during this phase of the run requiring a 
great deal of functional flexibility to be successful.  Also, when sprinting at top-
speed, ground reaction forces can exceed four-times the body weight meaning that 
a 200 pound athlete strikes the ground with over 800 pounds of force on each foot 
strike.  This, along with the fact that the foot is in contact with the ground for a 
shorter time than when accelerating, means that a great deal of eccentric (landing 
strength) is required.  Finally, foot contact during the top-speed phase should be 
directly beneath or a very short distance out in front of the bodies center of gravity 
(see Figure 35). 

 

     A B
Figure 35:  Correct body position directly before (A) and at foot strike (B) during the top-speed phase. 
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In terms of leg action, my athletes often hear me screaming either “up”, 
“out”, or “down”.  This is my way of simplifying running mechanics so that they 
understand what I mean.  I will briefly describe the difference between up, out, 
and down as they pertain to both the acceleration and top-speed phases.  Keep in 
mind that the acceleration phase only consists of “up and down”, whereas top-
speed consists of “up, out, and down”. 
 
• Up 

 
When I’m referring to “up”, I’m basically talking about making sure that the 
knee is driven up high (around hip height).  The higher it is driven up, the 
greater potential for force development when later striking the ground and 
potentially, the greater the stride length during the top-speed phase of the run.  
In Figure 36, note that the body angle is different depending on the phase of 
the run.   

 

     
A B

 

     
C D

Figure 36:  Examples of the “up” position: (A) acceleration phase – as seen in place, (B) acceleration 
phase – as seen in the actual run, (C) top-speed phase – as seen in place, and (D) top-speed phase – as seen 
in the actual run. 
 
• Out 

 
As stated earlier, “out” mainly only occurs during the top-speed phase.  After 
“up” (the knee) reaches hip height, “out” entails opening up the stride by 
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extending the lower leg (see Figure 37).  It requires functional hamstring and 
calf flexibility.  As the hamstrings begin to lengthen, so too should the calves.  
The toes should be lifted towards the sky so that they are “loaded” for the 
ground strike that will take place in “down”.  

 

 A
 

     B C
Figure 37:  Examples of the “out” position that occur during the top-speed phase: (A) as seen in place, (B 
and C) as seen in the actual run.  Notice that pictures B and C do not necessarily look like A.  In an actual 
run, the sprinter will never really fully achieve the flexibility as seen in A, but the concept is valid in that 
we need to attempt to maximize our hamstring length in order to improve stride length. 
 
• Down 
 

In simple terms, “down” basically means forcefully driving the leg back down 
to the ground.  The specific action will be somewhat different between the 
acceleration and the top-speed phases since the leg will be coming from a 
different angle in each. 

 

- Bruce Lee

The mind that is nowhere is everywhere. 
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Figure 38:  Animation of “down” leg action:  (A) acceleration phase and (B) top-speed phase 

BA

 

   A B C
 

   
D E F

Figure 39:  “Down” leg action in the acceleration phase: (A-C) as seen in place, and (D-F) in an actual run 
 

   A B C
 

   
Figure 40:  “Down” leg action in the top-speed phase: (A-C) as seen in place, and (D-F) in an actual run 

D E F
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 During the acceleration phase, I’m constantly yelling “up, down” to my 
athletes.  Basically, reminding them to drive their knee up and then slam the foot 
to the ground in a downward and back direction. 
 
 I never like to tell my athletes to tense up and push because a tight muscle 
is a slow muscle.  However, with that being said, the acceleration phase requires a 
great amount of aggression in order to get the body moving at a high velocity.  
Don’t forget, all that time spent in the weight room performing squats, lunges, and 
vertical jumps is geared toward helping you accelerate during these early yards of 
the sprint.  Be sure to get a high “up” and a forceful “down” and take advantage of 
all that strength and power that you have! 
 

Through my experience training sprinters I have noticed that the harder 
they push at the beginning of the run, the more tendency they have to want to 
cross their body with their arms and knees.  This is somewhat natural since the 
angles of a lot of our big muscles are aligned diagonally.  While we want to take 
advantage of these muscles, you must also pay attention to not let the crossing 
action become inefficient. 
 
 After the athlete has reached top-speed, I now yell “out,” reminding them to 
open their stride up and achieve their greatest possible stride length.  Lack of 
hamstring and calf flexibility will really limit how much “out” you can achieve.  
Therefore, the functional hamstring exercise found on page 117 should be a part of 
every sprinters training program.  Notice this is not a stretch, but rather it is an 
exercise that is very specific to the muscle action during sprinting. 
 

Finally, you must realize that if you don’t get a good “up” it is very hard to 
get a good “out”.  This means that since the knee doesn’t get up to hip height the 
leg in general will have to return to the ground sooner, thus not allowing enough 
time for the lower leg to open up.  Therefore, work on “up” before working on 
“out”. 

 
Most athletes don’t take full advantage of their “up” and “out” during the 

top-speed phase.  This will hinder the amount of force they can produce during 
“down”.  When I begin to teach this concept of “up and out”, essentially I’m 
asking my athletes to do more work with their lower half of their bodies than 
they’re used to.  Remember that the arms and legs always are contra-laterally 
timed.  To compensate I’ll often see them slow their arms down in order to allow 
their legs enough time to do the extra work that I’m asking.  It is crucial to not let 
this happen!  What good is improving your stride length if you slow down your 
stride frequency?  Therefore, the legs must learn to do more work in either the 
same (or ideally even less) time than they originally were.     
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 Also, it is possible to over-stride.  This will lead to a decrease in stride 
frequency and put you into a leaned back posture (deceleration) instead of an 
upright and tall posture that is ideal during top-speed running.  Ideal stride length 
depends on a lot of factors (height, limb length, flexibility, landing strength, etc).  
Remember, perfect sprinting form requires harmonization between your stride 
length and your stride frequency.  Instead of giving you an impractical formula to 
figure out and measure your ideal stride length, I’m simply going to tell you that it 
needs to pass the “eye test”.  In other words, does it look normal? 
 
Transition from Acceleration Phase to Top-Speed Phase 
 

It makes sense that you do not go from the acceleration phase to the top-
speed phase within one stride during your sprint.  Rather it is a gradual transition.  
The acceleration phase starts with your strides about 18 inches apart and they 
gradually become longer until you reach your top-speed.  Trying to achieve your 
best “up, out, down” (stride length) too early will lead to you looking as if you are 
galloping and leaning too far back.  In other words, stride length is too long at this 
point of the run. 

 
For athletes that are trying to change their running form, mentally thinking 

about getting a good “up, out, and down” is important and sometimes it is a very 
hard concept to grasp and feel.  Often I will have them exaggerate their “out” to 
the point of over-striding and looking like they are galloping.  This will feel weird 
to them, but at least they will feel what it’s like to really open up their stride.  
After they achieve that sensation, I then bring them back to normal, usually 
resulting in a proper “out” (stride length). 

 
A visualization cue that I use is to have them pretend they are running on 

the beach as if they were going from the sand to the water.  Since the sand is soft, 
they will originally have to dig and push really hard to accelerate.  As they start to 
hit the water, they should be nearing top-speed.  At this point of the run they want 
to skim the surface and run on top of the water, being sure to not spend a lot of 
time pushing because they will sink.  At this point of the run they want to be 
relaxed with great stride turnover rate and great stride length.  Yes, I know, all of 
them would eventually sink, but regardless, this imagery seems to always work. 
 
Efficiency is Key 
 

Now I would like to get into some of the mechanics specific to certain parts 
of the body.  Some of these have already been discussed in previous sections of 
the book and some have not.  Remember, this chapter is not specific to the starting 
mechanics, but rather the goal is to mention technique as it pertains to general 
straight speed. 
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As with all sprinting, a tenth of a second needs to be appreciated.  Every 
(seemingly) little thing done wrong in running form can lead to an improvement of 
time.  Critiquing your form with video (in slow motion or frame-by-frame) is of 
utmost importance.  As the saying goes, “a (still) picture is worth a thousand 
words!”  As you will see, the discussion of the body parts below is all done with 
efficiency or aerodynamics in mind.   
 
Head and Eyes 
 
 The head and eyes have been discussed at length already.  As I have said, I 
am not a fan of running with your head down because many times we do not run 
straight.  I believe in finding your target and running straight at it with a purpose.  
This is contrary and goes against what is usually taught.  Typically, the head 
should be down at the start of your run in order to match the body lean that occurs 
during the acceleration phase.  The only time that I teach sprinting with your head 
down is when you will be running in lane lines on a track.  The lines help guide 
you in running straight.  I also believe in starting with the head down for football 
players running a 40 yard dash when they have to start in a three or four point 
stance.  Since their body angle is so extreme, the head must be down or it will 
cause a premature upright posture.   
 
Neck and Jaw 
 
 The neck and jaw are not typically thought of in terms of sprint 
performance, but it is important to note that they must be extremely relaxed.  
Many athletes hold tension in their upper neck area and some even grind their 
teeth when sprinting.  Many of these muscles are attached to the shoulder blades 
or other areas that act on the shoulder joint.  Remember, tight muscles are slow 
muscles.  If tension occurs in the shoulder area it will lead to slower arm action, 
and ultimately, a slower run.   
 

I would recommend that you search online for video of Usain Bolt as he 
recently broke the world record in the 100 meter dash.  If able to slow down the 
video, you will see that his jaw is extremely relaxed and almost flapping in the 
wind.  His shoulders are down and relaxed, and he carries almost no tension in his 
neck.   

 
Arms and Upper Body 
 
 So let’s get into the arms as we’re kind of working down the body.  It’s like 
that song “Dry Bones”, your head bone is connected to your neck bone; your neck 
bone is connected to your arm bone.  Admit it… I heard you singing.  Well, the 
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song doesn’t go exactly like that, but the lesson is nonetheless powerful.  One 
segment of our body is connected to and acts on the next.  Just how the function of 
the neck affects the arms and the upper body, the function of the arms and upper 
body act on the core and even the lower body. 
 

Remember the crossing of the arms will make it more difficult for the core 
to remain stabile and transfer energy in an efficient direction to the lower body.  
Also, remember that the arms and legs are tied together in walking, jogging, and 
running in that they work equal and opposite of each other.  If the arms are 
moving slowly, so too will be the legs.   

 
I discussed proper arm action at length earlier and, therefore, will not repeat 

to exhaustion in this section.  I will briefly bullet point the concepts: 
 

• Arms should maintain at a 90 degree angle (bent at the elbow) throughout 
running with all motion coming from the shoulder joint.  Note that the arms 
may extend slightly when driving back. 

• In order to exert energy in a forward direction, the arms should not cross the 
midline of the body.  Ideally, they should almost brush your sides. 

• The shoulders should have enough range of motion (flexibility) so that the 
elbows can be brought back high enough to develop maximal force.  

 
Wrist and Hands 
 
 I’m not going to get too technical about the wrists and hands.  Simply keep 
in mind that they must be relaxed, but also need to have proper directionality.  
They should roughly be in line with the forearm.  I prefer an open relaxed hand, 
but a loose fist is also acceptable.  If they are flapping one way or the other, they 
might hit the wind and cause some drag slowing you down just a bit.  All in all, 
this is one of the last things to worry about.   
 
Core 
 
 The role of the core, as mentioned in detail before, is stabilization so that 
energy transfer can occur between the arms and lower body.  We don’t want 
energy to “leak out” at the core as evidenced by it turning side to side.  Generally, 
I look at the bellybutton in a straight angle camera shot.  Is it remaining straight or 
is it rotating? 
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Legs and Lower Body 
 
 In terms of efficiency, the legs must also direct their forces forward.  Slight 
crossing may be natural, but be careful so that it doesn’t become inefficient.  
Remember, the proper action of the lower body is different depending on if you 
are in the acceleration or top-speed phase of the run (as described earlier in this 
chapter). 
 
Ankles and Feet 
 
 Many people often think that you should sprint on your toes.  Actually, the 
entire ball of the foot (front half of the foot) is what should be used.  The position 
of the body’s center of gravity will usually dictate what part of the foot strikes the 
ground.  In jogging, the center of gravity is often behind the foot causing the heel 
to strike.  In the acceleration phase, however, the center of gravity should be out in 
front of the body leading to the use of the front of the foot.  In top-speed phase, 
ideal mechanics call for the entire front half of the foot to be used. 
 

Without getting too complicated, the main thing that I tell my athletes about 
the foot and ankle is just to make sure they remember that it is there and to 
remember to use it.  Not forcefully using your ankle is similar to not snapping 
your wrist at the end of a throw.  That final “snap” leads to a huge increase in 
velocity.  The lower half of our body consists of three main joints (hip, knee, and 
ankle).  Developing as much force as possible means forceful extension of all 
three of these joints.   
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7 
 

 
 
 

RESISTANCE AND ASSISTANCE 
SPEED TRAINING 

 
 
What are Resistance and Assistance Speed Training Drills? 
 

Although you may not have heard the terms “resistance” and “assistance” 
as they relate to speed training, you probably know what I’m talking about.  
Resistance speed training is the term used for drills when a resistance is applied to 
the runner during his sprint.  This might include running with a parachute attached 
to your back, pushing a weight sled, or running uphill with gravity acting as the 
resistance.  These drills mainly benefit the acceleration phase of the run by 
teaching the runner to drive his legs harder in order to accelerate faster and create 
more force. 

 
Assistance speed training is the term used for drills when the runner is 

assisted or pushed/pulled in order to increase the turnover rate of his strides, 
allowing him to experience moving faster.  Some examples include, running 
downhill (pushed by gravity) or being pulled by tubing attached at the waist.  
These drills mainly benefit the top-speed phase of the run because the foot must 
learn to quickly get off the ground. 
 
How Much “Resistance” or “Assistance” Should Be Used? 
 

Am I in favor of utilizing resistance and assistance speed training drills?  
The answer depends on the certain type of drill used (described below) and if they 
are performed correctly with an appropriate amount of resistance or assistance.  
Remember, speed training is highly technical and requires absolute perfect form in 
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order to improve.  Anything that leads to a compromise in form is usually 
considered a bad drill.  However, when certain resistance or assistance drills are 
used appropriately they can lead to great improvements in speed. 

 
Usually I follow the 10% rule in determining the amount of resistance or 

assistance.  This states that an athlete’s normal time shouldn’t be effected by any 
more than 10%.  In other words, (keeping the math simple) if I normally run 100 
yards in 10.0 seconds, it should take me no longer than 11 seconds when I add a 
form of resistance to the sprint.  On the other hand, I shouldn’t be able to run 
faster than nine seconds when utilizing an assistance drill.  If my time was altered 
by more than 10% in either direction, chances are that my form was altered as 
well.  Remember, more is not always better! 

 
I wrote earlier that I often see athletes incorrectly crossing their bodies with 

their arms and legs.  I also wrote that this is especially obvious at the early 
(acceleration phase) of the sprint because they really need to dig and push hard 
into the ground.  Often times, this problem becomes even worse when an external 
resistance is added.  Therefore, when using resistance speed drills, the athlete must 
really focus on using their arms and legs in an efficient (non-crossing) manner. 
 
Examples of Resistance Speed Training Drills   

 
• Uphill Running 

 
Uphill running is a great form of resistance speed training assuming that the 

10% rule is followed.  This usually means that the “hill” barely resembles a hill at 
all.  Most likely it is a gradual climb (probably only around a 10% grade).  When 
training my athletes I often utilize the top floor of a parking garage that has a low 
level of elevation between floors.  Obviously, you should take great precaution 
and not run anywhere where cars may be present.  The garage we use is basically 
vacant on the top level.   

 
Being from Chicago, I’m often reminded of the late Bears running back 

Walter Payton who was known for running a particular hill in the offseason.  The 
story is that he would often challenge people to race up the (supposedly extremely 
steep) hill.  Often times his opponents couldn’t even make it to the top!  Payton 
credited much of his success in the NFL to running this hill. 

 
While I do believe that this drill has a purpose for an NFL running back 

(because it teaches to keep your feet moving), I do not believe that it made him 
faster in terms of straight speed.  As described, the hill was way too steep and 
regular running form would have been altered. 
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• “Towing” Drills 
 

Towing drills are also very popular.  There are different types of towing 
drills, such as: 
 

o Parachutes 
A parachute is a piece of speed training equipment that is usually 
attached at the waist.  Ropes extend at the back leading to a parachute 
that opens up upon sprinting creating wind resistance (see Figure 41).  

 

 
     Figure 41:  Running with a parachute 

 
o Partner Resistance 

There are also specific types of belts or harnesses that allow for a 
partner to hold the other end and “pull” or resist the sprinter as they run 
(see Figure 42).  If you do not have this type of equipment you can use 
an old sweatshirt, that you don’t mind stretching out.  It wraps around 
the runner’s waist and the person resisting would hold onto the sleeves.  
Preferably, you should use a big sweatshirt with long arms in order to 
allow room between the two so that their feet don’t get tangled. 
 

     
Figure 42:  Partner Resistance: (A) using equipment specifically designed for this (called a “Bullet Belt”), 
and (B) using an old sweatshirt 

A B
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o Sled Equipment 
Sled equipment acts in much of the same way as parachutes or partner 
resistance except that the resistance doesn’t come in the form of wind or 
another person.  Rather it comes from a sled (usually loaded with some 
kind of weight) that drags across the ground (see Figure 43). 

 

 
 

    Figure 43:  Sled equipment used for pulling.  Straps 
    would attach to the front of the sled leading to a belt 
    attached to the runner’s waist.  Weight plates may be 
    added to the pole in the middle of the sled. 

 
In general, I am a fan of towing resistance drills again assuming that the 

10% rule is followed and form is not altered in any way.  Sometimes, instead of 
the resistance being attached to the runner in the form of a belt (at the waist), you 
may see that it is a harness that goes over the shoulder.  In general, I feel that the 
belts are better because sometimes resistance applied with the harness may pull the 
runners shoulders back, causing them to become tall and come out of their 
“sprinters lean” too early in the run.  Also, if using partner applied resistance, both 
the runner and (especially) his partner need to understand that the run is not a 
competition.  The partner should not try to pull so hard that the runner cannot 
move, rather they should just give a little resistance to make them work slightly 
harder in the beginning yards of the run. 

  
• “Pushing” Drills 
 
 Pushing drills, such as in the case of pushing a sled or car (see Figure 44), 
are the only types of resistance speed training drills that I allow to break the 10% 
rule.  Reason being is that I do not really consider them to be speed training drills.  
Rather, these drills are purely for the purpose of gaining leg strength and power, 
very much like the purpose of performing a leg press or vertical jump exercise.  
Other than the legs moving up and down, they really do not resemble running 
since the arms do not pump back and forth.  Therefore, I’m not too worried about 
picking up and ingraining bad habits.   
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Figure 44:  Pushing cars and sleds are allowed to break the 10% rule since they really don’t resemble 
sprinting.  In this case, the sled would be pushed using the handles on the back of the sled. 
 
• Weight Vests 
 
 Weight vests can also be used in order to make the runner have to 
accelerate a greater mass than they are used to.  Keep in mind, landing forces will 
also be greater, potentially leading to the athlete spending too much time on the 
ground between strides.  I do like weight vests, but don’t overdo the weight.  
Usually I use only around 5% of the athlete’s bodyweight. 
 

 
 Figure 45:  A weight vest 

 
• Ankle/Foot or Wrist/Hand Weights 
 
 In general, I am not too fond of using ankle or hand weights for straight 
speed enhancement (see Figure 46).  I feel that hand weights seem to slow down 
the arms, causing everything else to slow down with them.  Why would I want to 
ingrain that?  Also, in addition to altering form, I feel that ankle weights lead to 
over activation of the hip flexor (top, front of thigh) muscles leading to under 
activation of the powerful glute muscles that we really need to utilize during 
sprinting. 
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     A B
Figure 46:  Ankle (A) and Wrist (B) weights 
 
Examples of Assistance Speed Training Drills   
 
• Downhill Running 
 

Just as gravity provides a resistance when running uphill, it also provides 
assistance when sprinting downhill.  I do like downhill sprints, but without 
sounding like a broken record, the 10% rule is important.  Form is very easily 
altered if the grade is too steep.  Namely you will not get a full “up, out, and 
down” due to running cautiously down the hill.  Take advantage of what the 
downhill angle gives you, being certain to not brake and hold yourself back! 
 
• Partner Tubing Assistance 
 

Tubing assistance equipment is usually in the form of a bungee cord 
attached to the back end of a belt of one runner and the front of a belt of another 
(see Figure 47).  Obviously, you must be sure to use equipment made for such a 
purpose.  The athlete doing the assistance sprint (the one with the bungee attached 
at the front) is the “trailing” runner.  The partner (with the bungee attached on the 
back of his belt) is the “lead” runner.  Assistance is created due to the partner (lead 
runner) sprinting ahead and essentially pulling the athlete performing the drill. 

 
In order for the drill to be beneficial, the assisted runner must be sure to not 

change their form.  Again this usually means that they must be sure to get a good 
“up, out, and down”.  If your form looks awkward, it probably is.  The lead and 
trailing runners need to communicate so that they know exactly how far they will 
be running and when each runner should start and stop. 
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Figure 47:  A partner tubing assistance drill in which 
the partner in the front is pulling/assisting the trailing 
runner.  Although tough to see in this picture, there is 
an elastic bungee cord attached to belts around each 
of their waists. 

 
• High Speed Treadmills 
 

Most people usually only think of using treadmills in terms of getting in 
better shape, or for weight loss.  Most don’t think of using them for speed 
enhancement, however, there are some training centers that utilize special high 
speed treadmills in hopes of this purpose.  The belt of a treadmill moving at high 
speeds is a form of assistance because it may help to increase the turnover rate of 
your strides.  Usually a harness is attached to the sprinter so that they don’t fall.  
Obviously, sprinting at uncomfortable speeds can be very risky and should only be 
done when properly supervised… if at all! 

 
While I do agree that in theory, high speed treadmill sprinting can benefit 

an athlete during the top-speed phase of their run, I also believe that running on a 
treadmill is different than when running on flat ground.  For one, there is no wind 
resistance experienced.  Mainly though, I do not like that the motorized treadmill 
aids in pulling your foot back.  In real sprinting, the athlete (specifically their hip 
extensor muscles) is responsible for this. 

 
Treadmill sprinting may help some untrained athletes gain some speed 

(almost any training will).  Every now and again it may even slightly benefit 
trained runners by giving them a new type of stimulus. However, generally 
speaking, I feel that high speed treadmill sprinting as an assistance training drill 
should be used infrequently and cautiously. 
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Examples of Resistance and Assistance Combined Drills 
 

As stated earlier, the main purpose of resistance speed training drills is to 
improve acceleration at the beginning of the run, while the main purpose of 
assistance training drills is to improve stride frequency and turnover rate during 
the top-speed phase.  Some of the above drills may be altered slightly so that both 
components may be trained within the same run.  While technically these are all 
resistance only drills, they do allow for the athlete to really experience a transition 
from lowest gear (acceleration) to highest gear (top-speed).  Caution must be taken 
that the sprinter does not stumble during the “release” of the resistance in each of 
the following drills: 
 
• Parachute with Release 
 

Some parachutes (as described above) allow for the athlete to release the 
chute in the middle of the run.  In theory this may sound beneficial, but the athlete 
will most likely have to alter their arm action in order to do so.  This will 
significantly change their form and mental purpose during the run and I’m not a 
fan of this drill. 
 
• Partner Manual Resistance with Release 

 
Specifically, there are two types of drills that can fall into this category (see 

Figure 48).  First, the “sweatshirt” drill that was described earlier can be 
changed so that the partner releases one arm of the sweatshirt at about the 15 to 
20 yard point of the run.  The release must be quick so that the sleeve doesn’t 
get in the way of the runner as he continues to run another 20 yards or so.  The 
release point should be pre-planned, discussed, and anticipated by the runner. 

 
Also, there is a piece of equipment called the “Bullet Belt”.  This is a belt 

that can be used as a partner manual resistance drill only (as described above) 
or it also has a pull trigger that can be activated by the partner during the run.  
This causes the tail of the belt to disengage from the runner’s belt and, thus, 
releasing the resistance as he continues to sprint.  

 
 

- John Wooden

A coach is someone who can give correction 
without causing resentment. 
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Figure 48:  Partner manual resistance with release using (A) a sweatshirt or (B) a Bullet Belt 
 
Other Examples of Resistance and Assistance Used in Baseball 
 
 Other examples of resistance or assistance drills in baseball are the use of 
swinging either a donut (resistance) or a lighter bat such as a fungo (assistance) 
while on deck.  The weighted bat or donut will remind you to activate your 
muscles with more force, while the light bat will allow you to experience the 
positive feeling of having quicker bat speed.  Throwing weighted or light baseballs 
in practice can also be beneficial.  Similarly, the weighted balls will teach more 
force upon activation, while the light balls will allow for the feeling of a loose, 
quick, and whip-like arm.   
 
 However, just like great precaution must be taken when using resistance or 
assistance drills for speed, you must also be careful not to alter form when using 
weighted or light bats or balls.  In all cases, the original weight should only be 
altered one or two ounces in either direction.  Anything more than that will lead to 
compensations in hitting or throwing mechanics. 
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8 
 

 
 
 

HOME-TO-FIRST TIME 
 
 
Gaining Importance among Scouts 
 

The 60 yard dash is not the only speed time that scouts look at.  In fact 
many of them put more value on your home-to-first time.  This is not a 
standardized test, per se, but rather it is measured during the actual game itself.  
They start their stopwatch on the crack of your bat and measure how long it takes 
for you to reach first base.  Scouts like this test for a couple of reasons.  First, it 
doesn’t just measure your speed, but it also measures your time to get out of the 
box.  Therefore, unlike the 60 yard dash test that predicts what you may be able to 
run in a game, home-to-first time measures what you actually run in a game. 

 
At times, this test can also be more practical for scouts as well.  Remember, 

they lead busy lives on the road going from game-to-game.  They usually are not 
going to get in the way of your actual game preparation and ask you to run a 60 
before playing.  Even if they did, this would mean setting up a course, teaching 
you the rules, etc.  Therefore, the only way to measure your speed would be in the 
game itself.  With that being said, the opportunity to get an accurate home-to-first 
time on you is not always that easy.  Remember, the only way to get a reliable 
time is if you have to try and beat out an infield single.  Let’s say that in your four 
at-bats you were to fly out to left, hit a single to center, strikeout, and groundout to 
third.  This would mean that they only get one opportunity to measure your home-
to-first time.  It would be inaccurate on the flyout and single since you would be 
rounding your turn at first.  Therefore, you shouldn’t look at that groundout to 
third as a failure, rather you should think of it as an opportunity to show off your 
speed!  You better run hard.  Not only would you be showing a bad time, you 
would also be showing a bad attitude and laziness.  Nevermind the fact that you 
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would be angering the scout because you wasted an opportunity for him to 
measure your speed! 
 
It Can Make You Appear to Be a Better Hitter 

 
By beating out a few infield singles a year, having a good home-to-first 

time can boost your batting average and make you appear to be a better hitter.  It’s 
just that simple.  We hear it all the time, hits in the scorebook all look like line 
drives.  It doesn’t matter if you hit a shot through the hole, a homer off the 
scoreboard, a bunt down the line, a duck snort over the second baseman’s head, or 
if you beat out an infield single.  A hit is a hit and they all equally affect your 
batting average.  

 
Transition from a Hitter to a Runner Immediately 
 
 Once again, the fastest runners do not always have the best home-to-first 
times.  Similar to the 60 yard dash, there are some mental and physical techniques 
specific to running from home-to-first that can make or break your time.  In 
theory, these are simple fixes, but in actuality they will take some attention. 
 
   Read the following statement carefully.  The fastest runners (in terms of 
home-to-first time) immediately transition mentally and physically from being 
a hitter, to being a runner.  They waste absolutely no strides at all and get into 
proper running form immediately.  While this may sound simple, this is mainly 
mental and can be very tough to correct. 
 
 The next time you are at a game, watch closely as runners sprint down the 
first baseline trying to beat out a hit.  Many times you will find that they waste 
three or four (often more) strides.  When they are hitting, they are not thinking 
about running.  This is the correct approach, as mentally they should be 100% in 
the moment as a hitter.  However, after swinging with a full follow-through, and 
recognizing that the ball is in the infield, many times they will have a negative 
emotional moment for a short time.  Sometimes you might even hear them cussing 
as they run down the first baseline.  In their mind they already have failed and are 
disappointed with their at-bat.   
 
 They are running down the line, but they are not running down the line with 
a purpose.  Mentally, they are holding onto the at-bat instead of transitioning fully 
into a runner.  Usually about a third of the way down (and sometimes never at all) 
they remember that they still have to run and finally get into their running form.  
Wasting those early strides by not running in perfect form and with a purpose may 
have been the difference between out and safe. 
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Hitters must teach themselves to transition from being fully in the moment 
of hitting to then fully in the moment of running.  After the swing, the at-bat is 
over and there is nothing you could do at this point to change how the ball was hit.  
The only thing you may be able to do is effect the outcome of the play with your 
speed.  I like to watch the runner’s eyes as they come out of the box.  Just like the 
eyes when stealing should go from the pitcher to immediately finding second base, 
the hitter must immediately find first base and run right at it with a purpose.  The 
eyes will usually communicate if they are running in the moment (focused on first) 
or if they are still thinking about the at-bat (wandering or lazy). 
 
 Physically, there are a few teaching points that I want you to consider.  I 
already mentioned that in terms of overall running form you must “get right, right 
away.”  While this may sound physical, it is usually in the mind (assuming that 
you have good form to begin with).  I also mentioned that the eyes and head must 
immediately find first base and run right at it.  Many times runners come out of the 
box, put their head down, find the chalk like, run to the line, and then up the line to 
first (see Figure 49).  While lefties may be closer to the line coming out of the box, 
right handed hitters are often on the infield side of it.  Again, the shortest distance 
between two points is a straight line.  No matter where the runner is starting, they 
should find first base and run straight for it rather than running to the line, and 
then to first, which would be a longer distance.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Yogi Berra

Baseball is 90% mental and the other 
half is physical. 
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    A B
 

    
C D

Figure 49:  Home-to-first path: (A) incorrect righty (B) correct righty (C) incorrect lefty (D) correct lefty.  
 
Visualization to Improve Your Home-to-First Time 
 
 Simply put, not immediately transitioning into a 100% runner is a bad 
habit.  As we know, bad habits are often hard to correct because they are ingrained 
due to repeating them over and over.  In Chapter 4 I discussed the use of 
visualization as a practice tool to help improve bad habits.  This training method 
of simply thinking about, or imagining, coming out of the box with a purpose will 
most likely be your best bet in order to improve your home-to-first time. 
 

Again, the hard part about fixing your ability to focus on your first stride 
out of the box is that (in practice or in a training session) it is very difficult to 
recreate the “let down” feeling of making an out.  Hitter’s know they need to run 
hard immediately out of the box.  They just don’t do it to the degree that they 
should because of a split-second emotional response in their mind. 

 
As hitters, we really care a lot about our at-bats (which are hard to come 

by).  Depending on your role, you may get anywhere from zero to five per game.  
This is not a lot compared to all the time we spending practicing hitting, and 
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therefore, we want to make the most of them.  Right or wrong, we feel that every 
at-bat has great importance in determining the success of our day.  It is only 
natural that we experience a brief time of mental disappointment upon seeing the 
ball roll out to the shortstop.  Sometimes this disappointment is only a tenth of a 
second or so, but that is still plenty of time to affect the outcome. 

 
In practice, it is almost impossible to create a stressful, game-like 

environment to work on coming out of the box.  You would know that the purpose 
of the drill is not about hitting, but rather it is about how quickly you make your 
transition and get to first.  Sure, you could fake a swing and pretend to run, but 
that doesn’t allow for you to experience the emotional let down of actually 
grounding out in a game.  The hardest part about getting into your running form 
immediately on stride-one is that you shouldn’t be thinking about running at all in 
the seconds before.  Rather your focus is only on hitting the ball hard. 

 
Therefore, I feel that the best way to experience and work on changing that 

feeling is with the use of visualization. You must mentally put yourself in, and 
attempt to experience, the feeling of an actual at-bat where you hit a ground ball in 
the infield and try to beat it out.  Remember to follow the tips for visualizing listed 
on pages 58-60.  The key is to train yourself to experience an optimistic feeling 
after seeing a groundball come off your bat.  Again, we should think of a ground 
ball not as a failure, but as an opportunity to show off our speed.  While 
visualizing your at-bat remember to be a “full-time, 100% hitter” who is not even 
thinking about running until you see the ball rolling in the infield.  After you see 
the ground ball, immediately experience yourself focusing on first base.  Get in 
your running form right away and show-off those wheels! 
 
 I’d like to share a quick story.  I once trained a high school softball player 
that was capable of running a 4.6 in the forty yard dash.  Needless to say that is 
flying!  When she was with me and we were working on her form, it was 
absolutely perfect.  I then went to watch her play and almost fell off the bleachers 
after watching her run to first on a groundout.  Her form looked nothing like the 
runner that I work with.  The reason for this is that with me, she obviously knew 
that we were working on running.  That was the only thing for her brain to process 
and she was great at it.  In the game, however, she wasn’t thinking about running 
down the line.  She was still thinking about the at-bat. 
 

For her, visualization is what eventually corrected her home-to-first time.  
She wasn’t immediately cured though.  One time she would come out of the box 
with a purpose and then next she would forget until she got back to the dugout and 
put some thought into it.  Eventually, she changed her habit for good and went on 
to great success in college. 
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There is a physical drill that I use every now and again to test an athlete’s 
habit of coming out of the box.  If you are a coach, you may want to incorporate 
this into one of your practices.  I ask them if they can do a cartwheel.  Usually, 
most of them never even tried to attempt one and immediately get nervous at the 
thought of having to do one in front of me.  The test works even better if I have an 
audience since they will get even more nervous.  If they are good at cartwheels, 
I’ll change and ask if they could do a somersault.  The point is that I want to find 
something that they haven’t perfected so the thought of looking silly is a factor. 

 
I’ll explain that we’re going to pause from speed enhancement for a second 

and that we’re going to do a new drill.  The drill is that I’m going to grade you on 
how well you do a cartwheel.  After the cartwheel, I’ll leisurely say that I want 
them to sprint to first base (or a cone if indoors).  I really build up the cartwheel so 
that their mind isn’t focused on the run part at all. 

 
Obviously, I can care less how good the cartwheel looks.  What I’m 

looking for is how well they make their transition from doing a cartwheel to 
sprinting to the base or cone.  I want them to go from being a full-time 
“cartwheeler” to a full-time runner, with no laughter or response upon coming out 
of the cartwheel.  This test, designed to measure if the proper split-second 
transition to a runner is a habit yet, works really well as long as the athlete actually 
thinks I care about their cartwheel.  After they know it’s an assessment, obviously 
they immediately find their target and run right to it. 
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9 
 

 
 
 

OTHER FORMS OF SPEED IN BASEBALL 
 
 
Home-to-Second 
 

How do you round first base?  Do you do a “question mark” or a “banana” 
turn?  If you do a banana, how wide do you go?  Let me start by stating that I 
prefer a really wide banana turn.  My justification really isn’t that groundbreaking, 
but simple common sense I guess. 

 
Many players are taught to round their turn at first in a “question mark” 

manner, where they start to run straight up the line and then at some point they 
begin to make their turn.  The problem that I have with this is that the turn is 
awkward and often very sharp due to starting so late (see Figure 50-A).  
Momentum is often lost since there is a drastic change of direction. 

 
The other type of turn is called a “banana” turn in which they immediately 

begin their turn out of the box.  Let’s face it, hitter’s usually know within a stride 
or two if they need to run through first base or make a turn.  While I agree that a 
banana turn should be used, I feel that most don’t take the turn wide enough before 
hitting first base, usually resulting in a wider turn between first and second (see 
Figure 50-B).   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

- Branch Rickey

Baseball is a game of inches. 
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     A B
Figure 50:  (A) an improper question mark turn and (B) an improper banana turn 

 
While I’ve often said in this book that the shortest distance between two 

points is a straight line, this wouldn’t make much sense when running from home 
to second base.  While it is true that this would be the shortest overall distance, it 
would also mean that the runner would basically have to come to a complete stop 
at first base, make a 90 degree turn, and then have to accelerate again toward 
second base.  They would lose all of their momentum gained from home-to-first 
and the overall run to second base would obviously be way slower. 

 
I believe that the run is quickest when the athlete doesn’t have to make a 

sharp turn leading to a slow down in momentum.  With that being said, one of the 
paths has to be wide.  If the runner doesn’t take a wide banana turn on the first 
base side, they will often have to make up for it by running wide from first-to-
second.  If they take a moderately wide turn on the first base side, they will take a 
moderately wide turn from first-to-second.  However, if they take a really wide 
turn from home-to-first, they then can run in a straight line from first base to 
second base (see Figure 51).   

 
I believe that ideally the runner should, in fact, try to run a straight line 

from first-to-second base.  Basically, what I am saying is that all three of the 
routes described in the last paragraph would be the same overall distance.  
Remember, usually the base runner makes their decision of whether to stretch into 
a double on the first base side of the run.  Therefore, I believe that they should 
get the wide turn out of the way before they commit to second (see Figure 51).  
 

- Vince Lombardi

Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection 
we can catch excellence. 
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Figure 51:  Proper ‘wide’ banana turn 

 
First-to-Third Speed 

 
Often times you may hear a coach or scout classify a base runner by saying 

that they have “good first-to-third speed.”  Usually when saying this, it also 
assumes that they don’t have good home-to-first speed or good base stealing 
ability.  If they did, the coach or scout would have simply said, that they have 
good speed.  Therefore, this classification is both a complement and a criticism. 

 
Essentially what this means is that the player has good top-speed (after they 

get going), but they lack acceleration or the ability to start quickly.  Therefore, this 
player most likely needs to work on leg strength and power.  They should utilize 
the resistance speed training drills more than the assistance drills.  Finally, they 
also may need to work on the mental aspects of stealing bases (brain processing – 
quiet mind) and/or home-to-first time (getting right, right away). 
 
Stealing Second 
 

Stealing second was discussed in great depth throughout this book.  I will 
not go into detail again, but I will bullet point some things to be aware of.  
Remember, stealing second is not just about how fast you are, but also: 

 
• The ability to process pitchers by studying their tendencies, utilizing your 

senses, and having a quiet mind. 
• The ability to run efficiently toward second base without wasting any 

movement. 
• The ability to utilize an efficient baseball start technique. 
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Stealing Third 
 
 Stealing third base is different than stealing second.  There are some 
advantages and disadvantages for the runner, and some advantages and 
disadvantages for the defense.  As you know the distance is the same between 
bases, but the throw is shorter to third base for the catcher.  Therefore, in theory, 
stealing third may seem harder.  However, the advantage to the runner is that 
pitchers rarely attempt to pick off second base.  This leads to the runner usually 
having a greater lead, being more confident, having a quieter mind, being better 
able to work off of a pitcher’s rhythm, and often able to utilize a walking or 
moving lead-off toward third base.  This will allow the runner to usually get a 
better jump and hit top-speed sooner.  For the base runner that does these things 
well, stealing third base is, in fact, easier than stealing second base. 
 
 As you can see, there are many forms of speed in the game of baseball.  
This book didn’t even attempt to discuss agility, which is the ability to quickly 
change directions or start and stop.  Hopefully, you have gained a greater 
appreciation for a tenth of a second and realize that paying attention to seemingly 
very little things can make all the difference.  This, along with performing the 
baseball speed program found in the next chapter will help you reach your goals 
and get to the next level!    
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 Bonus #1 
 

        
 
 

BASEBALL SPEED AND 
60 YARD DASH PROGRAM 

 
 
Brief Description 
 
 This program was created to be simple, yet extremely effective, and it is 
very flexible in terms of time constraints.  It not only addresses baseball-specific 
speed, but also many other secondary components that play a role in speed 
enhancement and injury prevention.  Some of those components include core 
stabilization, flexibility/range of motion, strength (push-off and landing), power, 
speed-conditioning, regeneration, visualization, and brain processing exercises. 
 
 If you haven’t already, I absolutely recommend that you read Chapters 1 
through 9 before beginning this program.  Many of the tips for improving your 
baseball-specific speed and 60 yard dash time are rooted in the philosophy that 
you must do all the little things correctly and habitually.  The exercises found in 
this program are mainly an opportunity for you to work on and implement those 
little things discussed throughout the book.  You would probably slightly increase 
your speed if going straight to the program without reading the previous chapters, 
but you definitely wouldn’t be maximizing your potential.   
 

This program is appropriate for athletes ages ten and older, but it will 
mostly be appreciated by high school sophomores through professional players.  
Mainly it is meant to be a three-day routine, but it can be performed as little as 
once per week or even broken up and done six times per week, your choice.  The 
program can stand alone or it can supplement your weight training routine that you 
are currently doing. 
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In terms of equipment, only a foam roller, mini-band, and a stability ball 
are needed (and alternate exercises are listed if you do not have them).  If you 
would like, this equipment can be purchased from www.thurmanhendrix.com for a 
total price of around $50.  Chances are you will not need to join a gym assuming 
you have a large enough space to sprint somewhere else.  

 
The workouts consist of three main components.  I call them: 

 
• Dynamic Warm-up, 
• Speed Preparation 
• Speed 

 
The dynamic warm-up component is broken up into two separate routines 

(X and Y), while speed preparation (A, B, and C) and speed (1, 2, and 3) are 
broken into three routines apiece. 

 
The program components can be done following any one of the splits that 

follow.  You may even want to alternate based on time of year, training or life 
demands, etc.  For example, if you are in-season you may want to follow one of 
the low or moderate-volume routines, while if you’re in the off-season, maybe 
you’d prefer one of the high-volume routines. 
 
 
 
 
 

One of the beautiful things about 
baseball is that every once in a while 
you come into a situation where you 

want to, and where you have to, reach 
down and prove something. 

 
- Nolan Ryan
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High Volume 
 
 

3 Days / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
X  X  X   
A  B  C   
1  2  3   

Week 2 
X  X  X   
A  B  C   
1  2  3   

Week 3 
X  X  X   
A  B  C   
1  2  3   

Then Repeat 
 
 

OR 
 
 

Broken up into 6 Days / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
A Y B Y C Y  
 1  2  3  
       

Week 2 
A Y B Y C Y  
 1  2  3  
       

Week 3 
A Y B Y C Y  
 1  2  3  
       

Then Repeat 
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Moderate Volume 
 
 

2 Days / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
X   X    
A   B    
1   2    

Week 2 
X   X    
C   A    
3   1    

Week 3 
X   X    
B   C    
2   3    

Then Repeat 
 
 

OR 
 
 

Broken up into 4 Days / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
A Y  B Y   
 1   2   
       

Week 2 
C Y  A Y   
 3   1   
       

Week 3 
B Y  C Y   
 2   3   
       

Then Repeat 
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Low Volume 
 
 

1 Day / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
X       
A       
1       

Week 2 
X       
B       
2       

Week 3 
X       
C       
3       

Then Repeat 
 
 

OR 
 
 

Broken up into 2 Days / Week 
 
 
 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 

Week 1 
A   Y    
   1    
       

Week 2 
B   Y    
   2    
       

Week 3 
C   Y    
   3    
       

Then Repeat 
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Dynamic Warm-up Routines (X and Y) 
 
 How do you currently get loose for games, practices, or workouts?  I’m 
guessing that a majority of you are still doing static stretching?  By static, I’m 
talking about stretches where you “hold” for a specific amount of time such as in 
the case of stretching your hamstrings by reaching for your toes and holding that 
for a 15 second count.  If you are still doing those types of stretches prior to 
activity, what I’m about to say may come as a shock. 
 
 I am not a believer in doing static stretches prior to activity.  Research has 
overwhelmingly shown that if done immediately before, it can diminish the power 
production in the exercises that follow (such as in sprinting or a vertical jump).  I 
do utilize static stretching, but usually only for the purpose of correcting muscle 
imbalances and prehab, and not for “getting loose”. 
 
 I do, however, believe in “warming-up” prior to activity.  Specifically, I 
believe in a “dynamic” warm-up that elevates the core temperature of the body, 
wakes up the brain and neuromuscular system, and slightly puts resistance on all 
the muscles (including stabilizers) in a way that they function in real life.  Static 
stretching may elongate the muscle, but this is not the way it performs in function.  
It also does nothing for promoting blood flow to the area and it doesn’t raise the 
core temperature of the body.  For example, instead of doing an in-place groin 
stretch, you should perform a medium paced lateral shuffle for about 25 yards in 
each direction, being sure to take long strides.  Not only will this increase the 
range of motion of the hips, it will also accomplish many other goals.  Namely, 
you will be increasing the core temperature of your body, you will be activating 
the push-off and landing strength muscles in the feet and legs, you will be waking 
up the core stabilizers, and you will be waking up your brain to process 
information and send signals to move the body laterally.  
 

The word “dynamic” basically means “with movement” and obviously, 
movement causes you to sweat (increased core temperature).  Think of a cold 
muscle like a piece of dry beef jerky.  If you pull on it, it doesn’t really want to 
elongate.  On the other hand, think of a warm muscle similar to a juicy steak.  It is 
much more pliable and it can be pulled further before ripping.  Therefore, if you 
must static stretch prior to activity, I recommend doing it only after you have 
broken a sweat.  I believe that, like many things in sports and life, “confidence 
trumps all!”  In other words, if you feel you must stretch, I would rather have you 
feeling confident by stretching, than feeling nervous by not stretching.      
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Dynamic Warm-Up - X Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise

Jog Forward 114 2   25 yards 0 0 
Jog Backward 114 2   25 yards 0 0 
Shuffle Right 114 1   25 yards 0 0 
Shuffle Left 114 1   25 yards 0 0 
Caroica Right 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Caroica Left 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Skip Forward 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Skip Backward 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Arm Circles (forward & large) 116 1 15   0 0 
Arm Circles (backward & large) 116 1 15   0 0 
Arms Across 116 1 20   0 - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dynamic Warm-Up - Y Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise

Jog Forward 114 2   25 yards 0 0 
Jog Backward 114 2   25 yards 0 0 
Shuffle Right 114 1   25 yards 0 0 
Shuffle Left 114 1   25 yards 0 0 
Caroica Right 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Caroica Left 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Skip Forward 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Skip Backward 115 1   25 yards 0 0 
Arm Circles (forward & large) 116 1 15   0 0 
Arm Circles (backward & large) 116 1 15   0 0 
Arms Across 116 1 20   0 0 
Hip Hurdles 117 1 10 ea   0 0 
Hamstring 90/180 117 1 10 ea   0 0 
Glute Bridges 118 1 20   0 0 
Planks 119 1  45 sec  0 - 
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Speed Preparation Routines (A, B, and C) 
 
 In previous chapters, I discussed how muscle balances and core 
stabilization can lead to speed enhancement.  The following speed preparation 
routines are meant to accomplish just that.  Specifically, they will address proper 
muscle balance at the shoulder, hip, knee, and ankle joints, along with many 
exercises for core stabilization, brain processing, and even some to improve proper 
landing technique.  When done correctly, these exercises will go a long way 
toward speed enhancement and injury prevention. 
 
Note: The last exercise listed on each routine is not meant to be performed during 

the workout itself, but rather they should be done throughout the day.  I call 
these “NeuroBody Exercises” because they specifically target the mind and 
body connection. 

 
Also, some exercises are to be performed in a circuit manner.  Under the 
“Rest – till next set” column, these exercises will be listed as “Circuit” and 
then followed by a letter and a number.  An individual circuit is identified 
by having a specific letter in common.  The number following the letter is 
the order in which the exercise should be performed within the circuit.  In 
other words, you should perform all exercises one after the other without 
break.  After completing the last exercise in the circuit, start back from the 
top (no rest) and repeat the circuit.  Do this for the amount of repetitions 
listed.    

 
 
 

Speed Preparation – A Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise 

Single Leg Balance 119 1  1 min ea  0 0 
Foam Roll – TFL/IT Bands 120 1  1 min ea  0 0 
Planks 119 3  1 min  Circuit A1 0 
Quad Position – Arm/Leg 121 3 6 ea   Circuit A2 0 
Static Stretch – Chest 121 3  30 sec ea  Circuit A3 0 

Hip Hurdles 117 3 12 ea  
 

Circuit A4 
1 min 

between 
Circuits 

Glute Bridges 118 3 20   Circuit B1 0 
Hamstring 90/180 117 3 10 ea   Circuit B2 0 
Step Off Bench (land 2 feet) 122 3 6   Circuit B3 - 
NeuroBody Exercise 
(out of session) -  
Visualization 

146 Not performed within session.  Done throughout the day.
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Speed Preparation – B Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise 

Reaches 122 1 15 ea   0 0 
Foam Roll – Hip Flexors 123 1  1 min ea  0 0 
Planks – Rotational 124 3 5 ea   Circuit A1 0 
Planks – Serratus 124 3 5 ea   Circuit A2 0 
Crab Position – Static 125 3  30 sec  Circuit A3 0 

Prone Cobra – On the ground 125 3 15  
 

Circuit A4 
1 min 

between 
Circuits 

Single Leg Squat / 
Piriformis Stretch 126 3 10 ea   Circuit B1 0 

Inverted Hamstring Walk 126 3 5 ea   Circuit B2 0 
Single Leg Jump -  
Land On Opposite Leg 127 3 5 ea   Circuit B3 - 

NeuroBody Exercise 
(out of session) -  
Non-Dominant Hand Day 

146 Not performed within session.  Done throughout the day.

 
 
 
 
 

Speed Preparation – C Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise

Single Leg Star Hops 127 2 2 stars ea   0 0 
Foam Roll – Piriformis 128 1  1 min ea  0 0 
Planks – Lateral 129 3  30 sec ea  Circuit A1 0 
Superman – Arm/Leg 129 3 6 ea   Circuit A2 0 
Static Stretch – Upper Traps 130 3  30 sec ea  Circuit A3 0 

Static Stretch – Hip Flexors 130 3  30 sec ea
 

Circuit A4 
1 min 

between 
Circuits 

Mini-Band Shuffles 130 3   
15 

yards 
ea  

Circuit B1 0 

Hamstring 90/180 117 3 10 ea   Circuit B2 0 
Step Off Bench (land 1 foot) 131 3 6 ea   Circuit B3 - 
NeuroBody Exercise 
(out of session) -  
Free Throws 

146 Not performed within session.  Done throughout the day. 
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Speed Routines (1, 2, and 3) 
 
 The actual speed routines include drills for improving explosive power, 
landing strength, push-off strength, running form, brain processing, reaction time, 
acceleration phase, top-speed phase, regeneration, and speed-conditioning specific 
to baseball players looking to improve their base running and 60 yard dash times.   
 
Note: When “AMAN” is listed in the rest columns, it means “As Much As 

Needed.”  You should not be even the slightest bit tired when performing 
most of these exercises.  Remember, explosive power and speed work is 
“quality” work and not “quantity” work.  If you perform these exercises in 
a manner that is less than 100% you will not be training your body to get 
faster.  Also, even though a certain amount of sets, reps, etc. are prescribed 
for these exercises, do not feel that you must stick to what is listed.  
Generally, I do not recommend doing more than what is listed, but if you 
feel as if your speed or explosiveness is starting to diminish, feel free to 
skip a few of the sets.  Certain exercises, however, are prescribed for 
strength or speed conditioning enhancement.  Ideally, these drills should be 
performed in their entirety.  These drills are found at the end of each 
routine and are the ones that do not have “AMAN” listed in the rest 
columns. 
 

 These routines also contain “NeuroBody Exercises,” but unlike in speed 
preparation, these exercises should be performed within the speed routines.  
These exercises (listed as the first of each routine) can be performed any 
time during the speed routine when recovering or needing a break between 
explosive or speed drills.  These “NeuroBody Exercises” are not that 
physically taxing and are designed to work on brain processing and 
reaction time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- John Wooden

Do not measure yourself by what you have 
accomplished, but by what you should have 

accomplished with your ability. 
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Speed – 1 Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise

NeuroBody Exercise 
(within session) -  
Hand Slap ‘Plus” Game 

146 Performed anytime when recovering 
between “AMAN” drills 

Vertical Jumps  - 2 Feet 132 1 8   AMAN AMAN 
Vertical Jumps – 1 Foot 132 1 6 ea   AMAN AMAN 
Vertical Jumps – 2 Feet 132 1 8   AMAN AMAN 
Line Hops – Lateral 132 2  6 sec  AMAN AMAN 
Running Arms - Staggered 133 2  6 sec ea  AMAN AMAN 
Baseball Starts – 
(off of runner’s 1st movement) 133  10  8 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sprints –  
(off of runner’s 1st movement) 133  5  60 yds AMAN AMAN 

Resistance Sprints (pick 1):        
Uphill Sprints 133  3  60 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sweatshirt or Sled Sprints 134  3  15 yds AMAN AMAN 
Parachute Sprints 134  3  40 yds AMAN AMAN 

Bodyweight Squats 135 3 20   Circuit A1 0 
Bodyweight Lunges 135 3 10 ea   Circuit A2 0 
Split-Jumps 136 3 10 ea   Circuit A3 0 
Explosive Squat Jumps 136 3 10   Circuit A4 0 

Stability Ball Hamstring Curls 137 3 10  
 

Circuit A5 
2 min 
before 
Rolling 

Foam Roll – Piriformis 128 1  1 min ea  0 - 
 
 

Speed – 2 Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise 

NeuroBody Exercise 
(within session) -  
Left/Right Game 

146 Performed anytime when recovering 
between “AMAN” drills 

Ice Skaters 138 3 5 ea   AMAN AMAN 
Ankle Pops 138 2 10   AMAN AMAN 
Speed Skips 138 3   10 yds AMAN AMAN 
Baseball Starts –  
(off of a reaction) 139  10  8 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sprints – (off of a reaction) 139  5  60 yds AMAN AMAN 
Baseball Specific Sprints –    
Home-to-First 139  4  30 yds AMAN AMAN 

Baseball Specific Sprints –    
Doubles 139  2  60 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sprint Conditioning 139  5  75 yds 90 sec 3 min 
before rolling

Foam Roll – TFL/IT Bands 120 1  1 min ea  0 - 
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Speed – 3 Pg Sets Reps Time Dist. 
Rest - 

till next 
Set 

Rest - 
till next 
Exercise

NeuroBody Exercise 
(within session) -  
Speed Reading 

146 Performed anytime when recovering 
between “AMAN” drills 

Broad Jumps 140 2 8   AMAN AMAN 
Shake & Slobber 140 2  5 sec  AMAN AMAN 
Wall “Up, Down” (3 pumps) 141 1 8   AMAN AMAN 
Wall “Up, Out, Down” 141 1 6 ea   AMAN AMAN 
Baseball Starts – 
(off of runner’s 1st movement) 133  10  8 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sprints –  
(off of runner’s 1st movement) 133  5  60 yds AMAN AMAN 

Assistance Sprints (pick 1):        
Downhill Sprints 142  3  60 yds AMAN AMAN 

Sweatshirt & Release Sprints 142  3  40 yds AMAN AMAN 
Flying Sprints 142  2  80 yds AMAN AMAN 

Lunges – Back Leg Up 143 3 10 ea   Circuit A1 0 
Lunges – Lateral 144 3 10 ea   Circuit A2 0 

Step-Ups 145 3 10 ea   Circuit A3 
2 min 
before 
Rolling  

Foam Roll – Hip Flexors 123 1  1 min ea  0 - 
 
 
Exercise Descriptions 
 
Jog Forward 
Purpose: To elevate core temperature and dynamically warm-up the 

sprinting muscles. 
Coaching Point(s): Work on proper running form (arm action, eyes on target). 
 
Jog Backward 
Purpose: To elevate core temperature and increase brain/muscle 

coordination. 
Coaching Point(s): Make sure there isn’t anything that will be in your way, 

causing you to trip.  Attempt to keep your head up and do not 
look behind you.  Again, work on proper arm action.  

 
Shuffle Right / Left 
Purpose: To elevate core temperature and dynamically warm-up the 

groin and hip muscles. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance, facing sideways to where you are going. 
Action: Laterally shuffle for the prescribed distance. 
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Coaching Point(s): Unlike when actually shuffling to guard an opponent in 
basketball, the toes should not open up.  Rather, they should 
point straight and you should lead with your ankle.  This will 
better target the muscles of the hips.  Opening up would 
target the quadricep muscles (front of thigh) which were 
already targeted in the previous two exercises.  Also, take 
long strides in order to really “open up” the hips. 

 
Caroica Right / Left (sometimes called the “grapevine”) 
Purpose: To elevate core temperature, increase brain-muscle 

coordination, and dynamically warm-up the trunk rotation 
muscles. 

Starting Position: Athletic stance, facing sideways to where you are going. 
Action: If moving laterally to your left, start by crossing your right 

leg in front of your left.  Next, laterally slide your left leg so 
that your feet are once again at shoulder width.  Then slide 
your right leg behind your left, and then again laterally slide 
your left leg so they are back to shoulder width.  Keep 
repeating these steps for the entire 25 yards.  Then repeat this 
exercise coming back to your right and switching your feet so 
that the left leg is the crossing leg and the right leg is the 
sliding leg.  An easy way to remember the steps is “front, 
slide, behind, slide.” 

Coaching Point(s): This should be performed at only a moderate speed, but take 
large strides and really swing and rotate your hips. 

 

     
 
Skip Forward / Backward 
Purpose: To elevate core temperature, increase brain-muscle 

coordination, and practice proper running mechanics.   
Starting Position: Athletic Stance, facing in the direction you will be going. 
Action: Perform a medium-paced skip, being sure to use your arms as 

you would if sprinting. 
Coaching Point(s): Do not let your knees cross your body. 
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Arm Circles (Forward / Backward & Large) 
Purpose: To dynamically warm-up the shoulders and arms. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance 
Action: While standing in-place, perform large circles with your arms 

in both forward and backward directions. 
Coaching Point(s): Perform them with the palms up.  This will help to un-round 

the shoulders. 
 

     
 
Arms Across 
Purpose: To dynamically warm-up the shoulders and arms. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance 
Action: While standing in-place, swing and cross your arms in front 

of your body and then back out as far as possible, opening up 
the chest.  Your arms should remain relaxed throughout. 

Coaching Point(s): In order to slightly move through different angles, alternate 
your arms when crossing them in the front so that one arm is 
on top for one repetition and then the other for the next. 
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Hip Hurdles 
Purpose: To dynamically warm-up the hips. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance 
Action: While standing in-place, perform large circles with your hips 

as if you were attempting to clear a hurdle.  All movement 
should come from the hip and you shouldn’t compensate by 
leaning with your trunk. 

Coaching Point(s): Think about taking your knee back, over, and then around to 
the front. 

 

     
 
Hamstring 90/180 
Purpose: To dynamically warm-up and lengthen the hamstrings and 

calf muscles as they act in a specific manner to sprinting. 
Starting Position: On your back with one of your legs bent at 90 degrees and 

your knee over your hip. 
Action: Being sure to keep the knee over the hip, attempt to straighten 

your leg out.  At the same time you should attempt to pull the 
toes so that they point toward the ground.  Hold for a two-
second count. 

Coaching Point(s): Hold your thigh with your arms so that the knee stays in 
place.  In order to get your leg straight, squeeze your quads 
(muscles on the front of your thigh) so that your hamstrings 
shut off and relax. 
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Glute Bridges 
Purpose: To strengthen the hip extensors muscles and turn-off the hip 

flexor muscles. 
Starting Position: On your back with your legs bent and heels in the ground 

(toes-up). 
Action: Push through your heels extending your hips up high.  Hold 

for a three-second count. 
Coaching Point(s): Ideally, your arms should be crossed in front of your chest.  

This will lead toward more work needing to be done by the 
core stabilizers.  However, if you are having a hard time 
balancing, you should put your arms on the ground and out to 
the side for more support. 

 

     
 
Progression: If this becomes easy, you should progress by doing this 

exercise one leg at a time.  Be sure to not let your core 
compensate and tilt to one side.  Only progress if you are able 
to extend your hips to the same height as if you were doing 
this exercise with two legs.  When in doubt, don’t progress.  
This is not an exercise that should be extremely taxing, but 
rather its main purpose is to simply turn on the hip extensors 
and shut-off the hip flexors. 
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Planks 
Purpose: To strengthen the core stabilizers. 
Starting Position: On the ground in somewhat of a push-up position except your 

upper body should rest on your forearms and not your hands. 
Action: This is a static exercise.  Simply hold the starting position for 

the prescribed amount of time. 
Coaching Point(s): Your hips should be in-line with your ankles and shoulders.  

They should not be raised or lowered.  Your bodyweight 
should be distributed evenly and not leaning to one side. 

 

 
 
Progression: If this becomes easy, you should progress by lifting one leg a 

few inches off of the ground.  Do not compensate by shifting 
your weight to either side.  Be sure to do both legs. 

 

 
 
Single Leg Balance 
Purpose: To strengthen and coordinate the ankle and foot muscles. 
Starting Position: Standing in-place with one foot off the ground. 
Coaching Point(s): Quiet your mind and really pay attention to where your center 

of gravity is.  Also, notice where you feel the pressure on 
your foot.  Don’t think of your foot as one object, but rather a 
sophisticated tool with many muscles. 

Progression: This exercise can be advanced many ways.  You could close 
your eyes, perform arm circles, play catch with a tennis ball, 
etc.  No matter what method you choose, it should be 
challenging, but beatable.  Do not progress to a level in which 
you are constantly losing your balance. 
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Foam Roll – TFL/IT Bands 
Purpose: To flush, hydrate, massage, and regenerate the TFL/IT Bands 

(muscles and tendons on the outside of your thighs). 
Equipment: Foam Roller 
Starting Position: Lie on your side on top of the roller (just below the hip bone). 
Action: Roll along the foam from just below your hip to just above 

your knee. 
Coaching Point(s): This will probably be uncomfortable and somewhat painful.  

In fact, usually the more it hurts, the more likely you need to 
do this.  In general, roll up and down the roller for about a 
minute on each side at an even pace.  If you find a spot that 
really causes you pain (trigger point), pause for a few seconds 
holding that spot in order to let it release.  The leg you are 
working on should be absolutely relaxed.  Your opposing leg 
and arms should be what moves the body. 

 

     
 
Alternate Exercise: If you do not have a foam roller, simply roll your TFL/IT 

bands with a household rolling pin.  Since you probably don’t 
carry a rolling pin around, feel free to do this exercise either 
prior to or after the workout. 
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Quad Position – Arm/Leg 
Purpose: To strengthen the core stabilizers and to improve muscle 

recruitment patterns from one shoulder to the opposite hip. 
Starting Position: On the ground, on your hands and knees. 
Action: Draw in your core, then simultaneously raise one arm and the 

opposite leg, holding for a two-second count.  Your core 
should remain stabile and not compensate.  Repeat to the 
other side. 

Coaching Point(s): When the arm and leg are raised, there should be a straight 
line from the fingertips of the hand, through the back, and to 
the heel of the opposite foot. 

 

        
 
Static Stretch – Chest 
Purpose: To open up and un-round the shoulders. 
Starting Position: Standing tall with your fingers (slightly higher than shoulder 

level) against a pole or other unmovable object. 
Action: Slowly turn your hips away from the pole until you feel a 

gentle stretch of the chest/front of shoulder muscles.  Hold for 
the prescribed amount of time. 
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Step off Bench (Land 2 Feet) 
Purpose: To practice proper landing technique. 
Starting Position: Standing on a chair or bench (no higher than 12 inches). 
Action: Step (do not jump) off the bench and land in a balanced 

position.  “Give” on the land and do not lock out your knees. 
Coaching Point(s): Upon landing, your feet should be slightly wider than 

shoulder width.  You should first make contact with your 
toes, then immediately onto the rest of your foot in a 
balanced/ready position with your hands out in front. 

 

   
 
Reaches 
Purpose: To improve functional leg strength, hip flexor flexibility, and 

to “wake-up” the sensors in the ankles. 
Starting Position: Standing tall on one leg with one arm straight in the air.  It 

doesn’t matter which arm. 
Action: Bend at the knee and reach as far forward as possible, 

attempting to reach for something about a foot off of the 
ground.  Then come back tall and reach overhead and behind 
you as far as possible reaching for something imaginary. 

Coaching Point(s): When reaching overhead and behind, think of your hand and 
(raised) foot being connected.  Every inch your hand goes 
back, your foot should come forward. 
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Foam Roll – Hip Flexors 
Purpose: To flush, hydrate, massage, and regenerate the hip flexor 

muscles (muscles on the upper area of the thigh). 
Equipment: Foam Roller 
Starting Position: Lie face down on the roller, slightly leaning and shifting your 

weight onto one of your hip flexors. 
Action: Roll along the foam from just below your pelvis bone and 

down a few inches. 
Coaching Point(s): If you are having a hard time locating trouble spots, try either 

opening or closing your hips as you roll. 
 

 
 
Alternate Exercise: If you do not have a foam roller, static stretch your hip flexors 

instead.  Take a knee with your arms overhead.  Shift your 
hips forward, and then reach your arms overhead and behind.  
On your back leg, you should feel a slight stretch on the front 
of your upper thigh. 

 

   
 
 
 
 

There are three types of baseball players: those 
who make it happen, those who watch it happen, 

and those who wonder what happens. 
 

- Tommy Lasorda
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Planks – Rotational 
Purpose: To strengthen the core and shoulder stabilizers. 
Starting Position: On the ground in somewhat of a push-up position except your 

upper body should rest on your forearms and not your hands. 
Action: Lift one arm and rotate your body as far as possible while 

keeping your hips in-line with your shoulders and feet.  Hold 
for a one-second count.  Return back to a normal plank 
position.  Hold for one second and repeat to the other side. 

Coaching Point(s): Starting with the feet slightly wider than shoulder width will 
give you more room for your feet to pivot. 

 

     
 
Planks – Serratus 
Purpose: To strengthen the core stabilizers and serratus anterior 

muscles. 
Starting Position: On the ground in somewhat of a push-up position except your 

upper body should rest on your forearms and not your hands. 
Action: Lift and reach one arm forward.  Hold for a one-second count.  

Return back to normal plank position.  Hold for a one-second 
count and repeat to the other side. 

Coaching Point(s): In order to put more pressure on the serratus anterior muscles, 
it is acceptable to shift your bodyweight and lean to the side.  
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Crab Position - Static 
Purpose: To lengthen the chest and hip flexor muscles while 

strengthening the hip extensors, core, and posterior shoulder 
muscles. 

Starting Position: Sit on the ground with your legs bent, feet flat, and your arms 
behind you with your fingers turned away. 

Action: Lift your butt off the ground as high as possible for the 
prescribed amount of time. 

Coaching Point(s): You should also feel a stretch in the front of your arms. 
 

   
 
Prone Cobra – On the ground 
Purpose: To lengthen the chest and hip flexor muscles while 

strengthening the hip extensor and posterior shoulder 
muscles. 

Starting Position: Lay face down on the ground with your arms at a 45-degree 
angle and palms facing down. 

Action: Lift your upper body off the ground as high as possible.  At 
the same time, un-round your shoulders as far as possible by 
turning your thumbs over and reaching behind you. 

Coaching Point(s): Don’t shrug or raise your shoulders as you bring them behind 
you.  You should squeeze together the lower part of your 
shoulder blades and not the upper. 
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Single Leg Squat / Piriformis Stretch 
Purpose: To strengthen and coordinate one leg, while stretching and 

opening up the muscles in the opposite hip. 
Starting Position: If squatting with the right leg, stand tall with your right foot 

about six inches to a pole.  Grab the pole with your right hand 
and put the outside of your left ankle on your right knee.  
Your left arm should be on the inside of your left knee. 

Action: Perform a squat on your right leg while simultaneously 
pushing your left knee away from you.  Perform for the 
prescribed number of repetitions and repeat to the other side. 

Coaching Point(s): When squatting, really use the pole and be sure to sit back on 
your heel (do not push with your toes).  Your shoulders 
should remain tall and upright. 

 

     
 
Inverted Hamstring Walk 
Purpose: To improve overall balance and functional flexibility of the 

hamstrings. 
Starting Position: Stand tall and balance on one leg.   
Action: Bend forward at the waist while keeping good posture.  As 

you lower your upper body, you should also be raising your 
(non-support) leg behind you.  They should act as one, 
meaning, that for every inch you lower your upper body, you 
should raise the heel of the leg.  They should remain in a 
straight line and form a “T” with the support leg.  You should 
attempt to remain stabile and not tilt your core to one side or 
the other.  Come tall after each rep with both legs on the 
ground.  Take a couple small steps forward and repeat to the 
other side. 

Coaching Point(s): The support leg should remain relatively straight with only a 
slight bend at the knee. 
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Single Leg Jump – Land on Opposite Leg 
Purpose: To practice proper landing technique. 
Starting Position: Standing tall on one leg. 
Action: Jump and then land on your other foot.  Absorb the land and 

try not to take stutter-steps.  Balance for at least a three-
second count before jumping back to the other foot.  Jumps 
should start small and increase as your balance improves. 

Coaching Point(s): Upon landing, you should first make contact with your toes, 
then immediately onto the rest of your foot. 

 

   
 
Single Leg Star Hops 
Purpose: To “wake-up” and strengthen the ankle and foot muscles. 
Starting Position: Standing tall on one leg. 
Action: Perform small and quick hops on one foot in the shape of a 

star.  Perform two stars in a row and then repeat on other foot. 
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Foam Roll - Piriformis 
ush, hydrate, massage, and regenerate the pirifomis and 

Equipment: 

on 

ld 

Action: ee is up (in this case the 

Coaching Point(s): tretch the piriformis, you should simultaneously 

 

Purpose: To fl
other hip muscles. 
Foam Roller 

Starting Position: If rolling your right side, sit on the roller with your left leg 
bent and foot flat on the ground.  Your right arm should be 
the ground behind you for support and the outside of your 
right ankle should be on your left knee.  Your left arm shou
be on the inside of your right knee. 
Slightly lean to the side that your kn
right) and roll back-and-forth a few inches.  Repeat to the 
other side. 
To further s
push your knee away with your arm as you roll. 

 
 

lternate Exercise: If you do not have a foam roller, simply static stretch your 
d 

 

A
piriformis.  Lay on the ground with one foot up on a wall an
the knee of that leg bent at about 90 degrees.  The outside of 
the ankle (of the leg to be stretched) should be placed on the 
knee of the leg on the wall.  Push the knee away from you 
toward the wall and hold for 30 seconds. 
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Planks – Lateral 
To strengthen the core and shoulder stabilizers. 

osition: elbow 
rd.  

Action: reate a straight line 

Coaching Point(s): 

Purpose: 
Starting P Lying on the ground and on your side with your 

beneath your shoulder and your forearm pointing forwa
Your feet should be on top of each other. 
Lift your core off the ground so that you c
from your ankles, through your hips, to your shoulders.  Hold 
for the prescribed amount of time and repeat to the other side. 
Keep your shoulders stacked and do not tilt forward or back.   

 

 
 

rogression: You can progress this exercise by lifting your top leg.  This is 

 

P
very difficult and should only be performed if you are able to 
keep your hips elevated and in a straight line with your ankles 
and shoulders. 

 
 

uperman – Arm/Leg 
trengthen the hip extensors and to improve muscle 

ip. 
Starting Position: 

e 
 

 

S
Purpose: To s

recruitment patterns from one shoulder to the opposite h
Face-down on the ground with your arms in front of you. 

Action: Draw in your core and simultaneously raise one arm and th
opposite leg, holding for a two-second count.  Repeat with the
other arm and leg. 
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Static Stretch – Upper Traps 
he upper neck muscles that are chronically tight 

Starting Position:  in-line with your shoulder. 
eft shoulder 

Coaching Point:  chair with the arm on the side 

 

Purpose: To stretch t
due to bad posture. 
Sit tall with your ear

Action:  To stretch your right side, attempt to touch your l
with your left ear.  Hold for the prescribed amount of time 
and repeat on the other side.   
To get a better stretch, hold the
you are stretching.  This will keep that shoulder from rising. 

 
 

tatic Stretch – Hip Flexors 
 the hip flexor muscles that are chronically tight due 

Starting Position: one leg, but remain in a tall posture with your 

Action: orward while simultaneously reaching 

Coaching Point:  in the upper thigh of your back leg. 

S
Purpose: To stretch

to bad posture. 
Kneel down on 
hands overhead.   
Shift your weight f
your hands behind you. 
You should feel a stretch

 
 

   
 

ini-Band Shuffles 
o strengthen the glute medius and other hip stabilizer 

Equipment: ce) 

M
Purpose: T

muscles that, when weak, may lead to ACL injuries. 
Mini-band (typically green colored = medium resistan

Starting Position: In an athletic stance with the band around your ankles.   
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Action: Laterally shuffle (slowly) to one side without tilting your 
 by 

Coaching Point: 

upper body from side-to-side.  Keep resistance on the band
not letting your feet come totally together between strides. 
The toes should point straight and never turn out. 

 

 
 

lternate Exercise: If you do not have a mini-band, perform a hip external 
etal” 

 

A
rotation strengthening exercise.  Lie on your side in a “f
position then lift up and externally rotate the top knee.  Be 
sure that your core remains stabile and does not open up. 

     
 

tep Off Bench (Land 1 Foot) 
proper landing technique. 

r than eight inches). 

nee. 
Coaching Point(s): 

 

S
Purpose: To practice 
Starting Position: Standing on a chair or bench (no highe
Action: Step (do not jump) off the bench and land in a balanced 

position.  “Give” with the land and do not lock out your k
You should first make contact with your toes, then 
immediately onto the rest of your foot. 
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Vertical Jumps (2 Feet and 1 Foot) 
Purpose: To work on landing strength and explosive push-off strength 

and power. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance. 
Action: Slightly squat down and then jump as high as you can.  When 

returning to the ground, get back off as quick as you can.  
Repeat for the prescribed amount of reps. 

 only your toes, rather push with the entire 

In order to get off the ground quickly and 
rms should be back and loaded when you 

. 
 

Coaching Point(s): Do not jump with
foot and then “toe off” at the last moment.  Explosively use 
your arms.  
forcefully, your a
land.  Your shoulders and head should remain upright and tall 
throughout and your knees should never bow out or cave in

   
 
Line Hops – Lateral 
Purpose: k on response time to quickly get off the ground. 
Starting Position: Athletic stance with each foot just outside the right side of 

two separate lines (the lines should be about 16 inches apart). 
Action: Jump side-to-side over each line (with both feet at the same 

time) as quickly as possible. 
oaching Point(s): This is not about height, but rather you should focus on 

tting off the ground as quickly as possible. 

To wor

C
ge
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Running Arms - Staggered 
Purpose: To work on proper arm action and core stability. 
Starting Position: A staggered (one foot in front of the other) athletic stance. 
Action: Pump your arms as fast as possible exactly the way they 

should be used in sprinting (bent at 90 degrees, do not cross 
your body, head remaining straight).  Also, try to keep your 
core as stabile as possible (the belly button shouldn’t move).  
Perform for the prescribed amount of time and then switch 
your feet for the next repetition. 

Coaching Point(s): Be sure to move yo rms through their full range of motion
and do not simply make small pumps.  Ideally, you should 
perform this exercise in front of a mirror to watch your form.   

ur a  

 

     
 

aseball Starts / Sprints – Off of Runner’s 1  Movement 
Purpose: To work on your baseball specific start and 60 yard dash. 
Starting Position: Lead-off start (ideally the one described in Chapter 5). 
Action: Sprint the prescribed distance utilizing proper start and sprint 

technique as described throughout the book. 
Coaching Point(s): Ideally, you should time your sprints.  These particular sprints 

begin on the runner’s 1st movement. 
 
Resistance Sprints (Uphill) 
Purpose: To improve acceleration. 
Starting Position: Lead-off start (idea the one described in Chapter 5). 

ction: Sprint the prescribed distance up a hill (with a very small 
chnique as described 

  your 

. 

 

stB

lly 
A

grade) utilizing proper start and sprint te
throughout the book. 

Coaching Point(s): Be sure not to alter your form.  Ideally, you should time
sprints and if they are more than 10% slower than your 
normal 60 yard dash time, the hill is too steep
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Resistance Sprints (Sweatshirt or Sled Sprints) 
ve acceleration. 

osition: hich you will be running.  The 
 the 

d. 
Action: 

the book. 

 

Purpose: To impro
Starting P Facing in the direction in w

sweatshirt (held by your partner) or the belt (attached to
sled) should be around your waist with the resistance behin
Sprint the prescribed distance utilizing proper technique as 
described throughout 

Coaching Point(s): Be sure not to alter your form, in particular, be sure to not let 
your arms or legs dramatically cross your body. 

     
 

(Parachute Sprints) Resistance Sprints 
urpose: To improve acceleration. 

Starting Position: Facing in the direction in which you will be running.  The belt 
(attached to the parachute) should be around your waist with 
the resistance behind you. 

Action: Sprint the prescribed distance utilizing proper technique as 
described throughout the book. 

Coaching Point(s): Be sure not to alter your form, in particular, be sure to not let 
your arms or legs dramatically cross your body. 

 

P
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Bodyweight Squats 
Purpose: To improve leg strength and endurance. 
Starting Position: Stand tall with feet facing forward and slightly wider than 

shoulder width apart. 
Action: Squat down to approximately 90-degrees (so that your thighs 

are parallel to the ground.  Your shoulders and head should 
remain upright and tall throughout, and your knees should 
never bow out or cave in.  Return back to the starting 
position.  Be sure to come all the way out of the squat and 
return to a tall position. 

oaching Point(s): Focus on sitting “down and back” so that your weight is over 
your hips and not your knees.  Your heels should always 
emain on the ground.   

C

r
 

    
 
Bodyweight Lunge

Starting Position: rt. 
Action:  leg and bend so that your back knee 

is about one inch from the ground.  The lunge should be out 
far enough so that your front knee doesn’t extend past your 
toes.  Forcefully push-off (back) with the entire front foot and 
return to the starting position.  Repeat by alternating legs.  
Your shoulders and head should remain upright and tall 
throughout and your knees should never bow out or cave in.   

Coaching Point(s): Focus on sitting “down and back” so that your weight is over 
your hips and not your knees.  The emphasis, or work portion, 
f this exercise is mainly when you push back to return to the 

s 
Purpose: To improve leg strength and endurance. 

Stand tall with feet facing forward and shoulder width apa
Lunge forward with one

o
starting position.   
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Split Jumps 
Purpose: 

Action:  body and then explosively jump as high 
as possible.  While in the air switch your feet so that they are 
opposite of how they started.  Lower your body upon landing 
and repeat.  Your shoulders and head should remain upright 
throughout and your knees should never bow out or cave in.   

Coaching Point(s): Focus on sitting “down and back” so that your weight is over 
your hips and not your knees.   

 

To improve leg strength, power, and endurance. 
Starting Position: Start in a split-stance with one foot in front of the other.  

Similar to lunging, the front foot should be out far enough so 
that your front knee doesn’t extend past your toes when bent.  
Slightly lower your

   

mps 
To improve leg strength, power, and endurance. 
Stand tall with your feet facing forward and slightly wider 

 
Explosive Squat Ju
Purpose: 
Starting Position: 

Action:  degrees (so that your thighs 
are parallel to the ground.  Your shoulders and head should 
remain upright and tall throughout and your knees should 
never bow out or cave in.  Without pausing, explode out of 
this position and jump as high as possible.  Immediately sink 
into the squat of your next repetition upon landing. 

Coaching Point(s): Focus on sitting “down and back” so that your weight is over 
your hips and not your knees.  Your heels should always 
remain on the ground until the la

ound (extend your toes into the ground upon takeoff).  

than shoulder width. 
Squat down to approximately 90

st moment before lifting off 
the gr
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Stability Ball Hams
Purpose: es, and to 

Equipment: 
Starting Position: 

ction: This is a two-part movement.  First, push through your heels, 
extending your hips up as high as possible (similar to a glute 
bridge).  Then dig your heels into the ball and pull it towards 
your body. 

Coaching Point(s): Your hips should not fall as you are pulling the ball in.  
Actually, they should continue to rise even higher.  Ideally, 
your arms should be crossed in front of your chest.  This will 
lead toward more work needing to be done by the core 
stabilizers.  However, if you are having a hard time balancing, 

ut your arms on the ground and out to the sides 

 

tring Curls 
To strengthen the hip extensor and hamstring muscl
turn-off the hip flexor muscles. 
Stability Ball 
On your back with your legs bent and your heels on top of a 
stability ball. 

A

you should p
for more support. 

   
 

cise 

al 

Alternate Exercise: If you do not have a stability ball, perform the same exer
by putting your heels on “furniture sliders” or even paper.  
Raise your core as high as possible and then slide your feet to 
your body.  This will probably be harder than the origin
exercise described above. 
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Ice Skaters 
Purpose: h, explosive push-off strength, and 

power in a lateral direction. 
Starting Position: Facing forward with your weight loaded on one leg. 
Action: Explosively push into the ground in a lateral direction, 

landing on the opposite leg.  Upon landing, push-off as 
quickly and forcefully as you can back to the other leg.  This 
movement should somewhat resemble skating on ice. 

 

To work on landing strengt

   

ps 
ints. 

Coaching Point: 

 
Ankle Po
Purpose: To develop strength and explosiveness in the ankle jo

Position: Starting Standing tall with your knees almost locked out. 
Action: Explosively jump up as high as possible without using 

(bending) your knees or hips. 
Concentrate on moving your ankles through their largest 
possible range of motion 

 

     
 
Speed Skips 

.   
Starting Position: ction you will be moving. 

ction: Perform a fast-paced skip (in terms of arm and leg turnover 
rate) being sure to use your arms as you would if sprinting. 

Coaching Point(s): Get a good “up” as described earlier in the book, but do not 
let your knees cross your body.  Don’t necessarily worry 
about moving forward quickly, but rather focus on speed of 

Purpose: To practice proper running form and increase ankle “pop”
Facing forward in the dire

A
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turnover rate.  In other words, the skip distance between 
strides should not be that far. 

 

   

ts / Sprints – Off of a Reaction 

Position: 
Action: 

 

k.   
Coaching Point(s): prints.  When reviewing the 

tape, time them twice.  First, start the watch off of your first 
movement and then off the external stimulus to notice how 
big of a difference exists. 

 
Baseball Specific Sprints – Home-to-First / Doubles 
Purpose: To work on improving your running routes, form, and mental 

habits toward some common baseball-specific sprints. 
Starting Position: In (or pretending to be in) a batter’s box. 

ction: Visualize yourself in an at-bat.  At this point do not even 
 full, hard swing and visualize 

le.  
 hitter to a runner and 

 

Sprint Conditionin
Purpose: 

ck to the prescribed rest time. 

 
Baseball Star
Purpose: To work on your baseball-specific start and 60 yard dash 

while processing an external stimulus. 
Starting Lead-off start (ideally the one described in Chapter 5). 

These sprints start off of an external stimulus of a partner 
(have them either clap their hands or pretend to pitch).  Make
sure that they mix up their timing and do not become 
predictable.  Sprint the prescribed distance utilizing proper 
start and sprint technique as described throughout the boo
Ideally, you should film your s

A
think about the run.  Take a
either a ball needing to be beat out in the infield or a doub
Mentally transition immediately from a
perform the appropriate run as described in Chapters 8 and 9.

 
g 
To condition your body to be able to repeatedly run at full-
speed the typical distance required of baseball players. 
Lead-off start (ideally the one described in Chapter 5). Starting Position: 

Action: Sprint the prescribed distance attempting to run at full effort 
for the entire distance and for every repetition.  Do not 
compromise proper habits and running form.  Since this is 
conditioning, be sure to sti
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Broad Jumps 
Purpose: To improve leg strength and power. 

Stand tall with your feet facing forward and slightly wiStarting Position: der 

ou 
 

and reset before every repetition. 
our heels should remain on the ground until the last moment 

than shoulder width. 
Action: Squat down slightly and explode into the ground so that y

jump as far forward as possible.  While in the air, be sure to
get a good “up & out” as described earlier in the book.  Your 
shoulders and head should remain upright and tall throughout 
and your knees should never bow out or cave in.  Land soft 

Coaching Point(s): Y
before lifting off (extend your toes into the ground upon 
takeoff).  

 

   

 Slobber 
 

Starting Position: 
Action: 

 
Shake &
Purpose: To improve relaxation in the jaw and neck muscles. 

Relaxed athletic stance. 
While standing in-place, pump your arms like you would if 
you were sprinting, except pump them as short and as fast as 
possible (basically only moving your hands and wrists). 

Coaching Point(s): The purpose of this drill is to help you experience how much 
faster you could be when you are relaxed.  Your jaw should 
be very loose (almost to the point of slobbering)!  
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Wall “Up, Down” (3 pumps) 
To improve running mechanics during the acceleration phase.
Hands on and leaning into a wall.  The lean should be about a 

Purpose:  
Starting Position: 

be up on 
the ball of the foot remaining on the ground. 

Action: Using an “up/down” action as described earlier, drive your 
raised leg and ball of foot into the ground and simultaneously 
raise the opposite knee.  This is considered one pump.  
Perform three pumps in a row and then pause for a two-
second count.  This is considered one rep.  

 

45-degree angle and your body should form a straight line 
from your ear, through the hip, and to your ankle.  One knee 
should be raised (in “up” position) and you should 

   

ow

Starting Position: 
Action: 

ur leg down 
 

 
 other 

use between 
every “up”, “out”, and “down” to check your body position.  
When you improve, you may only want to pause between 
reps, and when you get really good, try not pausing at all. 

Coaching Point: Be sure to stand tall throughout.   
 

 
Wall “Up, Out, D n” 
Purpose: To improve running mechanics during the top-speed phase. 

Standing tall and sideways to a wall (holding for balance).   
Raise one knee (up), then extend it out while pulling your 
toes toward you (out), then forcefully drive yo
and back being sure to slap the ground with the balls of your
feet (down).  Your leg should extend slightly behind your 
body on “down” and should not get stuck underneath your 
hips.  One cycle of up, out, down is considered one rep. 
Perform the prescribed amount of reps then repeat to the
side.  When first starting out, you may want to pa
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Assistance Sprints (Downhill) 
To develop quicker leg turnover rate at top-speed.   
Lead-off start (ideally the one described in Chapter 5). 
Sprint the prescribed distance down a hill (with a very sma
grade) utilizing proper start and sprint technique as describe
throughout the book. 
Be sure not to alter your form.  Ideally, you should time your 
sprints and if they are more than 10% faster than your normal 
60 yard dash time, the hill is too steep. 

(Sweatshirt and Release) 

Purpose: 
Starting Position: 
Action: ll 

d 

Coaching Point(s): 

 
Assistance Sprints 

 “assistance,” the purpose 
of this drill is to experience the feeling of shifting into a 
higher gear. 

Starting Position: Facing in the direction in which you will be running.  The 
sweatshirt (held by your partner) should be around your waist 
with the resistance behind you. 

Action: Sprint the prescribed distance utilizing proper start and sprint 
technique as described throughout the book.  Your partner 

ide slight resistance during the first ten yards o
atshirt 

Coaching Point(s): 

Purpose: Although technically not providing

should prov f 
the sprint, then they should quickly let go of the swe
with one hand and pull with the other, releasing the 
resistance.  You should be expecting the release, and 
hopefully, shouldn’t stumble as you continue to run. 
Be sure not to alter your form. 

 

     

(Flying Sprints) 
 

ce Sprints 

Starting Position: 
Action: print for 

20 yards attempting to experience “up, out, and down” at top-

Assistan
Purpose: Although technically not providing “assistance” the purpose 

of this drill is to experience the feeling of shifting into a 
higher gear. 
Facing in the direction in which you will be running. 
Jog (at about 80% of max speed) for 20 yards, then s
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speed.  Then continue jogging (at 80%) for another 20
and then sprint again for another 20 yards.  The entire

 yards, 
 jog/run 

onsidered one rep. 
oaching Point(s): Be sure not to alter your form. 

 
Lunges – Back Leg up 
Purpose: To improve leg strength, endurance, and balance. 
Starting Position: Using one of your legs, place the top of your toes on a bench 

or chair (about 16-24 inches high) behind you.  Slightly 
stutter step forward with your opposite foot.   

Action: Lower into a lunge position.  Be sure that your front foot is 
far enough in front of you so that the knee doesn’t extend past 
the toes when bend .  Push through your front foot, raising 
your body back to the tall starting position.  Your shoulders 

emain upright throughout and your knees 

Coaching Point(s): ng “down and back” so that your bodyweight is 
e is 

 

should be 80 yards and this is c
C

ing

and head should r
should never bow out or cave in.  Complete the prescribed 
amount of reps and then alternate legs.   
Focus on sitti
over your hips.  The main work portion of this exercis
when you push back to return to the starting position.   

     
 

After completing this exercise with proper form and with 
ease, you can progress by holding weights.  Be aware that it 
will be harder to balance since your arms cannot really help. 

Progression: 
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Lunges - Lateral 
Purpose: To improve leg strength and endurance. 
Starting Position: Standing tall.   
Action: Side step/lunge laterally, shifting all your weight to one leg.  

Both toes should point forward and the “rest” leg should be 
straight (not bent at the knee), so that you experience a slight 
stretch in the leg.  Forcefully push through your “working” 
leg to drive yourself back to the tall starting position.  Repeat 
to the other side.   

oaching Point(s): Focus on sitting “down and back” so that your weight is over 
ion, 

 

C
your hips and not your knees.  The emphasis, or work port
of this exercise is mainly when you push back to return to the
starting position.   

 

     
 
Progress After completing this exercise with proper form and with 

ease, you can progress by holding a weight (medicine ball, 
dumbbell, etc.) in front of your body. 

ion: 
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Step-Ups 
Purpose: To improve leg strength, endurance, and balance. 
Starting Position: Standing tall and facing a stabile chair or bench (the height of 

about a few inches below your knee) with one foot on top of 
the chair or bench.  Be sure that your entire “top” foot 
(including your heel) is on the bench.   

Action: Push through the entire foot on the bench, raising your body 
so that you are now standing tall on top of the bench.  Your 
shoulders and head should remain upright and tall throughout 
and your knees should never bow out or cave in.  Step back 

 

down with one leg to the starting position.  Complete the 
prescribed amount of reps and then alternate legs. 

   
 
Progression: After completing this exercise with proper form and with 

ease, you can progress by holding dumbbells in each hand. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The triple is the 
games, but I ne

most exciting play in baseball.  Home runs win a lot of 
ver understood why fans are so obsessed with them. 

 
- Hank Aaron 
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NeuroBody Exercise (out of session) – Visualization 
Purpose: To establish proper neuromuscular patterns. 
Description: Imagine yourself performing the 60 yard dash, running home-

to-first, and stealing second per the description of 
visualization on pages 58-60. 

 
euroBody Exercise (ou of session) – Non-Dominant Hand Day 

 

escription:  
your teeth with your non-dominant hand. 

 
NeuroBody Exercise (out of session) – Free Throws  
Purpose: To learn to quiet your mind and establish a rhythm.  
Description: Perform free throws while attempting to quiet the chatter in 

your mind.  Pay particular attention to your self-talk when 
you are in (or break) a streak. 

 
NeuroBody Exercise (within session) – Hand Slap “Plus” Game 
Purpose: To learn to quiet your mind when facing frustration, and to 

improve brain processing and reaction time. 
escription: Play the hand slap game against a partner per the instructions 

on pages 50 and 51. 

eu
urp
escription: Quiet your mind and read a page of a book or magazine as 

quickly as possible while also trying to retain and understand 
everything you read. 

Starting Position: artner 
ards behind you, facing your 

type ball). 

turn to the starting 
ns.  Your partner should 

N t 
Purpose: To learn to quiet your mind when facing frustration and to

improve brain-body coordination. 
Perform everyday tasks such as eating, writing, and brushingD

D

 
N roBody Exercise (within session) – Speed Reading 

ose: To improve brain processing speed. P
D

 
NeuroBody Exercise (within session) – Left/Right Game 
Purpose: To learn to quiet your mind, and to improve brain processing 

and reaction time. 
In an athletic position with your toes on a line.  A p
should be standing about five y
back, and holding a volleyball (or any other soft 

Action: Your partner should scream “left” or “right” and throw the 
volleyball about two yards off to the side of you in the 
direction called.  You should immediately react and turn as 
quickly as possible in the direction called to catch the ball.  
Throw the ball back to your partner and re
position.  Repeat for a few repetitio
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try to not be predictable in terms of when he calls a side and 

 
what side he calls. 

 
Start

 

     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Left” “Right”
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Bonus #2 
 
 
Order in Which to Correct Issues Pertaining to Your 60 Yard Dash 
 
 
Highest Priority (bulleted in no particular order): 
• ove head and eye mechanics and be sure to run straight. 
 Improve your baseball-specific start so that you cover ground almost 

immediately after your first movement. 
 Improve your 60 yard dash sprint-specific conditioning.  This usually occurs 

naturally as you begin to train by running 60’s at 100% intensity. 
 Eliminate vertical displacement so that your head and body forces move 

forward and do not move up and down. 
 Work on losing body fat (only if it is greater than 20%). 

nd Tier (bulleted in no particular order):

 Impr
•

•

•

•
 
 
2  
 Improve core stabilization. 
 Improve functional flexibility (especially in the shoulders, hips, lower 

hamstrings, and ankles). 
 Improve arm and leg mechanics.  

rd Tier (bulleted in no particular order):

•
•

•
 
 
3  
 Improve strength and power. 
 Improve landing strength. 

4th Tier:

•
•
 
 

 
 Work on losing body fat (ideal body fat = 7–11%) •

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 60 Yard Dash - Copyright © 2009 Thurman Hendrix 
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Bonus #3 
 
 
Baseball Speed and 60 Yard Dash Program Quick Reference Guide 

     Rest     Rest 
r)   

  Shuffle Right  1 x 25 Yds    0           0 
 Shuffle Left  1 x 25 Yds    0           0 
 Caroica Right  1 x 25 Yds    0           0 
 Caroica Left  1 x 25 Yds    0           0 

ip Forwards  1 x 25 Yds    0           0    Skip Forward  1 x 25 Yds    0           0 
ip Backward 1 x 25 Yds    0           0    Skip Backward 1 x 25 Yds    0           0 
m Circles (Fwd & Large) 1 x 15 Reps    0           0    Arm Circles (Fwd & Large) 1 x 15 Reps    0           0 

ircles (Bwd & Large) 1 x 15 Reps    0           0    Arm Circles (Bwd & Large) 1 x 15 Reps    0           0 
 Arms Across  1 x 20 Reps    0           0 
 Hip Hurdles  1 x 10 Reps ea    0           0 
 Hamstring 90/180 1 x 10 Reps ea    0           0 

  Glute Bridges  1 x 20 Reps    0           0 
  Planks  1 x 45 Sec    0            

     Rest     Rest 
eed Preparation A  (Set)    (Exer)    Speed Preparation B  (Set)    (Exer) 
 Balance  1 x 1 Min ea    0           0    Reaches  1 x 15 Reps ea    0           0 
am Roll – TFL/IT 1 x 1 Min ea    0           0    Foam Roll – Hip Flexors 1 x 1 Min ea    0           0 
anks  3 x 1 Min  Cir A1    0    Planks – Rotational 3 x 5 Reps ea  Cir A1    0 

m/Leg 3 x 6 Reps ea  Cir A2    0    Planks – Serratus 3 x 5 Reps ea  Cir A2    0 
st 3 x 30 Sec ea  Cir A3    0    Crab Position – Static 3 x 30 Sec   Cir A3    0 

 Ground 3 x 15 Reps  Cir A4  1 Min 
riformis Stretch 3 x 10 Reps ea  Cir B1    0 
string Walk 3 x 5 Reps ea  Cir B2    0 

p Off Bench (land 2 ft) 3 x 6 Reps  Cir B3        SL Jump (land opposite) 3 x 5 Reps ea  Cir B3     
uroBody Exercise – Not performed within session.     NeuroBody Exercise – Not performed within session. 
    Visualization              Non-Dominant Hand Day 

  Rest     Rest       Rest     Rest 
eed Preparation C  (Set)    (Exer)    Speed 1   (Set)    (Exer) 
 Star Hops  2 x 2 Stars ea    0           0    NeuroBody Exercise – Performed between “AMAN” drills 
am Roll – Piriformis 1 x 1 Min ea    0           0            Hand Slap “Plus” Game 
nks - Lateral 3 x 30 Sec ea  Cir A1    0    Vertical Jumps – 2 Feet 1 x 8 Reps  AMAN  AMAN 
perman – Arm/Leg 3 x 6 Reps ea  Cir A2    0    Vertical Jumps – 1 Foot 1 x 6 Reps ea  AMAN  AMAN 
tic Stretch – Upper Traps 3 x 30 Sec ea  Cir A3    0    Vertical Jumps – 2 Feet 1 x 8 Reps  AMAN  AMAN 
tic Stretch - Hip Flexors 3 x 30 Sec ea  Cir A4  1 Min    Line Hops - Lateral 2 x 6 Sec  AMAN  AMAN 
ni-Band Shuffles 3 x 15 Yds ea   Cir B1    0    Running Arms - Staggered 2 x 6 Sec ea  AMAN  AMAN 
mstring 90/180 3 x 10 Reps ea  Cir B2    0    Baseball Starts (1st Mvment) 10 x 8 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 

ep off Bench (land 1ft) 3 x 6 Reps  Cir B3        Sprints (1st Mvment) 5 x 60 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 
uroBody Exercise – Not performed within session.     Resistance Sprints (Pick 1): 
    Free Throws              Uphill  3 x 60 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 

              Sweatshirt or Sled  3 x 15 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 
              Parachute  3 x 40 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 
      Bodyweight Squats 3 x 20 Reps   Cir A1       0 
      Bodyweight Lunges 3 x 10 Reps ea   Cir A2       0 
   3 x 10 Reps ea   Cir A3       0 

    3 x 10 Reps   Cir A4       0 
      Curls 3 x 10 Reps   Cir A5    2 Min 
      Roll – Piriformis 1 x 1 Min ea        0 
 

Rest     Rest    Rest     Rest 
eed 2   (Set)    (Exer)    Speed 3   (Set)    (Exer) 
uroBody Exercise – Performed between “AMAN” drills    NeuroBody Exercise – Performed between “AMAN” drills 
    Left / Right Game              Speed Reading 

seball Starts (Reaction) 10 x 8 Yds  AMAN  AMAN   Wall “Up. Out, Down” 1 x 6 Reps ea  AMAN  AMAN 
rints (Reaction) 5 x 60 Yds  AMAN  AMAN   Baseball Starts (1st Mvment) 10 x 8 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 
rints – Home-to-First 4 x 30 Yds  AMAN  AMAN   Sprints (1st Mvment) 5 x 60 Yds  AMAN  AMAN 
rints - Doubles 2 x 60 Yds  AMAN  AMAN   Assistance Sprints (Pick 1): 
rint Conditioning x 75 Yds      Downhill x 60 Yds N 

ds x 1 Min ea e  x 40 Yds  
 

eg Up ea 0 
e 0 
ea in 

 Flexors  

hee n e and used co ing com ar with a as 
described throughout the 

h  Copyrig t © 2009 endrix 

 
 
   Rest     Rest  
Dynamic Warm-Up X  (Set)    (Exer)    Dynamic Warm-Up Y  (Set)    (Exe
Jog Forward  2 x 25 Yds    0           0    Jog Forward  2 x 25 Yds    0           0 
Jog Backward  2 x 25 Yds    0           0    Jog Backward  2 x 25 Yds    0           0 
Shuffle Right  1 x 25 Yds    0           0  

fle Left  1 x 25 Yds    0           0  Shuf  
Caroica Right  1 x 25 Yds    0           0   
Caroica Left  1 x 25 Yds    0           0   
Sk
Sk
Ar
Arm C
Arms Across  1 x 20 Reps    0              
      

      
     
     
 
   Rest     Rest  
Sp
SL
Fo
Pl
Quad Position – Ar
Static Stretch – Che

uHip H rdles  3 x 12 Reps ea  Cir A4  1 Min    Prone Cobra –
Glute Bridges  3 x 20 Reps  Cir B1    0    SL Squat – Pi
Hamstring 90/180 3 x 10 ea  Cir B2    0    Inverted Ham
Ste
Ne
    
 
 
Sp
SL
Fo
Pla
Su
Sta
Sta
Mi
Ha
St
Ne
    
 
 
 
 
    Bodyweight Split Jumps 

 losive Squat Jumps   Exp
  SB Hamstring
  Foam

   
Sp
Ne
    
Ice Skaters  3 x 5 Reps ea  AMAN  AMAN   Broad Jumps  2 x 8 Reps  AMAN  AMAN 
Ankle Pops  2 x 10 Reps  AMAN  AMAN   Shake and Slobber 2 x 5 Sec  AMAN  AMAN 
Speed Skips  3 x 10 Yds  AMAN  AMAN   Wall “Up, Down” (3 Pumps) 1 x 8 Reps  AMAN  AMAN 
Ba
Sp
Sp
Sp

pS 5   90 Sec    2 Min        3  AMAN  AMA
Foam Roll – TFL/IT Ban 1        0            Sweatshirt & Releas 3  AMAN  AMAN

AN                Flying  2 x 80 Yds  AMAN  AM
        Lunges – Back L 3 x 10 Reps    Cir A1       
       Lunges - Lateral 3 x 10 Reps a   Cir A2       
       Step-Ups  3 x 10 Reps    Cir A3   2 M
       Foam Roll – Hip 1 x 1 Min ea        0 
 
 
This reference s t should o ly be copi d after be m pletely famili ll of the terms and exercises 

book. 
 

The 60 Yard Das  - h Thurman H
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Bonus #4

Vide  Ana ysis 

ll 
ail with my overall thoughts.  Please follow the steps 

ing th ons found on pages 13 – 15.  There 

 ails for each different camera
you o not ave ro  to run a 60 yard dash, a shorter run m ed. 

4. os on a disk (in either DVD or .wmv format to ensure that 

5. d il g it. 
6. rmation (either on the DVD itself or in the 

g  that ): 
. 

b.  so I k ow w ere to send my critique) 
er (to confir t) 

form ce, In . 
ma  Hend ix 

Glendale Heights, Illinois 60139 

 
 
 

o Ol ffer 
 
 
 As promised, if you video yourself performing a 60 yard dash, I wi
personally write you an em
below very carefully: 
 

1. Video yourself follow e directi
should be a total of four different camera angles. 

2. Video two tr  angle. 
3. If d h om ay be film

Save your vide
I’m capable of viewing). 
If you like, make an extra copy of your isk since I l not be returninw
Include the following info
packa e you send

a Name 
Email address ( n h

c. Clickbank order numb m that you bought the produc
7. Send the disk to: 

Neurobody er an c P
Attn: Thur n r
57 S. Golfview Ct. 

8. Send me an email at Thurman@60yarddash.com (to let me know to expect 
your package in the mail). 

9. I will make eve ue within two weeks 
of receipt of your video. 

 

 

ry effort to ith a critiqget back to you w
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Hendrix and his wife Amy, a former college  suburban Chicago. 
 
 

If this book has helped you, please tell other players about it, or send them to 
www.60yarddash.com

 
Thurman Hendrix is recognized as a leading sports performance expert 

based upon his unique methods to training athletes.  He teaches an integrative 
approach that addresses core and joint stability, flexibility, resistance, 
xplosiveness, speed, agility, ande

a
a

u D
.C.S.) through the National Strength and S

C

through multi-million dollar earning profe
r and consultant to high school, collegiate,

o ing a top 
, playing as high as the professional m

ore returning to the indepe
ct offer or simply a spot on a roster, he 

athletes achieve thei
 track star, live in
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 or www.thurmanhendrix.com.  You can e-mail questions, 
success stor ddash.comies, or comments to thurman@60yar . 
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